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BACKPACKING INTO THE NORTH FORFST 

I lmow you're not going to believe this story. It all 

sounds too wild to be trueo You're going to say that my story 

reads like one of those super-hero comic books, or maybe sounds 

like a late night T.V. monster movie. But it's true anyway. 

And when I'm through tellinc you iny story, I'll prove it's 

.,true. 

It all started with our 25-mile backpack trip into the 

North Foresto Tim, Peter, Allen and I were all loaded up -

or loaded down, however you want to call it -- with campinr; 

and wilderness survival gear. My dad got up at 5 o 1 clock in 

the morning (thanks, Dadl) and drove the four of us out to 

the edGe of the woods where the trail begins. 

So there we were, at 7:30 on a cold but sum:y morninc in 

late August, ready for our four-day caJ11pout. We stood at the 

edge of the North Forest, a huge terr·i tory of redwood, laurel 

and eucalyptus treos. 'rhe woods were xnakine wakint;-up sounds 

-- branches cracking, squirrels runnine up and. down the tree 

trunks, scrub jays cuw-cuwinG with their raspy sanes. Ahead 

of us the path branched off in three directions. 

"Which way, 0 peerless leader?" Peter 3Sk'3d rne. He's 

always talkin~ like that. Peter has read every fantasy, 

science-fiction, and adventure book in the school librar·y, 

and he likes to dress up his talk with rich words like "O 



peerless leader." Some people don't like that way of talking 

-- sounds too smart, they say -- but I do. It's like his 

words help you think you 're always in the middle ·of some great 

adventureo 

"Well, subject and lrnave," I said (I can talk that way, 

too, when I wunt to), "I choose the central pathway." And I 

started walldng down that road with long, king-like strides. 

• "Wait a minute!" Allen yelled. "Do you know where you •re 

going, you turkey?" 

"Yeah," Tim chimed in. "Wouldn't it be tjreat if we had 

to tell people we 60t lost after hikin6 a grand total of two 

minutes and thirty seconds?" Here Tim put on the voice of a 

news announcer: "And in today's news, folks, four boys from 

Mill Valley Middle School set a New Guiness World Record by 

getting totally lost after only two mlnutes of hiking ••• " 

"OK, Oi:\," I cut in. "Which path do you want to take?" 

"Uhh. • • " Allen lo·Jked around ·at each of us and grin

ned, shrugging his should~rs. He's bige;er th.an any of the 

rest of us. In fact, he's put together like a fo·:>tball play

er. When he goes into that routine -- the c;rinning and 

shru~gin~ he looks like Yogi the Bear. But he's the second 

smartest kid in our grade, so don't always tjO by how someone 

looks. 

For a few rninutes we ·all stood around arguing over which 

path to take. Then finally Peter came up with a 500-watt idea. 
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"Listen, fellow adventurers. I have conceived a marvellous 

scheme. 11 

"Get ready 1 " All en shouted. "Mas ter111ind is about to 

speak! 11 

Peter ignored him. "Notice that I snap these twie;s into 

three unequal lengths." And as he talked, he broke the sticks 

and stuck them into his fist. "I personally do not want to de

' .cide which path we take," he said. Thats another thing 

about Peter: he may be super-smart, but he can•t make up 

his mind about anything unless he has a month to think it 

over. "Here is the method: each of you will draw a twig; 

and the person who selects the longest will have the honor 

of choosing our courseo" 

Tim grumbled that drawing sticks wasn't the best way 

to decide on which path we should take. But he finally 

aereed to the drawing, so we all pulled our twigs from 

Peter's fisto 

I won .. "Down the middle!" I shouted, and off we went. 

I couldn't resist turning to Allen and saying," See how 

much time we lost thanks to your grumbling 1 elephant-head? 

If you'd only followed my idea from the first, we 1 d be half 

a mile down the road alreadyo" 

Allen laughed1 and said," Just get us back to the :road 

in five dayso Then I mic;ht not sit on you while I eat 

breakfast o Might not, I saido • o" 

So into the woods and dol-vn the path we wento 
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TBB WORLD'S BIGGEST TREE 

We took the center path. It was a ereat day, the kind 

you always hope for when you're on a hiking trip: sW'llly, but 

not too hot, with just enough wind to keep you from sweating 

too rnucho After a couple of hours the trail branched a0aino 

I chose the right fork; and this timo Allen didn't object. 

• We found a giant redwood stwnp off to the right of the 

trail, and we all climbed in and settled down to lunch. I 

pulled out my food and started to eat. But when I looked up, 

everybody was staring at me. 

"An anchovy sandwich?!" they all asked at onceo 

"What's wrong with that? Want to try some?" I oi'fered 

a bite to each of them, but all I eot were answers like 

"Bleahh1 11 or "No dead warm fish for me today, thank you, 11 or 

"How are you fixed for stomach cramps medicine?" 

At this point Allen pulled out his lunch. We all stared 

at him. "'Cold pizza?!" 

"Sure," he said, with that goofy grin again a· 11What' s 

wrong with that?" 

And then Peter pulled out his sandwich. 

"Oh no~'' Tim yelled. nTell me that isn' t really a choco

late chip sandwich, Peter." 

"It is indeed a chocolate chip sandwich," Peter replied 

cooly. "One of my better inventions, if I do say so mysel.f." 

Li. 



"You guys are crazy," said Tim,, as he pulled out a head 

of lettuce and started munchine; on it like a rabbit. 

11Eh, what's up, Doc?" said Allen in his best imitation of 

Bugs Bunny. 

"You me an that's all you 1 re going to eat for lunch?" I 

askede I was getting set to tell him that lettuce didn't have 

many of the essential vitamins, when he pulled out a carrot 

Lrom his backpacko 

"No,, I've got some carrots here and some beets inside my 

backpack. They're better for you than that junk you guys are 

bombing your stomachs with." 

So we all sat there eating our lunches, everyone thinking 

that the other three were looney. In another ten minutes we 

were back on the trail. 

About the rniddle of the afternoon the trail branched off 

in three directions again. I immediately took off down the 

center road, when Tim called out, "Hold it just a minute, 

Charles. ·Are you sure you can get us out of here again? This 

is the third or fourth time today wer"ve had to choose a path. 

Are you going to be able to retrace our steps and get us back 

out of here?" 

Before I could answer, Peter cut ino "Elementary, my dear 

Timothyo If you'll look down each of the paths, you will no

tice that the one on the left leads into laurel trees. The 

path on the right leads into eucalyptus treeso And the center 
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pathway leads into a deeeeep forest of noble redwoods." When 

he stretched out that word "deep," he made weird and evil 

motions with his hands and face, as if some monster was lurk-

ing out there in the noble redwoods waiting just for us. 

"And just how can you tell this • deeeeep' part of the 

woods from any other part that's redwood?" Tim wanted to know. 

Tim always wants to set thinBS straight before he does any

thing. Some people think he's a grump because he's always 

coming out with a lot of "How?" and "Why?" questions ju::·t when 

they're laying out grand plans. But he's good to have around 

just to keep you thinkinG about exactly why you're going to do 

something, and exactly how you're going to do it. 

"I've got news for you turkeys," said Allena He pulled a 

piece of charred wood from his shirt pocket and waved it in 

our faces as if it were his own personal, perfecto map of the 

North Foresto 11Ri.:I;ht when we started on this trip I picked up 

this piece of burned wood by the highwayo 1U1d every time we 

made a tur-n or took a fork in the road, I marked a big X on 

one of the trees. So to eet back to the highway, all we have 

to do is follow the x• s." 

I was impressed. "Good thinking -- for a change," I said. 

It seemed like a smart idea to me. 

Peter was impressed. "For your rnasnificent idea, I hereby 

confer upon you the Medal of the Golden Owl. " 

Tim wasn't impressed. 11 What if it rains? Won• t the rain· 

wash off all those marks?" 
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Allen•s smile disappeared. "Well, uh, maybe. But wouldn't 

all the brf:\nches keep the rain off' my marks?" he asked hopefully. 

Tim thought about that. "Maybe a light rain wouldn't erase 

the X's. Let's just hope it doesn't rain at all. I can just 

see us all slopping and sloshing around in the rain, looking 

for the last dribbly streaks of Allen's X•s.rr. 

So we decided that it had better not rain; then down the 

~edwood path we went, and hiked steadily all the rest of the 

af'ternoon. 

It must have been about six o'clock when we came to the 

Royal Court. That•s what Peter called it, because there was 

a ring of redwood trees a.bout 200 feet a.cross, and in the cen..;. 

ter stood one big, huge, t;igantic, vast monster of a redwood 

tree. Now, I've seen the Grizzly Giant in Yosemite National 

Park, and I thoueht that wa3 the btggest tree I'd ever hope to 

see. But you could put ten Grizzly Giants inside the trunk of. 

this tree and still have room left over. It went up and up 

and up; and it seemed that if you could climb to the top of 

that tree, on a clear day you'd be able to see half the United 

Stateso 

That tree was the kinl,5 redwood tree. And Peter was right 

it di<.l look like a royal court, with all those other mediwn 

and tall redwoods surroundinc; the champion tree of all time in 

the centero And at the bottom of King Sequoia himself (that's 

the na1r1e we gave to that skyscraper redwood) was a kin!). of a 

throne of red and gold ivy leaves. 
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That ivy, or whatever it was, bothered us, though. It 

went all around the base of the tree and rose to a hei6ht of 

about ten feet all the way around. We couldn't actually sec 

the bottom of the trunk because of the thickness of the red 

and gold leaves. In fact, we decided, they looked a little 

like poison oak. 

"Do you think we should try to clear a path to the trunk'? 11 

·r asked. There was something about King Sequoia that made me 

want to feel its bark and stand right at the bottom and look 

up. 

"It's getting late," said Tim. "And if it's really poison 

ivy or something, I 1 d rather get a good look at it in the 

daylight." 

"Hight," said Allen. "And besides, I 1m setting hunery 

for pizza ae;ain. Let's set up camp and eat." 

"Uni'ortuna te," said Petero "King Sequoia would have made 

a superior back wall for our tent. Ah well. • • " 

We all agreed it was a shame that we couldn't get to the 

bottom of the tree. But we were hungry and tired, so we 

pitched camp in the space between the court trees and the King, 

cooked a crummy meal of dried stew (while Allen sneaked munches 

of pizza from his bac.kpack), and then went to sleep. 
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THE IRON DOOR 

When we got up next morning, the sun was shining, but 

heavy clouds were beginning to gather in the west. They 

weren't the thin, foggy kind that the sun can burn off by 

noon. No, these were fat-bellied rain clouds for sure, 

the kind that always come durine the rainy season. 

"You can kiss Allen 1 s X-marks goodbye," said Tim sourly, 

as he munched a beet for breakfast. 

"Maybe not," said Allen hopefully. "Like I said yester

day, the upper branches of the trees will probably protect 

the markso Besides, it may not raino" But he didn't sound 

like he believed his own words. 

We talked about the possibility of rain for a while; but 

even while we were talking, we all kept looking at King 

Sequoia. I told everyone about a dream I'd had the night 

beforeo I dreamed that the tree was .a frozen rocketship, 

and that the red-gold ivy (or whatever they were) leaves 

were really frozen rocket flames. In my dream I could hear 

noises coming from inside the spaceship-tree -- sounds like 

hamrnerin3 and lauehing at first, but then yells and screams 

and Groans after that. I thought I woke up and could still 

hear noises; but I decided that my waking up and hearing 

those sounds must have been part of my dream, too. How 

could there be harruriering and screams cornine; frorn a huge 
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redwood tree? The whole thing wasn 1 t exactly a niehtmare, 

but it was a pretty weird dream. 

After I told them about my dream, we all started talking 

about what route we were going to take out of the Royal 

Court. I could tell that everyone sort of wanted to stay 

and explore the area; but we all thought that we ought to 

hike on, and should try to make camp that night farther 

~nto the woods. 

"Want to draw sticks ae;ain?" I asked. I ~~d a great plan, 

but I had to count on my winning the draw to pull it off. 

"No way!" said Allen. "That's how we did it last time, 

and look where it e;ot USo II 

"What's wrong with where we are?" asked Timo "I kind of 

like it here. In fact, I vote that we should work out a bet

ter system for markine our path so we can come back here 

aeain. I'd like to brinG my camera and take some pictures of 

that e;igantic tree." 

"Right," I agreed. "With my 3-D camera I could get a 

great stereo shot up the trunk of King Sequoia -- if I could 

stand rie;ht under it at the base. Can you irnar;ine how fan

tastic that would look in three dimensions'?" My dad gave me 

an old Realist 3-D stereo camera about a year aeo, and I've 

been taking depth pictures ever sinceo Once you 1 ve seen a 

3-D slide you'll never want to see another flat picture again. 

"I concur with your estimate of photographic potential 

here," said Peter in his hi3hest style speech. 11 But we still 
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haven•t solved the problem of which path we should take to

day." He reached down, cracked three twigs, stuffed thern 

into his fist, and said, "Draw, if you please." 

Tim grumbled that he still didn't think drawing sticks 

was a "logical 11 way to cho·.)Se a pa th; but since he couldn't 

think of a better way, we drew from Peter's hand. 

I won ai;ain. 

"It 1 s fixed!" yelled Allen. 

Tim stared at me. 11Are you sure you and Peter aren 1 t 

into some kind of plot together?" he asked suspiciously. 

"I assure you. • • " Peter began. 

"They're just jealous of my good luck -- which, of 

course, I deserve," I said. After that remark Allen 

dived at me, and all four of us rolled around on the 

ground wrestline and lau6hinG for about ten minutes. 

When we got up aguin and shook the dirt off our 

clothes, Peter asked, "Now, then, 0 P.eerless leader, what 

path do we take today?" 

I pulled myself up to my full height, and announced 

in my best command-voice, 11 It is my will that we hike no 

further until we have explored the base of King Sequoia." 

Everyone agreed to that idea right away. I think 

that's what all of us really ~wanted to do all along. So 

we packed our gear and left it by the burned out campfire. 

Then we bee;an our exploration of the World's Greatest Tree. 
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We walked around and around the base, but couldn't find 

a break in the thick ivy that covered the tree's bark at the 

bottom. Obviously someone was going to have to volunteer to 

hack a path through to the trunk. But naturally, no one 

wanted to wade into a sea of poison ivy. 

"Want to draw sticks to see who cuts the path?" I 

sur;e;ested. 

• "No way," said Tim, "but I do think that the leader 

should be the one to do it." 

I started to protest, but all three of them shouted me 

down. They said that since I was leader, I was the one who 

had to make the path so that I could lead. 

"Ha ts l n I thoue;ht. "The last thing I want to do is spend 

the rest of the hike itchinG and scratching and itching some 

moreJ1 Then a small hope came to me. 

"Does anyone have a pair of gloves?" I asked .hopefully. 

"Then I wouldn' t have to get t l.1e stuff on my hands o" 

"Sure,. I do," said Tim. Good old Tim,, always planniI'lB 

for emergencies. So Tim went back to the camp and returned 

with a pair of thick, padded snow-gloves. 

"Snow-eloves?l" I said. "Did you think we were going to 

be climbing Mount Everest?" But I was happy to have those 

gloves, even if the paddinr; made them clwnsy to work with. 

Now maybe the itch-powder wouldn't get throueh the padding. 
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So slowly and carefully I began cutting away the 

branches. It was hard work, since the vines were tougher 

than they lookedo Peter, Tim, and Allen stood around and 

joked while I cut and sawed and hacked. After about an 

hour of their jokes and my work I askec;l, !!Anyone want· to 

help out, so we can finish this job bef'ore Christmas?" 

"Sure," said Tim, "I'll do it for awhile. Let me 

pave the gloves." 

As I took of'f the gloves and handed them over, Tim 

snif'f'ed them suspiciously. "Say,. this doesn't smell like 

poison oak or poison ivy. It smells more like licoriceo 

Here, take a whiff, you guyso" 

Peter and Allen smelled the leaf-juice on the gloves, 

and a6reed that it didn't smell like poison oak or poison 

ivy. 

"Come to think of it," said Allen, "the leaves don't 

really look like oak or ivy. Want to·take a chance and 

start hacld.ng and pullinB without the gloves?" 

"A dangerous enterprise," said Peter, "but what rs a 

little itching to four adventurers?" 

So all four of us started hacking and pulling at the 

thick growth of vine-stall-cs and leaves. In about thirty 

minutes, we reached the base of the trunk. 

"Victoryl" Peter yelled, and Allen whooped and pounded 

the bark of King Sequoia in a fit of craziness. 
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11Yeow 1 11 Allen yelled all o:f a sudden o "What did I hit?" 

He was holding his injured right hand cradled in his le:ft. 

I looked at the tree trunk where his fist had struck. 

"It 1 s a door hinge! ~r I said in amazement • 
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HARD WORK IN THE RAIN 

We couldn 1 t believe it, but there it was: three iron 

hinges attached to the tree trunk on one side and to some

thing metal on the other. After another ten minutes of 

clearing away the brush, there it stood: a huge iron door, 

maybe ten feet high and six feet wide, with a heavy-looking 

iron bolt crossing it about half way up and running into a 

big iron latch that was fastened into the other side of the 

trunko The door itself was covered with rust and lichens. 

Who knows how long it had been since anyone had opened it? 

And where did it lead to? 

We started pulling on the bolt with all our strength, 

trying to force it off the door and into the latch -- no 

lucko The rust had welded it shut. 

"What we need is some oil or something to help grease it 

loose," said Allen. He eaYe the bolt. another couple of tugs, 

but it wouldn 1 t bud0e. Allen was pretty strong, and he wasn't 

used to having things not budge for him. 

So we sat around thinking about how we might loosen that 

rust. Naturally, nobody had a can of oil in his backpacko 

But finally Peter (as usual) came up with the 500-watt idea. 

"Aha! I have it," he announcedo rrcharles, do you stil.L 

possess a tin or those horrible anchovies that you so dearly 

love?" 
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I told him I did -- four tins, in fact -- but I didn't 

see how a can of dead fish was going to pry open that door. 
I 

"The oil, Sir Charles, the oil." Peter cried out. 

"We'll pour the oil, in which the anchovies are packed, 

over the rust on the latch. Then we'll all scrape away at 

the rust with our trusty lmives. 11 

"Not a bad idea," said Tim. nr 'LL e;o back and e;et our 

"ackpacks, just in case we need anything else." Good old 

Tim -- always thinking 01· emergencies. In fact, I hate to 

think of the fix we would've been in if he hadn't gone back 

for our packs • 

So Tim went off and came back with our gear. I took out 

the anchovies and opened a tino Boy, did they taste good after 

all that work. I was starting on my second one when Allen 

yelled at me. 

"Hey, CharJ.es, are you going to help us work on this door 

or are you goine to stand around munching those stinking fish 

all day?" . 

"'Can 1 t let all these e;oodies go to waste," I said. "And 

besides, it's~ anchovy oil that's doing the hard work on 

the rust, isn't it? So you euys can chip away at the rust 

~thile !!!:[ anchovy oil; does its job. Besides, I've spent an 

hour more than you guys \-Drking at that brush." 

"OK, 11 said Tim, "but when we get the door open we're 

going to leave you out here and take the hard-working 

anchovies with us inside." 
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•tstou mean if we e;et the door open, 11 said Petero "Un.Less 

we all begin work at once, we•re all going to be standing 

out here in the rain. 11 

We all looked up. The c~ouds had moved overhead, and 

were bunching up for a rain -- no doubt about it. So we 

all -- myself included now -- started hacking away at the 

oil-loosened rust. It was slow work; but we had to cut 

;J.Way big chunks of orange rust if we wanted to open that 

door. The thought that it mir;ht be warm and cozy insid~- the 

tree (you'll see how wrone we were about thatl) encouraged 

us to keep working steadily. 

The sky overhead was soon completely covered with .gray 

and soot-black clou.dso It wasn't long before the first 

raindrops began to fall. 

"Let's give the bolt another tryl" Allen shouted. We 

pulled and pulledo The bolt finally moved about an inch, 

then wouldn't budge anymore. The rain was comine down in 

a steady stream now. 

"Someone try kickine;·the bolt down by the latch end and 

see if that lo::>sens it," said Tim. So Peter and AJ.len kicked, 

banged, and shoved on the far end of the bo~t while Tim and I 

tueged from the near end. 

The rain started to come down really hard. 

"Let 1 s go back to the tent 1" Tirn shouted above the roar 

of the rain. "We 111 never get in there now. n· 
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"Onward!" yelled Peter, as he and Al.Len kicked and banged 

even harder. But stil.L no results. 

Then it was my turn for the 1,000 watt idea. A few feet 

away from me I spied a large branch. "Just right for a crow

bar!" I thought. So I grabbed the branch and wedged it under 

the bolt, braced it aBainst the tree trunk, and lifted. 

Nothing. The rain was pouring down my face ana soakin6 my 

~lothes. I lifted harder •. 

"It's coming! 11 yelled AJ.len. "Keep liftinB! Tim, come 

down here and give us a hand! " 

So the three of them pulled, while I pried at the bolt. 

Slowly but surely, the bolt raised up out of the latch and 

began to slide off or the door. We pushed and pulled until 

the bolt went all the way off the latch, and went crashin3 

to the ground. 

"Three cheers for us!" Peter shouted, and did a little 

dance in the rain. 

"Do you mind if we watch your dance from inside the tree

trunk?" Tim asked. "I'm soaked. And we still haven't gotten 

the door open. 11 

We were so happy to Get that boit out of the way that 

we forc;ot that the door rnit;!it be even tou~her to open. It 

might even be iocked. 

"Let's try it," I said. There was a lare;e brass ring 

attached to one side of the door. We ail grabbed hold of it 
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and gave i t a r;ian t pull. We were sur e that it wouldn 't 

budee at all, but surp rise! It opened as smoothly a s an 

automatic door smoother , in fact, like it was on a 

greased track . There was e ven some t hing weir d , even 

frightening , about the door sliding open like that . It 

was like somebody - - or some thing -- made the door r eal ly 

easy t o open so that you ' d be l u r ed inside . 

But we were cold and wet, and the inside l ooked warm 

and dryo So in we went . 
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BEYOND THE DOOR 

The inside or the tree trunk was like a cave -- only a 

cave made out or woodo It was so big that we couldn't even 

see across to the other side. 

"Shine your f"lashlight aroung., Tim," I said. I wanted 

to get a eood look at what we were walking intoo So Tim 

t..ook out his.flashlight and aimed it at the far end of the 

wood-cave. 

Allen was the first to see ito "Look at that, would 

you1" he yelled. "There·azae two sets of stairs at the 

other end 01· the rooml" 

We couldn't believe it, but there they were: a carved 

wood banister surroundine a set of spiral stairs that twist

ed upward to the ceiling, and stone steps that descended 

downward out 01· sight o We a.Ll followed the beam of Tim 1 s 

f.Lashlight over to the top of the stai~s, then looked up 

and down. . 

Next we started discussing which stairs we should try, 

when a strong blast of wind chilled us right through our 

wet clothes to the skin. 

"Maybe we should close the door and spend the night in 

here," I suggestedo nr can't think of any other place inside 

50 miles of here that's going to be any warmer or drier." 

"I'm for s tayinr; the ni~ht here, " Tim agreed, "but I 

don't think we should shut thai:; door. We don't lmow that 
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it would open up from this side. But first, let's bring in 

our baakpacks." And once ac;ain, as you 1ll see, Tim's sharp 

thinking came in very handy -- though we didn't know it at 

the time. 

We fetched our backpacks. The packs themselves were 

soaked; but luckily, most 01· the things inside were either 

dry or oniy a little wet. So the first thing we did was 

~o put on dry clothes. 

"How about a littie fire? 11 Allen sue;gested. 

"Inside a tree? Are you. mad?" Peter asked him. 

It did seem crazy the idea of lightine a fire inside 

a tree where you were sJ.eep ing. But the inside of oJ.d Ki .. ng 

Sequoia was so vast that it seemed J.ike a good idea to me. 

Tim and Peter, though, said, "No way, not now, not neverl" 

about ten times, so we gave up the idea. I just wanted some 

more warmth; but I think Allen had in mind cookine up a 

pizza. 

"Say, n. said Tim, "do you think I should go back and get 

the tent? It might. • • " 

Just then, a loud blast or wind roared into the tree, and, 

to our horror, started to push the door shut. 

"Hey, someone e;rab the doorl" yelled A.llen. 

We all jumped to our feet and LM\!Shed toward the huge iron 

door as it swung shut. It ~ot darker fast. Then, with a 

loud thud and a click, the door banged shut. 
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I didn't like the sound of that click -- like a lock 

snapping in placeo "Everybody shovel" I shouted. We all 

heaved and pushed, but it was no use. The door was locked. 

We were trapped inside the tree. 

~ 
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THB TWO STAIRWAYS 

So there we were, locked inside an enormous tree, and no 

poss.ible way o1' getting out, as .far as we could seeo We could 

hear the storm raging outside; but it sounded far away, like 

it was raining in another world. And in a way, we were in an

other world: the pitch-black inside of a eiant sequoia tree. 

Then all o.f a sudden Tim switched on his flashlight again. 

"Man, we're lucky to have our backpacks with us in here. Other-

wise no lic;ht, no i'ood, no water, no nothing," he said. 

"That was c:;ood thinkint; on your part to bring our equip

ment in here, rt. I said. 

"Lucky thinking, you mean," said Allen. 

"Neither good nor lucky will do us much e;ood for long," 

said Peter, "unless we can find a way out of here. We might 

be abie to stretoh our food and water supplies out for a week 

or so. But after that, we either learn to eat tree bark and 

drink sap. or die o" 

"I just can't understand it, 11 I said, giving the door an

other useless shoveo "After we shoved the be.Lt out of the 

latch the door opened rieht up. There wasn't any snap-lock 

on the door its elf. 11 

"Obviously there was," Peter replied, "or we wouldn't be 

incarcerated -- locked up, that is -- in here rieht now." 
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"The question is, 11 said Tim, "what are we Going to do now? 

We can't just sit around here until the food and water run 

OU to 11 

"Since it seems pretty certain we 1 re not going out that 

door for awhile," I said, "maybe we should try the stairs." 

Tim swung his flashlight in an arc to the top of our room 

inside King Sequoiao It was like a c!u.trch in there, with a 

thigh ceiling that narrowed to a point about twenty feet up. 

Now we could see that the spiral steps disappeared through an 

opening high up in the top of the room. Then Tiro threw the 

flash beam back to the lower stairs. Those stairs seemed a 

lot darker than before, b.tt probably because the door was shut 

now. 

We gathered up our backpacks and squatted down to discuss 

strategy. Tim and I would use our flashl.ights now, so that· 

Peter and Allen could conserve their batteries. Then they all 

voted me leader or, I should say, ·scouto 

"Up or further down?" Peter asked. This time the decision 

wasn 1 t too hard to makeo The steps going downward were a kind 

of ~rimy._ · stone, cracked in places, and sproutine weird-looking 

blue, grey, orange, and black mushrooms a A dark ooze seeped 

through the cracks in the wall and collected in dirty puddles 

where the stairs were worn downo And where those stairs stop

ped c;oing down, we couldn't see. When I flashed my beam down 

there, it was like the darlrn.ess just swallowed the light. And 



every now and then we could hear scraping and shuff line 

sounds, like something was moving around down there -- some

thing big, and somethine that made the dark its home. 

"Up, definitely up," I replied. Everyone a3reed, even 

though the stairs going up looked dangerous enough themselves. 

There was a single redwood shaft sunk into the stone under 

our feet that rose up out of sight into that roof; and all 

around the shaft there were planks of wood fastened to it by 

wooden struts and thick hunks of rope. The plank stairway 

rose upward in a corKscrew spiral alL the way into the ceiling. 

It didn't look too sturdy; but the light at the top was de

finitely more hopeful than the dark at the bottom of the stone 

steps, so up we went. 

The stairs were steep and rickety, so we climbed slowly, 

with one hand on the central shaft and the other on the rope 

struts all the way up. By the time we got to the hole in the 

ceiline, we were all breathing pretty·aard. 

"Want to rest here?n I asked. "Or should we co on up 

through the hole?" 

"Rest," said .T-im. • 

"Go," said ~lpn. 

"I don 1 t know -- you decide," said Peter. They were a 

big help. 

And then I dropped the flashlieht. 

I must have been tryint; to hold onto the rope and the 

flashJ.ir;ht at the same time I don 1 t lmow for sure. But 
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I for sure dropped it, and down it went, wavine crazy patterns 

in the air as it dropped. It made a horrible crash and 

breaking-glass sound when it hit. Then we heard it ro.Ll, then 

some more thumping sounds that grew:i'ainter and fainter. 

"Nice going, Charles," said Al1eno "Now we have three 

lights left." 

"Hey, I didn't throw it away, Allen," I yelled back. I 

!elt pretty bad about dropping that flashlight like a kJ.utz, 

and I didn't need him to remind me how f\unble-fineered I was. 

"Don't worry about it," Tim said. nwe stil.l have three 

left, and I have some extra batteries. But if we Go on up 

there into the light, we can save some energy in our flash

lights." 

We al.1 aereed, and I led the way up through the hole in 

the ceiling. 
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THE CHAMBER OF TORCHES 

On the other side of the hoJ.e we came into a huge roorn. 

It was like beine in an enormous tree fort, with the wood of 

the tree slopine up to a point over your head; but bi~ger, a 

lot bigeer than any tree fort could be. King Sequoia was 

really huc;el 

But the amazing thing about· the room wasn't its size: 

it was the torches. Al.l around this upper room, in a ereat 

circle, there were a hundred torches blazing away, all fasten

ed to the wall by metai ciasps that kept them away from the 

wood oi' tr,,,e tree. And underneath the torches were cases and 

cases of weapons. 

Yes, that's what I said: weapons. Old weapons. There 

were straie;ht-ede;ed swords and curved swords, shields, chain 

mail and plate armor, Maces, flails, morning stars, spears, 

dagc::;ers, slinr;shots -- every kind of o).d-fashioned fie;hting 

equipment you could think of. No BU-ns or bullets 3t all. 

And at one end of the room was an immense counter. It 

was like any counter you'd see in a department store or hotel; 

but it was huee -- maybe six feet hieho In fact, it looked 

more like a judee's desk, or whatever it is they sit behind 

in court; except that this one was about 15 feet lone, like 

a counter. And on top of this big counter there was a sign 

lettered in fancy, old-style script that read: 
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ISHA.R 'S WEAPONS .A.ND MEDICil-iE SHOP 

BAiTG GOim FOR SEHVICE 

"What in the name of Godzilla is this place?" Allen 

asked in a loud whisper. 

"Maybe it's a lost fort.~ •• or something," I sugr;ested. 

I didn't really believe it; but a wild guess was better than 

nothing right then • 

• "If this place is that old, then how come the torches are 

stil.L burnine::;?" Tim wanted to lmow. 'i'hat shot my theory. 

"Perhaps it could be a movie set," said Peter. Of course 

nobody had the fogsiest idea of where we were or what this 

room was doing here 100 feet or so up inside an enormous tree 

somewhere in the Nort.u Forest or Ca.Lifornia. But just Guess

ing helped keep our minds off just how stran0e the whole setup 

was. 

"No way," said Tim. "In the first place, we didn't see 

any trucks or cameras or actors or anything outsideo And 

second, that door was really rusted shut. Nobody's been 

throu3h that door in a lone; time." 

11Except us," All.en corrected himo 

"Maybe they use a different entrance," Peter countered. 

Nobody went along with his movie-set theory; but it made us 

feel more hopefu.L to think there might be another way out. 

For sure we weren't coing out the door we came in. 
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While Tim and Peter and I were tryine; to outc;uess each 

other on the subject of what the place might be, All.en 

strolled over to the 60ng and picked up the mallet. I 

should mention that Allen really loves hitting things. Not 

people -- hitting rocks with sticks, hitting garba0e cans 

with rocks, or even just hitting garbege can lids aJainst 

garbage can lids. That's just the way he is. He should 

have been a drummer. 

So as soon as he saw that mallet, he couldn't resist. 

It was about three feet long, with a solid iron shaft and 

tipped with a big fuzzy ball of felt. The gong itself was 

gie;antic bigger than any of us. It swung suspended from 

a couple of leather thine;s that held it inside a circular 

metal frame-stand. 

Allen gave it a medium-strength whack with the mallet. 

A deep, rich, golden sound started to vibrate the whole 

room. You could feel the sound shake· you all over -- it 

even made·my teeth feel warm! 
I 

What a sound. 

But of course, Allen couldn't stop there. On the next 

stroke he hauled off and whammed the eong with a hornerun 

swin~ or the malleta This time it sounded like every tin can 

in the world ha<l come crashinc.:; down out of the sky onto an 

aluminwn roof •. My teeth started shaking like th~y would vi-

bra te loose out of their t_:,llllls. Even after I covered my ears, 

for a long time it felt like someone was using a file on my 

eardrums. What • r a noise. 
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When the racket finally faded out, Peter turned to Tim 

and me and said, "We have just heard the true sound of Allen's 

rnind." 

Allen came on with a YoJi Bear r;rino "I guess I did hit 

it pretty hard," he admitted. 

A voice boomed out frorn behind the counter. "Loud? 

Loud?'l Not as loud as the sound he will make when I cast 

hixn down the stairsl" • 



IS HAR 

We all looked up as a bald head rose up over the top of 

the counter like a 3iant orange moon. Then two shaezy eyes 

appeared. Then a full, bushy red beard, streaked with white. 

The face peered down at us with a frown. We were all sure 

that this was a ten-foot hieh giant who'd trapped us in his 

tree, and we were finishedo 

"And who," bellowed the huge red face, "are you?" 

We were all scared to death -- all of us except Peter, 

of course. Like I told you, he's read millions or books 

where people wind up on strange planets or in weird time 

warps where every kind of monster roams around. So he wasn't 

as surprised as the rest of us (or maybe he was just fakinG 

it). So he put on his best story-book style and introduced 

us all to the 3ie Red ?ace. 

"Allow me to introduce ourselves,'.' said Peter with a 

sweep of his hands toward the rest of us. "On the far end 

stands Sir Charles, the best musician and chess player in 

our fair school." 

I felt so Good about this compliment (though it's all 

true, of course), that I smiled at Peter and bowed to the 

Big Red Face. 

"Next to him stands Sir Al.Len, star· football player and 

whiz-kid in mathematics." This brought on a winning Grin 
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from Allen, who also shuffled his feet and turned red in 

the face. 

"And next to him," Peter continued, "stands Sir Tim 

the hard-headed." I think Peter meant to say that Tim was 

always practical and thinld.ng about the realistic things 

to do; but it sure sounded like he thought Tim.had a slow 

brain. Tim glared at Peter; but Peter went on as if he'd 

said just the right thingo 
• 

"And I am Prince Peter, lord of ail the books in the 

great library, and master of many other skills -- which I 

arn too modest to name." That bit about "Prince" Peter 

irked me just a little -- why should the rest of us be "Sir" 

and him "Rrince?" But he was lord of all the books in the 

library, no doubb about that. 

Peter concluded his 6rand introduction with a low bow 

to the Big Red Face. 

"And who are you?" Allen asked bluntly. 

"Sir cq.arles ! Prince Peter~ Sir Tim!" said the Big 

Red Face with a snort of disbelief. "Why, I don't believe 

a word of it. For one thine, you're all too young. And 

for another, you don't speak like lords. And finally, you 

can't be 'sir' and •prince' because this isn't even En~land. 

It's. " Here the Big .Red Face squinted up one eye while • • 

he was trying to think of tc~ name of where he waso 

"Cali.fornia?" Tim suggested. 
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• 

"No, no, that• s not it at all." The Face squinted the 

other eye and looked up at the ceiling, like the answer 

was written up there and he was trying to read it up there. 

"America?" I triedo 

"No, no, no. Ah, the old memory isn' t what it us en. to 

be. What does matter, thouGh, is that you're here inside 

King Sequoia." 

We couldn't believe what he'd just said. How did he 

know the name we'd given to the tree? Had he been out 

sneaking around our tent at ni~ht, listeninG to our talk 

about Kin~ Sequoia? That seemed pretty unlikely; but I 

remembered my dream -- or was it a dream? -- about the 

liehts and the eroans co~inc from inside the treeo 

"How did you know this tree is called King Sequoia?" 

Tim asked. He was obviously thinking the same thine I was. 

"How do I know?" the Big Red Beard thundered. "How do 

I know?? I'll have you know I 1 ve li~ed in this tree for 

200 years. And before that, for ~50 years in thb Grand 

Arbre de Roland.in France. And before that, for 400 years 

in the Niebulunesbawn in Germany. And before that ••• " 

He stopped to catch his breath. "How do I know?" he asked. 

ae;ain. "Because I named it, that's why!" 

He sure sounded like he was telling the truth. But 

just how it was that we thOlq~-;ht of the name "Kine; Sequoia 11 

before he'd told it to un is still a mystery. Maybe there's 
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such a thine as mental telepathy. Or maybe the tree itseJ.f 

has a telepathic mind. No -- thac's too fantastico What 

do you think, reader? 

"Just a minute," said the Big Red Beard, "let me come 

down and get a better look at you." So the red beard and 

bald head disappeared. We heard footsteps thlllTlping down 

the stairs that led up behind the countero And then there 

he was, standing right in front of us • 
• 

I He was a dwarf. 

I don't mean he was just short, or even super-short. I 

mean he looked like a real dwarf, like the kind you read 

a'Qout in the Lord of the rtings or "Snow White. 11 His head 

was at least twice as biG as mine, even thoubh he was at 

least six inches shorter than I a1n. Shorter, yes -- but 
. r 

you should have seen his chest and arms. His arms looked 

like oak logs covered with thick brown hair. And his hands 

look.ed like they c_ould crush a horseshoe or rip a thick 

phone book.in half without even tryine. And thac chest 

well, it was covered with a worn shirt made of brown 

leather and trimmed with copper lions' heads, silver eagles 

blowing trwnpets, and a bronze draeon breathing Gold fire. 

But you could tell. that che:.->t filled the shirt without any 

paddinG, and must have been 60 inches around, at least! 

"Ishar' s my name, luds ! " he thundered in a loud but 

good-natured voice. He held out one of those massive hands 

for Allen to shake. 
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Allen gripped Ishar' s hand, then let out with a loud 

yello 

"Oh, sorry, my boy," Ishar apolot;ized, "I've been 

workine in the weapons shop all day, and I for3ot that I 

shouldn' t shake a hand like I bend an iron b.La de." 

"That's :for sure," said Allen as he rubbed his mangled 

hand e;ently. 

• 
Then a..Ll of us started asking questions at once. "Where 

are we? • • • Do you really live in this tree? • • • Can 

you tel.L us how to r;et out of here? ••• " and so on. 

Ishar held up his hand to stop the flood of questions. 

"One matter at a time," he said with a wide grin on his 

face. "First, you f'e..Llows .Look pretty wet and hunr;ry. How 

about some warm ale or cider and a bit of vroat-meat?" 

I 1m ~lad I didn't think to ask what a vroa t was -- "You all 

need to put on at least another 50 pounds of' solid flesh and 

muscles. Well, soMethine to eat and drink right now will 

rush the e~er~y throuGh your arterieso Then wo'l.L discuss 

the how and the why of it a.L.L together." 

So he led us up the stairs, behind the counter, through 

a thick animal-skin curtain, and into a back roon1. And I've 

never, never seen a roorn ..Like this one. I don't lmow if I 

can come close to describinG ·it so you'll eet the same feel

int; of amazement we had. But I 'rn te..Lline ~rou the story, so 

I've got to try. Here eoes. 
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THE WEAPON SHOP 

The back room was smaller than the one we just crune from. 

But it was still pretty bigj and it was a whole lot ftl.llero 

The only light came from an enormous chandelier hanging from 

the ceiling in the middle of the room. It held about fifty 

candles that sent out waverin~, gloom-edged beams or light 

a.,cross the room. 

The walis were entirely covered with shelves and display 

cases. Some of them had glass doors, others were open, and 

stili others had heavy iron bars across the front, with thick 

padlocks on the latcheso On the shelves and inside the cases 

were swords, shields, chain-mail armor, and helmets, emerald

crusted drinking goblets, flasks and bottles of every color 

imaginable (and some I'd never imagined), old scrolls of paper 

and parclunent, wands made out of smoky crystal, wooden staffs 

carved with snakes' heads, lockets and· amulets hanging from 

gold and silver chains ••• I could go on and on. Some of 

the things there I'd never seen before. Even Peter didn't 

know the names of some of the weapons. And he cou~dn't read 

the writing on any of the scrolls. 

All four of us stared like country tourists in the big 

city for the first time. Ishar just laughed, and went over 

to a table in one corner or the room. He gave us some cider 

that tasted like it had eround-up redwood tree in it, then 
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sat down to watch us stare our eyes out at his collection. 

He was having a great time. 

And so were we. We even forgot for awhile that we were 

trapped inside a huge tree with a dwarf who seemed to collect 

bottles and weapons from the Middle Ages. We just kept going 

from one case to another, with our eyes bugging out of their 

sockets in pure wonder. Peter was about to have a heart 

attack from the excitement. 

Rather than just keep on listing all the thinss we saw, 

let me describe three of them to you. That should give you a 

pretty sood idea of the variety of what Ishar had in thereo 

But just remember to multiply everything I say by 100, because 

I couldn't begin to tell you everything, and can't hope to tell 

you how weird and exciting each case was to us. 

In one case there was an old, cracked piece of vellwn· 

(Peter says that's sheepskin dried to make a kind of heavy 

paper). It was faded brown, and had wrinkles all across it 

like an old man's face. Ali around the border it was colored 

black. And printed in an extra fancy script were the words 

MALEDICAT DOMINUS 

and some more words I couldn't make out. Peter thought that 

it was written in Latin. 

What amazed me was that this little dried up scrap of 

sheepskin was restinG on a little pedestal covered with brown 

velvet, like it was a valuable jewel. 
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"What's this piece of paper in here for?" I asked Ishar. 

He looked up from his drink and squinted at the case I 

was looking at. "Aha 1 You are loo kine; at a genuine Papal 

Curse, son. Made for Innocent the Third himself, no less." 

I had no idea who or what ~'Innocent the Third" might be, 

but I tried to look impressed. 

"What does it do?" I asked. 

• "Recite it, and there's a 25% chance that any monsters 

you meet will run from you bellowinB with terroro And for 

all undead monsters, the chances are 50i~•" 

"Undead monsters?" I asked. I didn't have the foggiest 

idea what he was talking about. Or maybe I did, just a little, 

and wanted him to explain some more. 

"That's right," he went on, as if I'd known all about 

undead monsters all my life. "But, of course, you've got to 

be a druid to use the curse. And even then, there's still 

a good chance the fiends won't be affe·cted, and they• 11 

attack you·anyway. But it's still a good buy, even with 

those odds, when you think of what those things can do to you.'' 

"Buy!? 11 I thought. Surely these things weren't for sale. 

I was about to question Ishar .further on this point, when 

Allen pulled me over to another case. 

"Charlest Take a look at thist" said Allen in an excited 

whisper. "What a bashing you could deal out with this clubt" 

He was pointing to a short stick, maybe two and a half feet 
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long, with a heavy flan~e of iron fastened at one end. I 1d 

seen things like ~hat before -- they're called maces -- but 

never one like this. The handle end was capped with a tiny 

but perfectly-shaped lion's head, with rubies set in its eyes. 

The wood of the handle wasn 1 t like any kind 01· wood I'd ever 

seen before. It had an orange grain streaked with swirls of 

dark silver. The head of the mace was pure platinum, and it 

g~ve off a faint silver slow, like it was lit from within by 

an invisible liGht source. It was beautiful -- but it had 

nicks and scratches on the head and handle, and one of the 

lion's ears was missing. This obviously wasn't just a show 

weapon. It had been used, and used hard. 

Ishar saw us staring at that lovely mace, and walked over 

to join us in front of its case. "Ah, that's one of my very 

favorite pieces. It's not only a fine weapon: it has three 

strong spells locked up in it, too. Let me show you how it 

works. 11 He took out a laree bundle of ·iron keys, selected one, 

and unlocked the case. Then he grasped the mace firmly and 

drew it out. 

"It has a good, warlike heft in the hand," he said, handing 

it to Allen. "Give it a swing." 

Allen took the mace with an eager smile. Then a look of 

surprise came over his face. "Hey, this thing is light as a 

piece of balsa wood," he said. "Wouldn't it crack in two if 

you hit something heavy with it?" 
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11Not at all, 11 Ishar saido "In fact, the wood is indes

tructible -- you couldn't even burn it. And it's got the 

striking power of a 40-pound slede;e hammer." 

I was afraid that Allen might try to t~st it out on 

something right there in the shop. But he gave it back to 

Ishar -- slowly. Allen obviously would liked to have kept 

that lovely little war hammer for himself. 

• 
"Now, 11 said Ishar, "watch this • " 

He took a small coin from his pocket and threw it high 

up into the air. In a .flash he spun the mace over so that 

he was holding it by the club end, and pointed the lion's 

head up at the spinning coin. There was a loud crack, like 

the sound of sudden thunder, and a thin blue bolt of light

ning forked out of the lion's mouth and struck the coin. 

The coin spun upward in a molten blaze, then dropped to the 

ground. I picked it up. It was a shapeless lump of charred 

silver. 

My mouth was still hanging open when Ishar flipped the 

mace back over in his hand, pointed the club end at Allen, 

and said,"and now for power number twoo 11 

A pale white beam of cone-shaped light crept forth from 

the mace. It seemed strange to see light moving so slowly, 

but it was still moving faster than a man could run. Allen 

stared at the approaching beam for maybe a second. 

"What. • • 11 Allen began. And that 1 s as far as he got. 

The beam bathed him in its ghostly light,· and seemed to 
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wrap itself around him like a glowing blanket. Allen slwnped 

to the f J.oor. 

"What did you do to him?" I yelled, and ran over to where 

Allen had dropped to the floor. I was relieved to see that 

he was still breathing. 

"If you've hurt our friend ••• 11 Tim said ominously. I 

don't think that the three of us would have stood a chance 

azainst Ishar. But we were scared and mad, and we would have 

given it a try. 

"No need to worry, lads," said Ishar, laughing. "He's 

only sound asleep -- very sound asleep. As you can see, this 

mace casts a 10u% accurate sleep spell. You can use it only 

twice a day, and it must be recharged after every ten uses. 

But it always works on creatures J.ess than ten feet tall." 

"·How can we be certain he's unharmed?" Peter asked. But 

he was looldng at that mace, not at Ishar or Allen. I bet 

Peter would have given everything he owned for that mace. 

"Give him a good shaking and he' 11 come to, 11 s.aid Ishar. 

But Allen looked so peacef'ul down there on the floor that 

we decided to let him rest. We could still see him breathing 

quietly, so we felt better about letting him lie there. 

"You mentioned three spells," said Peter, who was still 

eyeing the mace. "What is the third spell you spoke of? 11 

Ishar gave him a quick look with raised eyebrows. "That, 

my fellows, you may not know. For none but its owner may 

lmow the secret of the mace Palaro. 11 



"Palaro is that the name 01· the mace?" I asked. 

"Palaro it is," said Ishar as he put the mace back on its 

shelf and locked the case. 

"Palaro," said Peter to himself, "Palaro ••• 11 

Just then Tim called out to us. "Peter, Charles, come 

over here and take a look at this bottle1" 

We all (except Allen) gathered around the case that Tim 

was staring into. It was a small case; but the glass front 

was criss-crossed with stout iron bars. Inside it, resting 

on a cushion of black silk was a tiny bottle, no bigger than 

my little .ringer. Tim.was looking at it like he was hypnotized. 

"Do you see those patterns?" Tim asked. His voice sounded 

far away, and kind of sleepy. 

I looked. The bottle itself was made of a pure, thin 

crystal, with a teardrop-shaped stopper of a smokier color. 

Inside the bottle was an incredibly beautiful gold liquid 

that seemed to swirl and bend and twist like it was alive. 

For a few seconds it would tumb~e around slowly, giving off 

flash reflections from the candles in the ceilingo Then it 

wou.1d churn around like a living creature, and a soft glow 

seemed to come out or its center. 

I bent down in front 01· the case to look even closer. 

I saw -- or I thought I saw -- that the glow wasn't just a 

shapeless pattern. I could see figures: hundreds of tiny 

people all rising up out of the ground and flying up into 
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the airo I looked even closer, and saw that they all seemed 

to be coming out of little crosses that were planted on a 

hillside. 

Then it hit me: those crosses were gravestones. AlL 

those people were rising up from the dead, out 01· their 

graves, and flying up, up, up into the heavens. And in the 

sky were lm.ndreds and hundreds or winged men and women, who 

~ircled around the tombstones as the people -- or ghosts --

came out of them. 

All of this inside a tiny bottle no bigger than my Little 

fingert 

I don't know how long I stood there peering into the 

golden d~pths of that liquid. I kept trying to get closer 

to the bottle. I f.el t that if I could just eet a little 

closer, I could hear the angels singingo •• 

I felt a strong hand on my shoulder. "Better back up a 

bit, lad, 11 said Ishar, pulling me away. from that incredible 
·. 

flask. ''You can go mad watching that bottle if you're not 

careful." 

All three of us were dazed and grosgy, like we 1 d just 

travelled a million miles to another worLd and back. "What 

is that?" I asked weakly. I .t'e!t like I could sleep for a 

:month. So tired. • • 
11The Go..Lden Waters 01· Resurrection, 11 Ishar answered. 

His voice was serious when he told us the name. 
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''What do they do?" Tim asked. He was sitting on the floor 

now, trying to rub the sleep out of his eyes. 

"That liquid can restore the dead to life, 11 Ishar answered. 

npour it into the dead man's lips and he will return to life 

completely healthy." 

We all wondered at thato If those Golden Waters ot hasur

rection would do what Ishar said it would, that bottle would 

b~ one of the most valuable things in the world. You cou.Ld 

name any price for it -- if you'd want to sell ito 

But Ishar must have guessed our thoughts again. "The vial 

01' Golden Waters is price.Less, of course," he said. "And there 

have only been ll~ of them discovered since the opening of the 

first dungeon, and that was many a century ago." 

My mind was spinning: Dungeon? First dungeon? Go.Lden 

Waters of Resurrection? The magic mace Paiaro? A dwarf 

named lshar who claimed he'd lived inside a giant tree which, 

as somehow we lmew even before we met·. him, was named King 

Sequoia? 

I guess my mind overloaded. Sleep pulled my eyelids shut 

tight. 
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GOOD NEWS I BAD NEWS 

When I awoke, the first thing I saw was Ishar sitting in 

his chair, writing away in a large brown book on top of his 

table. It still seemed like night·to me, because it was dark 

and the candles still sent out their gloomy light. But of 

course, it would always be like this inside old King Sequoia. 

Ji!ckily, though, I had on a digital watch. It showed th~t the 

time was 10:00 o'clock in the ~orning. 

And we were due back at the road to meet my dad in three 

days. 

I heard ALL.en stirring next to me on the r.Loor. "What 

hit me?" he asked as he rubbed the sleep from his eyeso 

"The sleep spell o:f the mace PaJ.aro," said Peter, who 

was searching through his pack for some breakfast. I guess 

he was too shy to ask Ishar for some food. Or maybe he 

didn't want to find out what Vroat-meat was. 

"We must have been hypnotized by that bottle," said Tim. 

"I saw the strangest tnine;s happening inside it." 

"And you'll. be finding many stranger things before you 

leave the tree, my boys, many stranger things -- and more 

deadly," said Ishar from across the room. We all thought he 

was absorbed in his book. But Ishar, as we learned much 

later, was a man who cou.Ld do many things at once; and do 

them all well, too. 
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Ishar 1s words sent a shiver up my spine. What did he 

mean, "more deadly?" Were there bears or rattlers inside 

King Sequoia? I didn't know for sure, but I had the feeling 

he wasn't talking about bears and rattlers. I might have 

been happy if all he meant was bears and rattlers. But after 

all, I told myself, that was all that was left in California 

that might be dangerous to people -- except, maybe, other 

people. Were there some kind of killers down there? Or may

be some kind of scorpions or black widow spiders~ I was all 

ready to ask Ishar a few important questions, when Allen· 

spoke up. 

"Hey, you guys," he said, standing up and stretching, 11I 

think we'd better ask Ishar how we can get out of here. I 

mean, this is a fantastic place and everything; but if we 

want to get back to the road in time to meet Charles's dad, 

we'd better find a way right now." 

We all agreed. 

And we·a11 agreed that Peter should be the one to approach 

Ishar with the questions that would get us out of here. Since 

Ish~r looked and acted like a storybook character, Peter seemed 

like the best one to deal with him. So the rest of us broke 

out some tins of food from our backpacks while Peter went over 

to talk with Ishar. 

While the three of us were eating, we kept sneaking looks 

over at Peter and Ishar. Ishar seemed to be doing most or the 
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talking, with Peter just nodding or shaking his head once in 

a while. Finally, after about fifteen minutes, Peter joined 

us at our breakfast on the floor ot Ishar's Weapon Shop. 

We all looked at Peter. He didn't say a word. 

"Well, come on, Peter, 11 A.Llen said. "Is there a way out 

01· here or not?" 

Peter still didn't say anytning. He just ~at there look

~ng thoughtful. We were starting to tear the worst. 

"Is it eood news or bad news?" I asked. 

"Good news and bad news, Peter answered. "First the 

good news: there is a way out of King Sequoia. In fact, 

there are three ways out, not even counting the iron door 

entrance. Apparently the nearest exit is about a mile 

from the foot of the stair.so" 

11Hooray1" Allen shouted. "Let's get going then. What 

are we waiting for?" 

Somehow, Peter didn't look as cheerful as he should have, 

considering he'd just toid us there were ways to set out 0£ 

the tree. But, of course, there was still the bad news part 

to come. 

Tim guessed part 01· the trouble pretty quickly. 11I'l.L 

bet we have to go down those dark stairs at the bottom to 

get back out." 

":Yes," Peter said slowly, "and that's not all. 

the paths lead through a dungeon. n 

All of 
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ttA dungeonl?" we a..1.l yel.Led at once. Ishar turned around 

and smiled. I think: he was actual.Ly enjoying watching us take 

in the mind-s~amming news. 

r:you don't mean a real dungeon, like they used to have in 

cast.Les hundreds and .hundreds of years ago? 11 I asked. 

"Somethi.ug like that, 11 Peter answered, "except that in 

those days a dung~on eenerally consisted of only a few cells 

i;or holding prisoners and a torture chamber." 

Peter's ta.Lk was giving me the shivers. But as he ta.Lked 

to us, Peter himself seemed to get more and more excited. 

There was even a smile on his .face now. "He's actually enjoy

ing this messt 11 I thought to myself. "He really wants to go 

into that dungeon!" 

But like it or not, it was beginning to look like we were 

all going into it if we wanted to come out on the other side. 

Dead or a.Liveo 

"Wait a minute," said Tim. "You said that we'd have to 

go a mile to the nearest exit. Are you trying to tell us 

that this dungeon is a mile long?" 

11 Tha t' s exactly what I' in tel.ling you," Pe tar answered. 

He was up and pacing back and forth in front of us right n~~, 

like he was ready to take off into that dungeon any second. 

Sometimes Peter is one J:ru.ndred percent looney. 

"According to Ishar, 11 Peter continued, "there is a whole 

network of passageways leading out from King Sequoia. The 

south passageway, may I remind you, is the shortest one •. And 
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according to Ishar, it's a.Lso the easiest. So I believe we 

should try thac one a.fter we 1re all armed, o.f course." 

11Armed?" I asked. "What do you mean, 'armedt?' There's 

nothing really dane;erous down there, is there?" 

Another gleeful smi.Le crept across Peter's !'ace. "Don't 

you remember Ishar's words when he said we'd.be finding 

stranger and more dangerous things in here than the Go.Lden 

l'faters or Resurrection?" He paused !'or a dramatic eff'ect. 

"There i~ most assured.Ly something down there more dangerous 

than a spell-binding bott.Le, n he said in a voice straight 

out o.f the monster movies. 

My head was spinning with thoughts oJ.· going down those 

stairs to .face -- whatever it was that J.ived and lurked down 

thereo Tim·, though, was right bacK asking sensibJ.e questions. 

"How are we supposed to arm ourse..Lves? The dead.J.iest 

weapon I 1 ve got is a Boy Scout; pocket knifeo" 

"I asked Ishar the same question,'.' said Petero "Apparent.Ly 

he's willine to do some trading with us." 

"That I am," boomed Ishar 1 s voice. He'd been listening to 

our whole conversation with a smile 01· delight on his bushy 

face. "Now come over here by my business table, and let's see 

what you have to offer for Ishar's fine weapons." 
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FIGHTERS, MAGICIANS, AND DRUIDS . 

We all gathered around Ishar 1 s business tab.Le. He was 

seated in his tall-backed wooden chair carved with dragons 

and scrolls. In front of him was his accounts ledger. 

Ishar was ready to do business. 

But not until he answered some quest~ons for us. 

"Before we get started," said Tim, "let me ask you a 
I 

straight question, Mr. Ishar. A.re you sure you can't just 

open the door down there and let us out of here the same way 

we crune in?" 

Ishar gave Tin1 a disappointed look. 11 I 'xn surprised at 

you, young feilowo Where's your spirit for adventure? Sure 

there• s danger down there in King Sequoia rs dungeon.· But 

there's excitement, too. And. " He And adventure. • • 

paused here for drronatic effect, "• •• there's treasure, toot 

No one's been down there for years, so far as I lmow. So all 

the creatures will have gathered up some fat treasures by now 

-- yours for tr2 taking, ir you can stand a little risk and 

some bold fighting." 

But Tim wouldn't be put off the track that easily. 

"If no one's been down there for years, 11 he asked, 11 then 

where does all that treasure come from?" 

Ishar looked at hirn innocently. "Did I say no one 1~'ls 

been down there for years? My mistake, lado What I meant to 

say was that no one has come out of there for years." 
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Th.at might explain where the treasure c~'"lle from, all 

right. But it didn't make me any too eae;er to go dancing 

down there and try to 8et it away rrom some ten-ton monste~o 

"So can we or can't we get out of here throue;h that biz; 

iron door?" Tim askEJd ar;ain. At this point, you understand, 

we only wanted to get out of there as fast and as monster

free as we could. 

"You tried it yourselves, didn't you?" asked Ishar. That 

didn't exactly answer the question. I had the e;rowing suspi ... 

cion that Ishar could walk down there ar1d open that door any 

time he wanted to; but he had made up his mind we were eoing 

through the duneeon, and that was that. 

"Oh we tried, all rie;ht," said Peter, "but we thought that 

perhaps you might have some knowledge of door-openine that WP,, 

at present, lack." 

Ishar regarded Peter carefully. 11In f'act," he said, "there 

is a way to open that door -- an easy way." 

We all.gave a shout of joy. But Ishar cut our happiness 

short. 

"UnfortW'lately, you need a second-level magician's spell 

to open it," he continued. And none o1' you has any experience 

points -- yet." 

"And just what exactly are experience points?" Peter wanted 

to know. In spite 0£ the trouble we were in, Peter was eetting 

interested in our situation -- as only he could. Treasure, 
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adventure, monsters -- just the sort of thing he 1 s always 

reading about. 

nrt' s very simple, really, 11 Ishar explained. "The more 

adventuring you do, the more experience you gain. Whenever 

you fight a monster, you gain experience points. Whenever 

you use a spell correctly, you gain experience points. Fight

ing, spell-casting, bravery, shrewdness, acquirine magical 

items -- everything you do that shows you have courage and 

intelligence adds to your experience. And after you 1 ve 

accumulated enough experience points, you advance a leveJ.." 

"A level. of what?" I asked. I had the f'eeling we were 

getting into something big and complicated, as well as dan

gerous. But our lives were going to depend on our knowing 

the nature of this fantastic game, so I wanted to ask all my 

questions now. I didn't want to be dol-m there away from 

Ishar, and suddenly have a life-or-death question facing me 

th.at I could have asked him here and now. Better to know 

now than to be wondering in front of a monster, I thoueht. 

Ishar pushed himself back from the table, took out a long, 

smoke-blackened pipe, lit up, pufred for a bit, then gegan 

his explanation. 

"Yes," he began, "you're certainly entitled to know 

exactly what you•re getting into, and what your choices areo 

So here they are: 

"Before you start out, you must choose one of the three 

basic classes to belong to: fighters, magicians, or cLT"Uids. 
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Once you've made your choice, you have to sticlr with it. 

There's no changing classes in the middle of the dungeono 

"If you choose to be a fighter, you can use any armor 

or weapon you want. But you can never cast any spells. You 

~ use enchanted weapons or armor, and certain kinds of magic 

rings, potions, or amulets. But you can never employ magical 

scrolls, wands, or staves of any kind. 

"If you choose to be a magician, you can use any spell at 

all -- provided your mind is powerful enough to cast ito 

Scrolls and wands you may use -- when you find then1. But you 

may never use any physical weapon other than a simple dagger. 

And you may not wear armor. 

"Then there is a third class that lies between the other 

twoo If you want some of the advantages of both classes, you 

may elect to become a druid. A d.rui.d may use weapons and 

armor -- but he may use no .edged weapons, like swords or knives 

or even arrows. And he must avoid shedding blood whenever 

possible. .And finally, he may use druidical spells -- spel~s 

which, on the whole, are less powerful than magicians 1 speJ.ls,, 

but good spells nevertheless." 

After Ishar's speech we were all quiet for a long time. 

Each of us was thinking over the choices that Ishar had given 

us. It was a tough decision -- but an exciting one, too. We 

were about to make decisions that would determine our lives,, 

powers, and characters as lone as we were in the duneeon --
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and who could say? Maybe even lon~er. Once we saw that the 

only way out of King Sequoia was th.rough. the dungeon, and that 

we would hnvo special powers while we were travelling th.rough 

it, all 01" us started getting into the spirit of the adventure. 

This was a once in a lifetime chance. We might never have an

other adventure like this again, as long as we lived. 

-- Assuming, of course, that we would live through it. 

For two or us, at least, there was no problem about what 

class to join. Like I said before, Peter is usually slow to 

make up his mind about anythinge But not this time. "I'm 

definitely going to be a magic user," he said. I thought 

that's the class he would choose. He's just the one who 

would really get into casting spells and working a~~ kinds of 

magic. 

"The fighting c.Lass for me, 11 said Allen. Again, no sur

prise to me. Allen is big and strong, and would be the best 

one among us to handle any heavy fighting we might have to do. 

He'd even taken classes in fencing and karate last sununer~ So 

his choice was perfect for him, and for the rest or us. 

Tim was next. He looked thoughtful for a long time, but 

finally made his choice. "This is a tough decision," he said, 

"but I think I 1 J.l become a magic-user too. I'm still not 

exactly sure what I'll be able to do, though." Again, I think 

the right decision was madeo Tim and I are both medium height, 

and we don't have the muscle on our frames that Allen has. So 
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Tim was right in choosing a class that would let him use 

powers that didn't take a lot of physical strength. And he 1 s 

got a sharp mind, which is what Ishar said alL magicians need. 

As usual, Tim wanted to ask Ishar all kinds 01' questions 

about the magic-users class he'd just joined. But Ishar cut 

him off, and said, "First. let Charles decide on his classo 

Then we'll discuss what powers you'll have, and how you'll 

get them." 

All eyes turned to meo My problem is that I wanted to be 

both a fighter and a magic-user. It was also true that I'd 

never handled a weapon or cast a spell before (none of us, of 

course, had ever done that!). But I wanted to try them both. 

So I compromised. 

"I think I'll choose the druid cl.ass," I said, after a 

few minutes 01· thought. 

"Fine, my boys, fine," he boomed out aft er I announced my 

choice. "You'll have a well-balanced force." Then he stopped 

for a moment and looked us over critically, like he was think

ing about our chances of survivaJ.o "Of course, you'd be better 

off with another strong-armed righter or two. But with luck, 

and the right spells, and brave hearts, you'l~ probably 

S'..~:.·vi ,:-a." 

That speech didn't sound too encouraeing to me. But the 

other three fellows were ready to go down there and stomp al~ 

the monsters in the wor~d. It was Tim, though, who got us 

back on the right track by asking questions. 
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rtHow can we get the weapons and the spells and the armor 

we're going to need down there? And what ir we get hurt? I 

don't suppose there are any doctors around here, are there?" 

"There's no doc tor down there in the dw1geon, to be sure," 

said Ishar. "But there's medicine aplenty up here. And wea

pons. And even spellso But they're not free. I have to make 

a living, you lmow. n 

Somehow, I just couidn't understand why Ishar would need 

money. Where would he spend it? I couldn't see him walking 

into a department store in San Francisco and buying a tele

vision set. And besides, i1· he'd been li vine; inside this 

tree for 200 years, without going outside, why did he need to 

buy anything at a~17 

But I didn't start questioning him about all that. The 

real question for us was, what would he take as money? Or 

trade? 

As if he'd been reading my mind, Ishar said,, "O.K., boys, 

let's talk business. I'm sure you have no gold, which is the 

one true kind of money up here and. dm·m there in the dungeon." 

He was right about that, un~ess he was willing to pull out a 

couple of my teeth. naut open up your backpacks, and let's 

see what you might have to trade." 

The four of us looked at each other. What could we pos

sibly have that this fantastic dwarf could want? What could 

you offer to someone who owned the mace Palaro and the Golden 
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Waters of Resurrection, pius a whole shopful of wonders? 

.I was beginnir.g to think that the whole process 0£ choosing 

whether to be a fighter or a magician or a druid was useless. 

What good would it be to choose the fighting ciass if you 

couldn't afford a sword? 

But we had to tryo So we fetched our backpacks and 

emptied their contents onto the f looro Then began a tough 

prad.ing session with Isharo 
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BUYIID AND TRADIID 

" 0 0 

Ishar started off: "Now first of a.L.J. 1 adventurers, 

you'lJ. be needing food and watero I've got some nice 

sa~ted V1~oat-meat here, or some choice cuts o~ wyverno 

"We' va got plenty of food," I said, and showed him 

some packets of fr.eeze-driea stew, lasasne, dried fruit, 

and other untasty but portable camping foodo 

Ishar took a packet of the stew, looked at it, and 

frownedo "Are you trying to tell me there's stew in here?" 

He shook the packet. "Sounds J.ike dried 1oavas to me on 

Luckily for us~ A~~en had a brainstorm as he was 

watching Ishar puzzle over the stew-packeto "Let me do 

the talking," AlJ.en said to the rest of us in a whispero 

Then he turned to Ishar, who was still. studying the 

stew packet like it was some kind of new spell -- 'Whichi 

I guess, it was for him: a magician's meal that you conjure 

up out of water and what looks like dried weedso But I 

never would have thought of tne line Allen was about to 

throw at Isharo 

"This stuff -- I mean, this fantastic food is one of 

the greatest achievements of the world since you've been 

outside," AlJ.en said, with what sounded like roal enthusiasmo 

"Al..1. you need to do is add water, heat it, and it turns 

into a deliciousJ savory, mouth-watering bowl of beer stew. 

Now how about it -- what wil.L you give us for this incredibly 



delicious magic meal in a bag?" 

.Allen had just neatly turned the tables on Ishar. Instead 

of us trying to bargain for something Ishar wanted, now Allen 

had Ishar thinking about bargaining for something Ishar wanted 

or, we hoped he would. 

Ishar was obviously interested. I suppose ir I had been 

living on monster meat and mushrooms for a couple hundred 

Y.ears, I'd be pretty excited about chanBing my diet, too. 

"Well," he said, "you lads are probably selling roe a batch of 

dried weeds for a stew, but I 111 trust you. I' 11 give you one 

used sword for this packet. And it had better be as good as 

you say it is 1 or I 111 con1e hunting for you 1 11 

And believe me, I was sure that Ishar would be out looking 

for us with a sour look on his face and the mace Palaro set 

for lightning bolts after he'd tried that stew. But Allen went 

on like he was giving Ishar the deal 01· the century. 

"Only one sword for this juicy,, tender, savory stew? No 

way! We'll trade for two swords and two maces for one packet, 

and you're getting a good deall 11 

Oh man, I thought. When Ishar tastes that crummy mush he'll 

bash us into such litt~e pieces that not even the Golden Waters 

of Resurrection will bring us back to life. 

But Ishar only replied, 11Four weapons from Ishar 's shop for 

one meal in a bae;? Be reasonable, lad. Only one 01· you can 

use a sword anyway." 
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He was right, of course. Allen had forgotten that only 

fighters could use swords. "All right," said Allen, as if he 

were making a big concession to Ishar, "how about a sword, a 

mace, and two daggers?" 
.. 

"Too high," said Ishar, "but, ahhhh, how many of' those 

packets do you have?" 

I was about to tell Ishar the truth, when Allen spoke up 

a.gain with a little bit of an untruth. "Only three," he said 
·-

-- which was right: we only had three lef't apiece. But Al.Len 

kept the ball rollin~ on his sell-job. "Remember, Ishar, 

these magic packets of delicious, tasty stew are really expen

sive. Only a few people buy thein for dinners because they 

cost so much. 11 

Now, this was really laying it on thick -- but he wasn't 

lying all the way. The stuff is expensive -- but not because 

it's such a gourmet's delighto And very few people do eat it 

for dinner; but not just because of the price. It tastes tar-
... 

rible, like I said, and you only eat it when you have to --

which is when you take long backpacking trips, and you need 

f'ood that's light and easy to carry, but f'u.ll of energy-

vitamins. 

Oh well -- AJ.len was doing a great job bargaining for us, 

so ·what did I care if he was dressing up the truth in fancy 

clothes? 

As long as Ishar liked the stew well enough not to hunt 

us down. 
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Ishar .looked at the packet again. "Well, as a favor to 

you beginning adventurers, ! 1 11 give you the weapons for all 

three packets." 

What a deal, I thoughtl But Allen wasn't satisfied. 

"Throw in a couple of shields for Charles and me, 11 he 

said, "and it's a dea.l." 

Ishar thought for a minute. "They'l.1 only be wooden 

sJtlelds -- no f.'ancy iron or bronze," he said. 

"Fair enough," said Allen, with a big smile on his face. 

He took out his other two stew-packets and laid them on the 

table. "Just pour the packet into heated water, let it cook 

for five minutes, then sett.le down and enjoy the meal of a 

lifetime." 

Allen still had half a dozen mini-pizzas in his backpack; 

so he didn't mind lettinG that stew go. I don't think Ishar 

would have gone for the pizza, anyway. 

So Ishar wrote the deal down in his book, then walked over 

to one of ~he big brown trunks that stood by the doorway that 

led out into the front of the weapons shop. He opened the lid, 

runnnaged around for awhile, then fina.lly pulled out a sword, 

then a mace, then two daggers. From another trunk he pu.Lled 

out a couple 01· shields. ne li1°ted the whole bundle in his 

arms, brought it over to us, then let al.1 the stuff fall to 

the floor with a crash at our feeto 

"Here you are, young adventurers," he said with a smile. 

"A bit used, I'm afraid. But they'll still deal out blows 
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and help keep monster claws o1'f your skin, if' you use them 

right." 

"A bit used" -- that was the understatement or the year. 

But what could we expect for three packets of freeze-dried 

stew? Allen's sword had so many nicks on the blade, it could 

have passed for a hacksaw. And~the leather on the handJ.e was 

worn right through to the metal in two or three places. But 

there wasn't a bit or rust anywhere on the sword. And the . 
blade was as sharp as a razor. 

"These weapons may be old and worn, r? said Ishar with pride 

in his voice," but you'.Ll never find a dull b..Lade or a spot 01· 

rust on a weapon from the Shop of Ishar." 

My mace looked like it was in pretty sorry shape, too. 

The handle was wrapped with leather thongs, and it felt BOOd 

and tight to the grip. But there were aevera..L strands hanging 

loose like pieces of dirty spaghecti. The iron head was in 

good shape, though, even ir there were nic!cs and chips and 

scratches in it. 

One nice touch, thoueh, is that my mace had a lion's head 

at the end of the handle. It didn't have jewels or iigh.tning 

bolts, like the mace Palaro; and the lion's nose was caved 

in, like someone had mashed it fiat in a fight. But I ~iked 

that lion anyway. I promised myself that I'd clean him up and 

fix his nose as soon as possible. 
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Those weapons were the best deal we got in the trading. 

After that, Ishar was stiffer with us. It cost us Tim's 

Boy Scout knife for some leather armor that smelled like old 

horses. And the shields were nothing great, either. 

We must have looked pretty strange carrying swords and 

shields and backpacks over our leather armor. But none ~f us 

cared how we looked, so lone as we could get out on the other 

aide of the dungeon. 

We were all ready to go, when Ishar crone up with the most 

generous offer of the century. 

"Well, lads," he said, "you're off for a great adventure, 

and that's the trutho But two of you are maeic-users, and one 

a druid; but not a one of you has a spell. Now, since there's 

no use in your being magicians or druids without having any 

special powers, I 1m goine to give each of you one spell you 

can cast. These spells don•t work wel~ outside the dungeone 

In fact, they usually don't work at all out there in the or

dinary world. But down there in the dungeon you'll find them 

a powerful helpo And what's more, you can use them every time 

you go through a dungeon." 

Every time! Did he think we'd want to come back here once 

we'd escaped? It sounded to me like Ishar had lost his mind. 

But, as you'!! find out later, Ishar knew what he was talking 

about. Anywa~, we were so happy that he woula be giving us 

the spells free, we shouted for joy, slappinB Ishar on his 

broad back in eratitude. 
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He reached into another chest -- this was a sma.J.l iron 

chest that he kept under his table -- and puiled out two long 

sheets of paper. One was headed "SPELLS: MAGIC-USERS ONLY" 

and the other read "SPELLS: DRUIDS ONLY." 
. . 

"Here you are, adventurers," said Ishar with a wide smile. 

"Take your pick. But only one spell each." 

Peter and Tim looked at their list. Here iu i~, as well 

~s I can remember: 

DETECT MAGIC 
HOLD PORTAL 
READ MA.GIG 
READ LANGUAGES 
PROTECTION FROM EVIL 
LIGHT 
CHARM PERSON 
SLEEP 

And here's what my list 01· druid spells looked like: 

CURE LIGHT WOUNDS 
PURIFY FOOD AND WATER 
DETECT MAGIC 
DETECrr EVIL 
PROTEC'i'IOH FROM EVIL 
LIGHT 

Tim and Peter and I looked over the lists ~agerly. We 

asked Ishar about a~l of them, but we fina~iy began to s~ttle 

on the ones we were prett~ sure we would want. 

"11'irs t of a.Ll," Tim said, "will these spells really do 

what I hope they'll do? Ana second, how exactly does a Charm 

Person spell work?" 

"First question: yes, de.finitely yes. Second question: ah, 

the Charm Person spellt That's a good one. At your level, 
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you can use it only once a day. But with it you can charm 

from one to four b..umanoid creatures." 

"Humanoid?" Tim asked. 

"Right -- like goblins, kobolds, ores, elves, dwarves -

t(l...ings that are basically like us. Humans and lesser monsters. 11 

Goblinsl Ores? Koboldst? I remember reading about ores 

in the Tolkein books. And they didn't sound like "lesser mon

~ters" to me. I was beginning to think this dungeon might be 

very, very dangerous. 

"Ah, just what are some 01' the toughest monsters down 

there?" I asked. I wanted to be prepared for the worst. 

Ishar stopped to consider my question. "Well, lad,, it's 

been a long time since I 1 ve been through the dungeon. I'm 

getting too old for adventuring myself, you know. And my shop 

here keeps me busy most of the time. But the most dangerous 

creatures I remember were the dragons and the balrogs -

except for the demons, of course. But the really huge and 

dangerous monsters are much farther down in the dungeon than 

the first level. And the demons rarely leave the plains or 

hell, unless they're summoned. Don't worry yourselr about 

the first level, though. The balrogs and dragons rarely come 

up this far. " 

I had some more questions, but Peter broke in with a ques

tion of his owno "What does a Hold Portal spell accomplish?" 

he wanted to know. 
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11 That one," said Ishar, "will keep any door open or closed 

for thirty minutes. It 1 s a handy spell if you're trying to 

keep something or someone from fol~owine you through a door. 

And it's handy for keeping doors open, too." 

"If' we'd had that one when we first stepped inside the 

tree, " I said, "we would.'t'l' t be in here now." 

"A true observation," Peter said, "but useless in our 

present circwnstances." 

Peter and Tim questioned Ishar closely about the other 

spells. But they finally decided on Hold Portal f'or Tim and 

Charm Person for Peter. Peter almost chose the Read Magic 

spell he was sure we would find some magic spells down 

there to decipher. But the rest or us convinced him that we 

needed an anti-monster spell even more. 

For me, the choice came down to two spells: Detect Evil, 

or Cure Light Wounds. From all the hints Ishar had dropped, 

I figured that a spell to detect the presence of evil might 

be pretty useful. a.it on the other hand, if there was any 

fighting and people got hurt, it would be a good thing to be 

able to cure them. 

So I chose Cure Light Wounds. 

"How do we operate these spells?n Tim asked, once we had 

all made our choices. I still wasn't sure these so-called 

spells would work at all. But if they would, Tim was right: 

we should lalow exactly how to use them. 
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"Good question," said Ishar. "Now, the first thing you 

have to understand is that these spells come from different 

times and dLfferent lands. And so, different powers lie be

hind them, and different spirits must be invoked if they are 

to work properly. For the Hold Portal spell, you must recite 

the words 'By the Ka of Thoth, I command this portal to hold 

fastl' Thoth was~ ancient EgYJ)tian eod; and the Pharoahs 

often invoked his aid to keep thieves from opening the doors 

to their tombs." 

"Did it work for the Pharoahs?" Tim asked. Since he'd 

taken the Hold Portal spell, he wanted to make sure old Thoth 

was still around to come to his aid. 

"Of course it worked,, 11 said Ishar. 11 But even strong 

spells decay with the passage of timeo During the course of 

thousands of years,, the spell weakened,, and tomb robbers 

broke into the Pharoahs' chambers. But you won't be needing 

to work the spell for a thousand years. Thirty minutes is 
.. 

all you should need. 11 

"How might I best use the Charm Person?" Peter wanted to 

know. 

"Ah, the Charm Person spellt" said Ishar with relisho 

"Now that spell comes straight from Merlin, the greatest 

magician who ever lived. Un£ortunately, though, he gave the 

secret of this spell to a witch named Vivien, who used it on 

him. Nobody has seen or heard of him since." 
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"Boy, isn't that just like a woman?" Allen said with 

dis f=>1.l. s t • 

nyou mean, 1 Isn't that just like a man? 1 don't you 'l 11 

Ishar corrected him. "But at any rate, to use the spell you 

must wave your arms like this, and move your feet like this, 

while looking directly into your victim's eyes." To demon

strate, Ishar looked directly into Allen's eyes and went 

through the complicated dance-and-hand-mime that was supposed 

to rnake the spell work. Allen l.ooked puzzled; but he didn't 

look charmed. 

"It didn't work," said Allen. He seemed relieved that 

the spell didn 1 t have any effect. Maybe he thought he might 

be charm-proof. 

"Of course it didn't," said Is.har. "I 1m not a magic-user. 

The only spelJ.s I can use are connected with weapons." 

"Like the Sleep spell in the mace Palaro? 11 I asked. 

"Exactly, 11 said Ishar. 

Peter went off into another part of the room to practice 

the spell-dance. It looked a little ridiculous to me. But 

if it worked, that's what counted. 

Ishar regarded Peter's ef'forts critically. "You've got 

it," he said. "You certainly learn quickly. Very good 

you'll find that it 1 s an asset to learn fast down there in the 

dungeon." 

Next it was my turno Ishar came over to me, took me aside, 

and said, "Young adventurer, you have chosen the roost humane 
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spell of the three. It's a great responsibility to use; but 

in many ways it's the best spell 01· all, because it doesn't 

cause pain: it relieves it. 

"So now: what you have ·to do is to place your hands -

both of them -- over the wound you want to cure. Soon -

within a few seconds -- the wound will disappear from the 

hurt person -- but it will appear on youl Now, don't panic 

when you take on the wound. In one minute's time the wound 

will start to fade away from your body. In five minutes, it 

will be all gone. It 1 s an old medicine man style 01· healing; 

but if you like fancy words, it's called empathic curing. At 

first, you'll suffer from the pain of the wound just as mu.ch 

as the person who's been cured. So you'll have to grit your 

teeth while the cure is taking place. 

"One more matter: at your beginning level of experience, 

you can usually cure each person only once a day. Some rare 

talents can do it twice; but only expect it once." 

After we'd all learned our spells, the four or us assembled 

in the front room at the top of the stairs. We wore our packs 

over the armor, and the shields were slung over our shoulders. 

Ishar gave each of us a s~ap on the shoulders ( or, I 

·should say, on the armor over the shoulders) o "Best of luck 

to you, adventurers. Perhaps you'li return some day and telJ. 

old Ish.ar alJ. about what happened down in the dungeon 0
11 

F..is huge red beard fanned out as he gave us a parting smile; 

then .hs turned back, and disappeared behind the counter. 
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I sort of hated to leave Ishar's shop, and not just be-

cause it was cozy and. safe ana. warm. All or us had gotten 

to like that bushy-faced old dwarr • 
. 

But we had to get out 01· King Sequoia, so dorm the stairs 

we went. 



INTO THE DUNGEON 

We worked our way carefully back down the stairs that 

led from Ishar's shop to the ground leve!. It was tricky 

trying to cli~b down those steep stairs with al~ the armor, 

shields, and weapons strapped to us. But we got to the 

bottom, and took a last look up at the light shining from 

~shar's shop. It seemed dim and far away. 

"I kind o.f hated to leave there, 11 said Allen, adjusting 

the armor on his chest and baclc. "I wonder ii· we 111 ever 

see him again?" 

"I wonder i.t' we' 11 ever see anyone again," Tim said in 

a dreary voice. 

"Where's your spirit o1' adventure?" Peter asked, trying 
'. 

to rna!<:e his voice sound like Ishar • s deep baritone. But 

even Peter was casting longing looks up towards Ishar•s shop. 

"Well," I said, "we're not getting anywhere by standing 

here. Let's go." 

We headed for the down-stairs that led into t;he dungeon. 

But suddenly Tim cried out "Stop 1" 

We a.U. got very quiet. "Did you hear that?" Tim asked 

in a whisper as he pointed do~m the stairway. 

We listened some more. For a minute, we didn't hear 

anything. Then camo some low croakine sounds, like several 

people with deep, hoarse voices whispering to each other. 

Then silence again. 
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~'What do you tl1.ink that was?" Tim asked • 
. . 

"Letts go down and find out," I said, trying to sound 

like I meant business. Actually, I was just as scared as 

everyone else, and maybe more so. But we couldn't just 

stand there all week listening for spooky noises. We had 

to go down there sometime and face the danger. 

"You .lead the way," said Allen. 

"Wait a minuteln. I said in a shout-whisper. "You're 

the fighter of the group, and you've got the sword. Why 

don't you lead?" 

"You've got a mace," Allen countered. "And besides, 

we chose you as leader, rertieinber?" 

I started to argue, but I stopped myself. It was true 

th:~t I was the one who got us into this mess by leadins us 

to the tree in the first place. And besides, there was no 

use standing there all day arguing ~dth Alien and waiting 

for the monsters to come upstairs to find out what the 

commotion was about. 

So I said, "All right, ! 111 lead11 Peter, you stay 

right be~ind me, and be ready to f~ash that Charm Person 

spell on the first moving thing you see. Tim, you come 

in third, and watch every door we come to, so you can keep 

it open or ciosed when we eo throusti it. Allen, you bring 

up the rear, in case anything pounces on us rrom behind. 

But if you hear us yelling for help up front, come running 
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with your sword swinsing. Peter and Tim, you keep your 

flashlights going. 11 

"Flashlight l" said Tim sudcienJ.y. "Charles, where rs that 

f'lashlight you dropped?" 

We looked around. No flashlight. 

"Maybe it rolled down the stairs," Allen suggested. 

"Maybe it did," I said. "Let's go and see." 

So we all took our places, and slowly wound our way down 

the spiraling staircase into the dungeon itself. 

The steps were worn and slick and slippery. Some kind 

of ooze seemed to be seeping through the jagged cracks that 

ran like lightning zigzags through the stones. Here and 

there deadly-looking mushrooms sprouted like little grey· 

and blue umbrellas from the cracks in the stops and the 

walls. The walls were made of the same stone as the steps, 

and they seemed to be weeping dirty tears. 

Down, down we went, as the stairs spiraled and shifted 

around in twisting bends. Then we were at the bottom. 

We found ourselves at once faced with a choice to make. 

There were three passageways ahead 01' us. One went north, 

one went east, and one went west. 

11 So this is the dungeon," I said, my eyes following the 

flash.Li&~t beams as they moved along the walls and down the 

passageways. It was absolutely pitch bJ.ack down there. If 

we ever ~ost those flashlights, we would be finished for good. 
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"Hey Charles," Tim yelled in a shout-whisper, "there's 

your flashlightl" 

And sure enough, down the right passageway about twenty 

feet, I could see a silverish gleam. I eased down the~e 

s.Lowly. I was sure that one 01· 'Che wall stones would open 

up and a hairy paw would jump out and grab me. But I g~t 

the fLash.Light without beine attacked. 

I tried to turn it on. No go. 

"It's broken, aLl right," said A.Llen. nThe glass is 

completely smashed. 

"But that's not tll, 11 said Peter as his eyes ~ot bigger 

and bigger while he stared at the useless flashlighto 

"Look at this: teeth.marks~" 

He was rie;ht! Some.:thing had bitten into the flashlight 

with big, pointed teetho 

11Let 1 s hope that all the creatures down here are 

metal-eaters," said Peter. 

"Even if the flashlight doesn't work, 11 Tim said," be 

sure to take out the batterieso We can always use an extra 

seto" 

"And now: which direction do we travel in, o peerless 

leader?" Peter asked me with a bow and a sweep of his hands o 

I remembered the last time he'd used those fancy wordso 

That was when I chose the path that got us into this fixo 

But this was no time to groan about the past, so I tried 

to sound confident ns I shouted out, "Straight ahead!" 
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"Just a second, 11 said Timo He took off his backpack, 

reached into it, and pulied out a sheet of paper and a 

pencil. "I'm malcing a map or this place as we go through 

it. If we ever get conl"Used or turned around down here, 

we could walk around in circl.es for days and never know it. 11 

"An excellent thought, n Peter asreed. "You shall be 

our cartographer. Perhaps you 1 d best begin right here." 

• So Tim made a sketch o1' the beginning of the dungeon, 

and it iooked iike this: N 

LJ c 
WtE 

~ !+-Stairway from above 

I was getting ar..xious to go. "Northt" I said, and we 

o.ll started down the haLLway. All.en had his sword out; I 

had my mace ready; and the other two were set to cast their 

spells on a second 1 s notice. 

After going about twenty feet north, the passage turned 

east (as you can see from the drawing). Then, after about 

anotner 2U foet, it turned north again. Tim shined his 

light down the passageway. It went on north beyond the 

reach of the beam. 

"Look at thisl" said Allen suddenly. He was pointing 

to a big brass ring attached to a doqr in the east wa.ll. 
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"All right l" AJ.J.en yelJ.ed, and immedia tel.y started 

pulling on it. 

"Wait a minute, you gorilla," Tim shouted. "You don't 

know what's on the other siae. Listen .first. 11 

Allen gave us a "you caught me steaJ.ing the cookies" 

grin, and stopped yanking at the ring. We all put our 

ears to the do or. We coul.d hear a kind 01· low growling, 

but :far away. Every so o!' ten we heard a laugh -- a deep, 
fl 

cruel. kind of laugh. But J.ike tne other sounds, it 

seemed far ~way. 

"Shall we investigate?" Peter asked. "Remember, I've 

got the Charm Person Spell, and Tim has the Hold Portal 

spell, just in case we need to keep back the o"W?lers of 

those sounds." 

We all agreed on Peter's plan of action. But when we 

tried to pull open the door -- no go. We heaved and push

ed and pulled and shook. It wouldn't budge. 

"Maybe it's locked from the other side," I suggested. 

"Let's forget it and keep on going down the passageway." 

"Good enough, 11 said Allen. "It seems we just don 1 t 

have the luck for opening doors around here. 11 

So we headed north again, on the aJ.ert for the first 

sign of danger. 
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KOBOLm 

A.rter about another thirty yards, I spotted another door 

on our rightg Like the last one, this one had a large brass 

ring attached to one side. But this door was slightly ajar. 

And through the crack, we could hear shuffling sounds. 

Without talking, I motioned the other three to the door. 

We all listened. The shuffling went on for a few seconds, 

then stopped. Silence. Then c81lle a horrible, high-pitched 

laugh. Then some guttural, grumbling soundso Then silence 

again. 

"What on earth do you think is in there?" I asked in a 

whisper. 

"More important, what should we do about what 1 s in there 

attack or flee?" Peter asked. 

"Attack?l" Tim almost shouted. "You must be out of your 

mind1" 

"Shhhhhl" I said to Tim in a tense whisper. "Do you 

want to bring whatever's in there out here?" 

"What I want to do is leave -- right now, " Tim answered 

in a definite voice. 

"Hey, be quiet," said Allen. "Do you hear those noises 

any more?" 

We all got quiet at once. We listened. Nothing. 
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Then al~ at once the door came crashing open, and out 

sprang four horribLe-looking things with long cLaws, sharp

looking fangs, and filthy bodies covered with strands of 

greasy-dried hair. They were small -- under four feet tall 

-- but they looked vicious and beserk, and they had the 

advantage of surprise on us. 

"Koboldsl" Peter yelled. But it was Allen who reacted 

.first. As one 01· the creatures leaped at him, he swung his 

sword with both hands. The monster's howl became a shriek, 

and its severed head thwnped to the floor. 

One down -- but a second kobold had leaped on Tim, and 

was clawing away .furiously at his back. Lucld.ly for Tim, 

the backpack warded orf the first blows. I lifted my mace 

and struck at the thing's head. There was a sickening 

crunching sound, and the monster slid oi'f of Tim's back 

and down to the ground. 

Two down. 

I looked around for Peter. He had backed into the 

doorway, and I could hear him yelling for heLp. The other 

two kobolds were driving him deeper into the dark corner 

of the room. Allen and I ran after him. In the far end 

of the room, the two creatures were slashing at Peter with 

their curved claws while he was frantically waving his 

dagger in front of him in wide sweeps to keep them off. 

Then one of them caught Peter's dagger with a cLaw and 
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sent it spinning throue;h the air. They jumped on him at once, 

and Peter's flashlight dropped to the ground. Allen and I 

jumped on the kobolds, and all five or us thrashed around on 

the floor, with the flashlight's beam jwnping around crazily 

as we kicked and slashed and fought. 

"Get out of there, you guys," Tim shouted from the door

way. "There's more of them in therel" 

And sure enough, another one of them landed on my back 

and began clawin3 at my head. I spun over on the floor, 

rolled once, and jumped to my feeto Another kobold came 

rushing at me; but I clipped the side of its head with my 

mace, and it slumped to the !1.oor with a howl of pain. 

I clouted another attacker and pulled it off of Peter, 

who had rolled himself into a defensive ball. Allen had 

gotten free of his trouble, Brabbed the loose flashlight, 

and ran for the door. 

We all ran; but the monsters were recovering, and 

started to sprint for the doorway right behind us. 

"Tim1" Al.len yelled. "Use your spell now1" 

We all shoved the door shut, and Tim chanted out the 

words, "By the Ka 01· Thoth I command this porta.L to hold 

fast1" 

There was a crashing and thumping and screeching on the 

other side as the monsters tried to push and beat the door 

open. But the magic held. We had thirty minutes breathing 

time before the charm would wear off. 
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For about .five minutes, we all just lay there, collapsed 

on the stones or the passaeeway floor, breathine hard and 

trying to control our shaking hands. Final1y I asked Peter, 

"What did you call those things?" 

~'Kobolds," Peter answered. "They're related to goblins 

and ores; but they're smaller and not as powerful as their 

larger cousins -- or so I've read. 11 

"You mean those were weak monsters?" Allen yelled. 11 0h 

man, are we done forl" 

"Rather than fruitlessly lamenting our situation, perhaps 

we should discuss our next plan of action," Peter said. He 

had some fierce looking claw marks on his cheeks. But he 

seemed to be his old, calm se.L.f, in spite o1' his injuries 

.from the kobo~ds. 

"Does anyone need a wound-cure spell?" I asked. 

We all took stock 01· the damage we'd taken ,and decided 

that we were OK .for the moment. 

"Let•s search these monsters and see what they've got 

on them," Allen sugsested, pointing to the two we'd killed 

in the passageway. 

This was a great idea, we all agreed. The .first monster 

was just a mass or .filthy hair and long, dirty clawso But 

the second one -- the one without a head thanks to Allen's 
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swing - had a pouch tied around its waist. We cut orf' the 

pouch and spilled its contents onto the 11.oor. 

Goldl And ringst 
I 

There were thirteen gold pieces and four small rings in 

the monster's bag. Tim, Peter and I took three gold pieces 

each. We agreed that Allen should get four, because he was 

the one who'd laid the kobold out with his sword. The coins 

were old and worn, l:ut the gold still gleamed through the 

dirt with a dull sheen. Each coin was large -- about three 

inches across -- and the edges were notched, like our silver 

dollars. On one side was a picture of a golden castle sur-

rounded by seven stars and a sliver of a moon. On the 

other side was a picture 01· -- a koboldl I couldn.' t believe 

that.ugly thing had its picture stamped on such a beautiful 

coino 

But even while I was looking at it, the golden image of 

the monster's face began to fade out. I rubbed my eyes 

I thought for sure it was just my eyes being tricked by the 

dim light of the dungeon. But no -- the picture of the kobold 

was dissolving into a shapeless lwnp~ No, wait a minute 

the lwnp was reforming into new eyes, mouth, forehead. 

As I looked, the golden image became a picture of ••• meL 

I looked at my other coins.. They all had my picture on 

them now. 



Peter, Tim and Allen had all put their coins in their 

pockets, and were looking at the ringe~ So I said, "Hey, 

you guys, did you notice the face on your gold coins? 11 

They hadn't, so they pulled out their coins and looked. 

"Would you believe this?" Al.Len shoutedo "This one has 

my pie ture on it -- they all do l" 

"Here's my handsome face on my gold pieces," said Peter. 

"Amazing," said Tim as he stared at his coins. 

"Since these coins are clearly endowed with magica.L 

properties," Peter said,, "perhaps they can aid us in per

forming spellso Ah well I suppose we could ask Ishar, 

ii" we ever see him again." 

We pocketed the coins, and took a look at the rings 

that came with the gold coinso There were four of them 

in all. Three of them looked like they might be made of 

silver -- really old silver. One of them was made in the 

shape of six snakes intertwin~ng in a circle. Another was 

plain, except for some wedge-shaped marks all over ito 

The third silver ring had a large blue stone in its center. 

The fourth ring was all beat up, and it seemed to be 

made out of woodo But there were tiny pieces of metal set 

into it; and the metal pieces made up the same ldnd of 

wedge-shaped marks that covered the silver ring. 

We flipped one or my gold coins. to see who would get 

which ring. Allen won first, and~took the snake ring. I 

won second, and took the ring with the blue stone, even 
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though it was too big for my finger. Tim got the silver 

ring with the wed5e-marks. And Peter was left with the 

wooden ring. 

"Ah well, 11 Peter said with a shrug, "you can't win them 

a..Ll. 11 

We all put on the rings. At once Tim feil to the floor 

unconscious. 

"Oh no -- grab hirn, Charlesl" A.llen yelled as Tim 

pitched forward. But I was too late. 

"Take off that cursed ring," Peter said. So we pulled 

the ring off. Tiro still wasn't moving, but he was breathing. 

We shook him by the shoulders, but he just turned over and 

grumbled "Go •way and let me sleep. 11 

After more shaking, we finally got Tim up and wa..LkiP.g 

around. He was waking up, but slowly. 

"He seems to be coming around," Peter said.. "Apparently 

the ring has some sort 01· sleep spell associated with it. 

It's c..Learly worse than useless for us. But perhaps it may 

come in usei'ul as a gift to someone we don't wish to be 

troubled with. What do you think, Charles'l" 

I turned around to answer. No Petert Where was he? 

"Hey, Peter,," I called out, "where•d·.you go?" 

"I'm right here, you ninny, 11 he answered. 11 Can 1 t you 

See? 11 
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THE ATTACK FROM THE CEILIID 

Arter another 50 yards or traveling, we came to another 

branching passageway. The main hall continued for about 

thirty yards straight ahead, then bent around to the right. 

But there on our immediate right was a short hallway that 

went for about 15 yardse And at the end was what looked 

like a room full of long, white strands of something. 

"Should we keep going straight, or do you want to 

explore?" I asked the group. 

"Explore!" they all agreed. So we took the path to 

the right. 

Slowly and cautiously, we approached the room o:f the 

white strands. They had a soft glow to them when we played 

the flashlight bemn into the room. 

My foot struck something that went skidding off. Then 

I crunched down on something else. Peter pointed his f~ash

light down at the f~oor. 

11Ugh1 What's th.at?" I asked, drawing back in disgust. 

"Whatever it is, or was, it appears to be dead. Let's 

see," Peter said, and. picked the thing up as i1" he were 

looking at a science specimen. 

It was a dead beetle. But this was no ordinary bug. 

It must have been at least six inches long, not counting 

the feelers. And it had mean-looki.ng pincers jutting out 
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from its heado In its belly there were two large holes, 

with dried green blood around them. 

We looked around and saw dozens of the dead beetles 

lettered around us. Some were as ~ong as a foot; others 

spanned only a few inches. But_ they were all dead; and 

they ail had those holes bitten into their stomachs. 

"I bet that whatever killed these bugs comes from down 

there," Tim said, pointing to the room with the hanging 

strands. But Peter and Allen were already moving down the 

corridor to explore, so Tim and I followed. 

Finally we came to an archway that opened up into a 

vast roomo We couldn't tell just how big the room was, 

though, because i~ criss-crossed wi~h those big white 

ropes. 

Or, at least, they looked like ropes. 

Allen touched one or them. It wobbled slightly. "Man, 

this stuf'f is sticky," he said. His hand was stuck to the 

strand. He gave it a strong pull, and i~ finally came away. 

"Let's leave," said Tim. 

"Wait a minute," said Peter. "What's that gleam on the 

far side or the room? 11 

We could just barely see something shiny on the floor 

about 15 or 20 yards away. I strained to see what it was; 

but there were too many of those white rope-things in the 

way to make out what it was. 
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"Let·' s check it out, 11 said Allen. He went forward and 

hacked at the strands that looped down from the ceiling and 

barred our way. His sword cut through them pretty fast, 

but there were so many of them that it took about five min

utes to advance about ten feeto 

"How much .Longer will this take?" Tim asked. 

11Use your dagger on this stuff and it'll only take half 

as long," Allen replied. 

"Right you are," said Peter as he started slicing away, 

too. "We 1re practically there." 

"It shouldn't ••• "Allen began. But he never finished 

that sentenceo 

Something huge and black swooped down from the ceiling, 

knocking Allen and Tim flat. 

A giant spiderl 

That thing must have been at least eight feet across. 

It•s legs were s.Lick and wet-looking, and its body was 

jet-black, except for a red hour-glass mark on its belly. 

"It's a black widowt" Tim screamed. "Ki.11 it, or werre 

both deadL" 

Allen was trying to ward off the thing .. • s deadly fangs 

by flailing his sword in front or him. But his legs were 

caught in the webbing, and the monstrous black widow was 

crouching for the jwnp. 

Then I noticed a m0vement above us. Another spider1 

This one was sma~ler -- but at six feet across, it was big 



enough. It was gingeriy c~i1noing down our way to share in 

its mate's coming .feast -- namely, .us. 

First, though, I had to do something about the bigger 

spider that was getting ready to spring on Allen. I took 

my mace in both hands and swung as hard as I could at the 

thing's body. There was a cruncu.ing sound, and part of 

the spider's bulbous abdomen caved in like a piece of tin

foil. A greenisn ooze began to seep out of the wound. 

Then the spider lurched around, its eye-facets glaring in 

hate, and went into a crouch aimed at me. 

I'd saved Allen, all right. But now who was going to 

save m~? Tim and Peter were frantically trying to keep 

the second spider .from pouncing on us •. And Allen was still 

stuck in the webbing. I could see the venom dripping from 

the thing's fangs as it pu~led back onto its rear legs, 

then sprang right at me. 

I was too paralyzed to move. But just as the spider 

began its spring, I heard the sound of Allen's sword bit

ing into one 01' the widow's back legs. That stroke saved 

my skino When the spider leaped, its mangled leg was use

less, and that threw its aim off. It shot by my left 

shoulder, knocking me to the floor, and landed on its side 

in the webbing behind me. 

Meanwhile Allen had cut him~elf loose, and we both 

rushed over to ~he wounded spider. He hacked and I 
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smashed until our weapons were covered with green gore, and 

the spider fina~ly lay still. 

While a~~ that was going on with spider number one, 

spider nwnber two had retreated back up i~s web to the 
' top of the room. It made a kind of high-pitched whistling 

sound, I don't know whether it was mad at us or sorry ror 

the death of its mate. Or maybe it waa just disappointied 

at missing a delicious meaJ.. But iti retreated out or tne 

range 01· our weapons, singing its eerie whistling song 

at us from above. 

"Good work, you guys," said Tim,, shea thine; his dagger. 

"Thanks," I replied, wiping rny mace off on the sticky 

strands. "Do you want to get out 01· here,, or should we 

get what we came after?" 

"Let's get it, 11 said Allen. 

"By all means," Peter ae;reed. "After all, we've al-

ready eone to a considerable amount or trouble to obtain 

our prize." 

So we started cutting again, hacking a path toward 

the gleaming object we'd seen from the doorway. And all 

the time we kept a wary watch on the ceiling, just~in 

case the spider chan~ed its mind about leaving us alone. 

It was still moving around up there; but so far it wasn'~ 

making any move to attack us. 

Finally we got to the end of the chambero And there, 

on the floor, was a grisly sight. Two human skeletons 



were lying there, each with its bony fingers wrapped around 

the other's throat. On the floor beneath them was a silver 

chest -- the source 01· the gleam. 

"I bet those people killed each other for whatever's 

in that chest," said Al.Len. 

"Or was in the chest," Peter corrected him. 

"Come on," I said, "let's open it up." 

"Here., or back out in the hall?" Tim asked. 

"Here," I said. "I know what the danger is in here, 

and I think we can handle it. But I don't want to go back 

out into that passageway until we're all good and ready to 

fight." 

"I 111 open it," said Allen, and he hacked off the lea th

er knot that kept the lid closed. He flung back the top of 

the chest and looked in. 

Unfortunately for Allen, the first thing he saw was a 

cioud of greenish gas rising up out of the bottom of the 

chest. His eyes opened up wide in surprise. Then he 

pitched forward and rolled over the chest, onto the ~ 

skeletons o 

Then the weirdest thing happened. 

laughed. And laughed. And laughed. 

tears rolled down his cheeks. 

He sat up and 

He laughed until the 

"Hey, Allen, cut that outl" I said; but I was catching 

the laughs, too. Allen was rolling around on the floor, 
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hooting with laughter; and the rest of us started giggling, 

then laughing. We'd probably still be in there laughing, if 

Tim hadn't noticed that the webs were shaking around again. 

The surviving black widow was crawling down toward us 

again. Only this time, there were dozens of sma.ller spiders 

coming behind it. I said "smaller," but they were still 

about a foot across. And they were coming down pretty fast. 

The sight of that eight-legged army descending on us 

sobered all of us up pretty fast -- all but Allen, who kept 

right on howling and shrieking with laughter. 

"It's the gas," said Petero "We'd best drag him out of 

here, since he 1 s clearly in no condition to walk. 11 

So Peter a."1.d I dragged Allen past the corpse 01· the dead 

spider, through the cut strands of sticky webbing, and out 

into the passageway. Tim brought the chest and covered our 

retreat with his dagger. 

The spiders were right behind us as we lurched out into 

the passageway. But, fortunately for us, they didn't leave 

their lair. The mass of little spiders, led by the big one, 

swarmed over the body of the dead spider and started their 

grisly feast. Ughl We could hear the crunchine; and munching 

sounds out in the hallway. 

We finally got Allen to cool off, and we all sat down to 

explore the chest again. As soon as I hit the fLoor I felt 

really hungry (in spite of the gross sounds of the spiders' 
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feast). All of us broke out cur food while we discussed 

what had happened in the spiders' deno We must have made 

a strange sight: the four of us twentieth-century fellows, 

dressed in armor, carryine backpacks, huddled around a 

booby-trapped silver chest, ana eating supermarket food. 

I dined on my delicious, savory anchovies while the other 

three groaned and shook their heads over my peculiar tastes. 

Between fits 01· left-over laughing, Allen gobbled down 

three cold mini-pizzas (and he thinks !!!l tastes are weird!). 

Tim ate a carrot salad with his fingers (the same goes for 

Tim&); and Peter wolfed down an aw.iUl concoction or choco

late chip cookies and beef jerky (how can he stand it?). 

All the time, of course, we kept a flashlight berun 

aimed at the spiders' den. We didn't want any surprise 

visitors dropping in -- or down -- for a snack. 

After we'd all eaten and Allen had finally calmed down 

into near-normalcy, Tim took another look into that chest. 

"You know," he said, "it looks empty. But I can hear some

thing rattling around down in the bottom." 

"It's reasonable to believe th.at those two skeletons 

were fighting for possession 01· that chest when they met 

their deaths," Peter said. 

"Turn it over," I sue;e;ested. "Maybe there's a secret 

compartment in it somewhere." 

Tim flipped the box over. And sure enough, there were 

two hairline cracks in the wood at one corner of the bottom 
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of the chest. Tim pressed on the corner, and prestol A 

section of the bottom fell away, and out rolled two stones 

two very valuable looking stones. 

"Lovelyl" said Peter as he picked up the gems and held 

them up to his flashlight. "A ruby and an emerald, i1' I 1m 

not mistaken. QU.ite valuable, too, I should think." 

We all rejoiced over that find. We even wasted some 

time speculating how much they might be worth, and what we 

would do with our shares when we sold them. But in the 

meantime, Tim had his fingers inside the fa~se bottom, try

ing to pry something out. 

"Got itl" he said, and pulled out a thin piece o:f wood 

from the secret compartment of the chest. Right away we 

could see there was something magical about that stick. It 

was round at one end, about nine inches long and maybe half 

an inch thick, and tapered to a point at the other end. It 

was made of dark, black wood. And there was a faint, deep

purple haze that glowed all around it, like it was slowly 

burning with some strange fire inside. Inlaid in the wood 

were thin flames o1' gold with their tips all meeting at the 

point of the rod. It was beautiful. 

11A wand!" said Peter. He was really excited as he looked 

at it closely. 11 I wish I lmew how to use it. Perhaps if' we 

were to ask Ishar. • • " 

"No way am I going back past those kobolds again," said 

Allen. 
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"Allen's right 1 " I said. "We have to keep on going. 

Maybe you and Tim can rigure out how to use it as we 80 

along." 

Peter did.n•.t want to hand over that fantastic wand to 

Tim. They were both magic-users; but Peter a~ready had the 

invisibility ring. And as a magician, Tim would have the 

best chance 01· being able to use the wand. 

So we started off down the passageway again. We were 

just beginning to unwind from our encounter with the 

spiders. We were even laughing ana joking about our nar

row escape, and kidding Allen about his laughing-fit. But 

our good spirits didn't last long. After only another 

thirty yards or so down the hallway, we ran into our worst 

fate yet. 
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TERROR ON THE BRIDGE 

About thirty yards down from the spiders• corridor, 

the passaeeway slanted off to the right. After that, it 

suddenly wasn't a passageway anymore. The stone floor 

came to an end; and a rickety-looking wooden bridge span

ned a gaping hole about twenty yards across. Then the 

stone passaeeway seemed to continue on the other siae. 

Beneath the bridge was that huse hole. Peter and 

Tim shined their flashlights down into the blacknesso We 

couldn't see a thing. I took out a coin -- not one of 

the golden ones, of course1 -- and dropped it over the 

edge of the pit. There was a long pause. Then, from far 

down and away, we heard a faint splash. 

"I sincerely hope that bridge is stronger than it 

looks," said Peter. "Perhaps we'd best go over the br~dge 

one at a time." 

"You first, leader," Allen said, making a low bow to 

me. That was courteous of himl 

"Oh well, brains before brawn," I said, grasping the 

flimsy wooden handrail. I carefully edged my wa~ across. 

Planks were missing from the bottom of the bridge; and the 

whole thing creaked and groaned and swayed with every step 

I took. 
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Finally I reached the opposite side. I'd just breathed 

a sigh or relief, when I fe..Lt a huge hand grab my ankle like 

a vice-grip. 

For a second I thought for sure that I was going to be 

hauled down into that deep pit. But the thing that had 

grabbed me shifted its srip to my arm, then my neck as it 

pulled itself out from under the bridge. 

A trolll 

When it climbed out and stood up, it was enormous -- it 

must have been at ..Least ten feet tall, maybe more. It was 

thin and wiry for i~s size. But its arms were stil..L thicker 

than my legs; and I could see the hard strands of muscle 

under its dead-white skin. The hands that gripped my neck 

looked like human hanas; but the nails were hard and pointed 

like hawk talons. 

He picked me up and held roe out so that my face was even 

wicn his. His breath eave off a rotten smell. And when he 

opened his mouth to speak, I could see his snaggled teeth 

al..L bent and twisted like an old picket fence. But they 

looked sharp and tough enough to grind me to bits. 

First he just stared at me with his huge red eyes. Then 

he started shaking me. The pressure 01· that vice-grip was 

cutting off the air from my windpipe, and his nails were 

biting into the flesh 01· my neck. I was just sure it was all 

over for me. 
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"Gold?" it growled. '"You give gold1 Goldl" 

Weakly, I put my hand in my pocket and puJ.led out one of 

the go~d coins with my portrait fresh-minted on its face. I 

didn't think he'd be very satisfied with one gold piece, but 

I he~d i~ out to him. 

He smiled, and snatched it up with one hand, keeping me 

hanging with the other. Then he seized me by the feet and 

shook me. All the stuff in my pockets, including the other 

gold coins, Cail'le ttUnbling out, and my backpack spilled its 

contents onto the floor. Some things rolled off the edge 

into the pit, gone forever. 

Weak and gasping for breath, I rolled over on the floor 

ana yelled for help. I could see AlJ.en and Tim over on the 

other side, their f~ashlights pointed at me and the troll. 

They had horrified expressions on their faces. 

Then I noticed that the bridge was swaying and shaking. 

The trol~ wasn't paying any attention to the bridge, though. 

It was too busy scooping up the gold coins. 

I tried to rise. But as soon as I made a move, the 

troll's vice-like grip seized me again. It held me up to 

its face again, a cruel smile spreading sJ.owl.y across it. 

The troll pointed across the bridge at Tim ana Allen. The 

bridge itself had stopped swaying. 

"Friends have gold? 11 the troll asked throue;n the twisted 

smile smeared across its ugly face. "Have friends bring 

gold." 
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I knew what a trol~ din to its prisoners when it got 

hungry; so I didn't answer. The troll squeezed tighter, 

and started shaking me again. The pain was unbearab~e. 

"Call friends or I eat nowl" the thing growled. Saliva 

began to drool down its corpse-like jaw. 

I was too weak to resist. So I called across the pit, 

"The troll wants our gold. Bring it across now, or he'll 

eat me." 

I could see Tim and Allen still standing on the other 

siae of the chasm, talking to each other. They weren't 

making any move to cross the bridge; and I couldn't really 

blame them. But if they didn't do something soon, I would 

be one dead adventurer. 

And where was Peter? 

Then Allen stepped up to the edge 01· the pit on the 

other side and yelled, "We're not coming across. But 

here 1 s the gold i!' you want it. Catchl" And he threw 

one of the gold coins across the dark ho.Le. 

It fell shorto The trol~ leaned forward to try to 

catch it; but the golden coin sank downward and out of.' 

sight about 6 feet from the ledge. 

The trol~ was furious o "No throw 1" it shouted, jwnp

ing up and down. "Bring gold 1 Now 111 

But Allen didn't pay &ny attention to the troll's 

temper tantrum. Instead, he heaved another coin, arching 

it over the pit towards the troll. 
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This one was going to make ito The troll looked straight 

up and dropped me into the pit as he raised his hand to 

catch the coint 

Luckily for me, we were right near the edge or the chasm 

when it dropped me. As I fell, one hand caught the ledge. 

If' I hadn't reached out just then, it would have been good

bye Charlesl Slowly and painful.Ly I reached out with the 

other hand and grabbed one of ~he boards that jutted out 

:from the bottom 01· the bridge. 

I was alive. I was hanging on -- but how long could I 

. hold out? I was still too weak from the pounding and shak

ing the troll had given me to pull myself up. And even if 

I did, the monster would just grab me again. It looked ab

solutely hopeless. But I hung in there. 

The trol.L was standing near the edee again, watching 

another one or the golden coins as it sailed over the pit 

toward him. But this time as he reached out to 8rasp it, 

his knees buckled, as if somethine had ramlned him from be

hind. With a loud and furious howl he pitched over the 

ledge, his long, deadly arms f.La.iling about for something 

to hold on to. The how.L Bot fainter and fainter. Then 

came the faraway splash. 

Allen and Tim were still on the other side, yelling 

and jwnping up and down and c.Lapping their hands, "Good 

work, Peter," they shouted. "Great going! Give that 

adventurer a trophyl" 



All of a sudden Peter popped into visibility righ~ above 

me. "Thank you, thank you," he said, taking a low bowo 

All this. time, I was still hanging by my tired fingers 

over that dark pit. "How about pulline roe out of here be

fore you go on with your victory ce.Lebration?" I said to 

Peter. 

"We'd best wait until the others arrive," said Peter, 

putting the ring back into his pocket. You might pu.Ll me 

over if I were to try to pull you out of there all by 

myse.Lfo" 

"Better make it fast," I said, my voice tight and tired 

at the same time. 11 ! don•t think I can hold on much longer." 

Allen and Tim were coming over the bridge as fast as they 

could. But they had to be careful; and I was afraid they 

wouldn't get to me fast enough. 

I could f ee.L my fingers s!ipping, slipping s~ow!y but 

surely, a.Lipping away from the ledge and the bottom of the 

bridge. I tried to dig in with my fingernails, but they 

wouldn't hold, either. I squeezed my eyes shut and tried 

desperate.Ly to hold on. No use. I fe~t one hand s.Lip away. 

And then six hands grabbed my arm and pulled. Grunting 

and panting, they slowly hauled me up. I was so weak I 

couldn't help them at all. But fina.Liy, they pulled me up 

over the top. 

"Thapks that was a close one," I gasped. "And that 

was a great trick you pu.Lled off on that troll." 
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But I was so beat, that I couldn't taik any more. I 

just put my head down on the cold stone rloor and slept. 
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.LU2 

SHARP TEETH 

When I woke up, it was dark and I do mean dark. 

There was zero light down there in th.e dungeono I couldn 1 t 

see my hand in front of my faceo 

My first thought was: am I dead? I remembered the troll. 

grabbing me, then dropping me over the side 01· the pit. 

Then the others saved me -- or did the1? Maybe I just died, 

and imagined them saving meo 

"Peter? Tim? AlJ.en! 11 I called out o Silence o Then a 

low groano 

"Hey, quiet over there, 11 came Al1en 1 s sleepy voice. 

''Can• t you let a guy sleep?" 

Then I remembered: I'd passed outo My fellow adventurers 

must have decided to get some sleep, too, as'long as:.~I was 

out like a lighto 

I ·tried to get back to sleep, but I guess 'lrl3' system got 

going too fast while I was lying there wondering whether I 

was dead or aliveo I lay there for what seemed like an 

hour, because I knew that the at.hers probably needed the 

resto Eut finally, I just had to have soimone to talk to, 

or I'd go crazy staring off into the darknesso And besides, 

I waa.·.sure I was hearing noises aJ.J. around -- shuf !'ling 

noises, creaking, and scurrying sounds like mice (or rats) 

running across the f !ooro 
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"Hey," I said in a quiet voice," We'd better get going 

if we want to get out of here and back to the road in time. 

Come on, you guys, wake up and let's goo 11 

I heard them groan as they stirred aziound and gradually 

got themselves awakeo Tim turned on his flashlight -- which 

made me f'ee1 100% better at onceo That utter darkness was 

really depressing. 

Peter yawned, stretched, and tried to rub the soreness 

out or his back. "I can definite.Ly say that sJ.oeping on 

the dungeon floor is tit for monsters only," he said, and 

everyone agreed with that! 

It took half an hour or so to get up, repack our gear, 

and set off down the passageway againo We were a11 rested, 

and we worked ourselves up into good spirits by talking 

about how we'd got.ten rid or the trollo 

The passageway went for another fifty yards beyond the 

troll bridge, then turned lef't. We were al1 on the aiert, 

and keeping a sharp look-out for any new danger. 

And we didn't have long to waito 

Since I was in the lead, I was the first to notice that 

the passageway coming up branched ofr lef't and right in 

front of uso The main way, though, still seemed straight 

aheado But just to be on the sate side, I had ~im··~flash: . .:. 

his light over to the left and righto .1~othing visible to 

the ·right -- but just as he swung his light to the lert, 

we saw something whisk away from us -- soma thing bigo 
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''What next?" A1len groaned as he pulled out his sword 

and adjusted his shield. 

"Well, at least this time we should be ready for what

ever that was," I said, pulling Paiaro junior down rrom my 

backpack. 

We carei'uliy crept up to the place where the passageway 

took the left fork. We still couldn't see anything; but 

there was a scuttling sound, like something with long nails 

hurrying across the !1oor. 

So that.we'd have the surprise jwnp on whatever it was, 

we al~ rushed around the corner at once, and shined the 

fiashJ.ight down the corridor. Thia branch of the hallway 

was only about 10 yards deep -- a dead end. And at the 

end of the dead end was a gigantic rat. It must have been 

6 feet tali, and covered with long, stringy fur. 

But the creature wasn't making any move to attack yet. 

In fact, it was clawing the wall at the end, as if it were 

trying to escape rrom us. But now, it was cornered and 

trapped. With a speed that was amazing for something its 

size, the rat whiried around to face us, its eyes glowing 

like red coals with rage and fear. Then i~ opened its jaws 

and growled -- it might have been only a squeak ii· it had 

been a regular-size rat. But this one had a deep growl like 

a German shepherd. Its tail lashed back and forth like a 

cobra ready to strike. 
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Then it sprang. 

You wouldn't have believed such an enormous beast could 

JWII.P so far and so fast. It knocked Peter-and me down like 

bowling pins, and slashed into Allen and Tim with its razor

sharp teeth and pointed claws. 

Allen got it firsto The huge teeth cut into his sword 

arm, and wi~h a yell, Allen let his weapon clang to the 

floor. 

Peter was stiil lying on the fJ..oor in a daze. I puJ.led 

out my mace and leaped over Peter to where the rat was at

tacking Allen. I gripped Paiaro junior with both hands and 

swung as hard as I could. 

The mace sank into the rat 1 s furry hide -- and bounced 

off'l It didn't seem to have any effect at all -- except 

that it stopped gnawing at AJ.len. 

But now it looked like it was going to be my turn. 

Just then, though, the rat gave a squeal of pain, and 

turned away from me. Tim had stabbed it with his dagger, 

and there waa a stream of blood trickling from the th:i.ng's 

flank. With a growi 01· fury, it rushed at Tim. Allen was 

back on his feet, and we pressed the attack on the rat from 

behind, cutting and smashing with all our strengtho The 

rat finaJ..J..y J.eft Tim and turned back to us. Both Tim and 

Allen were bleeding pretty bad.Ly. 

Then, in the midd..le o:f the battle, a smaJ.J. ! 0.Lame appear

ed in mid-air behind the rat, who was getting ready to leap 
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on us again. But the r.Lame darted down and into the rat's 

hairy hide. In an instant, the fire caught and blazed 

along its whole body. We backed away from the burning mon

ster as it twisted around and around, snapping at the fiames 

as it turned. Finally it rushed out into the main passage

way, running back down toward the trol~ bridge. 

In another minute, the dungeon was dead quiet again, 

except for our loud and labored bree. thing. 

And once again, Peter was the hero 01' the day. It was 

his attack with the matches -- under the protection or the 

invisibility ring -- that had finally saved our skins and 

.destroyed the rat. 

But we were in no condition to do a victory dance this 

time. Allen had two deep cuts on his right arm. And Tim's 

face was bad1y mau..J.ed -- bad enougn to leave scars, unless 

he could be healed right away. 

"Well, now 1 s the time to find out whether my Cure Wounds 
-

spell will work or not,n I said. nLet me try it on you 

first, Tim." 

So Tim and I sat down on the stones across from each 

other, while Peter and AJ.len stood over us and watched. 

Following Ishar's instructions, I put my hands over his 

face, and sl"nlt my eyes. For a minute, I didn't feel any

thing. "Maybe this isn't going to work," I toid mysel:f -

but I kept still, and concentrated on passing Tim's wounds 

over to myself o 
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Then it happened. 

I yelled as ir I'd been bitten by the rat myself -

because, in a way, I had. I opened my eyes. The scratches 

and bite marks were gone from Tim's face -- he was com-

pieteiy heaJ.ed. But I could feei them on my own face, 

bu.ming and searing at my f~esh. Tears weJ.led up in my 

eyes, but I clenched my fists and stared straight ahead. 

Peter and Tim and Allen were all looking at me intently, 

half out or concern and half out of fascination with the 

whole process. 

Then the pain began to go away. It was like an echo 

fading out, becoming fainter and iess distinct every sec

ond. Finally, after about five minutes, all the pain was 

gone. 

"Thanks, CharJ.es," Tim said.o "I bet I wouJ.d. have been 
. -

scarred for life if you hadn't cured me." 

"It 1 s an amazing thing, feel.ing someone eise.' s pain," 

was aii I could manage to say. 

"Someone once said that pain is the best teacher ot· 

sympathy," Peter said. 
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"In that case, 11 I replied, "I just got an A in the course." 

. • .. · .. . . .. . 

-
"I hate to ask you to go through the same t;hing again so 

soon," said Allen, "but could you cure me too? That rat 

really sliced up my fighting arm." 

I remembered Ishar saying that once a day was all most 

beginners couJ.a work the Cure Wounds cure. And, of course, 

. . . ........ . ' • •• .:" : :. • r ~· • •. : ~ ··::·· •• : . . ·. ,. .. . . .. . . ·.: ....... •. 
.... ·:··· .. _· ......... · . 
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I was_n• t too eager t,;O £50 on that pain trip again so soon. 

But Allen needed the heip, so I toid him I'd try. 

But then came a howi from the passageway, and we ail 

whirled around to face the new menace. Allen's wound 

would have to wait. 

-... ····: .·· .. : ..... : 
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CHARMING COMPANY 

Maybe they were attracted by the noise, maybe by the 

smeii or blood, or maybe by the hope that the rat wouid 

have turned us into easy preyo But whatever their reason, 

six stocky human-like creatures rushed down on us from the 

halJ.wayo Their swords were drawn and menacing, and their 

pig-snouted faces wore iooks or insanityo 

"Ores! n shouted Peter as he siipped on his ring and 

vanished from sighto 

"This is a great time to chicken out, Pe1'er, a I caJ.J.ed 

out as I SW''1llg my mace PaJ.aro cJunior to meet the sword-thrust 

of the rirst orco A!J.en was still wounded, and Tim had only 

a dagger. The ores were pounding ana slashing away at our 

shields, driving us to the wallo There was no skiii in 

their fighting -- only a kind of berserk frenzy that made 

them swing wil.d.J.y at our derenseso But skill or no skill, 

Tim and I couldn't hope to defeat ali six of themo 

Then Peter reappeared behina the ores, and started 

perfonning his weird Charm Person d.anceo His reet were 

going through the intricate pattern that Ishar had taught 

him, while his eyes and fingertips were focused on the 

s~J.s of ·the ores as they pressed their attacko 

I began to notice that the bJ.ows from four of the 

monsters were growing s.Lower a.ud weakero 'l'wo of the:n, 

though, continued to hack and han~er away at our shie~ds 

. .... . ·. ; .. ·~ .. '•.. . _ ... , ... . .. . . . ·. :· ·~: . . . . . -. ·:~ . · . 
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with i\U.i forceo A lucky shot from my mace caught one or 

the stili-active ores a glancing b1ow on the heado It 

reeied back, stunnea but not unconsciouso But just a~ that 

moment, anotner ore banged. A.LJ.en1 s shie.i.d from his hand, 

and raised its sword to strike the death-blowo 

iTust then Peter yeiled out, 11 SJ.aves! Listen to me! 

You are in my power now. Cease your attack on those people. 

You will do as I tell you." 
. 

Four of them immediately let their sword-arms droop 

to their sideso ~heir eyes had a glazed, far-away look. 

They were obviously in Peter's powero 

But the other two ores just as obviousl1 were not. 

~he one attacking AJ..Len haited for a few seconds and 

turned to see what had happened to its fe~J.owso lt mu~t 

have figured out that Peter somehow held them captive, so 

it turned on him with a snar2o 

"Protect yo.ir master! Attack the traitor!" Peter com-

manded, pointing to the onrushing orco At once four swords 

s!ashed out, battering the astonished ore, and sending him 

to the ~ioor under a shower of blowso A lunge from one or 

Peter•s new s~aves, and the ore on the f.Loor was deado 
0 

Meanwhi~e, though, the one I had stunned had recovered. 

$eein3 what was happening, it ran up behind one of its 

spelJ.-bound fe~lows and drove its sword into the charmed 
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orcis backo Mortally wounded, it howled and fell to the riooro 
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"Attack!" Peter shouted. again, pointing at the last 
. . 

ore not under his eontrolo The fight was a good one, and 

lasted for maybe five minuteso But three against one is 

bad odds among equals; and eventuaiiy, the last enemy-ore 

lay stilJ. on the dungeon fiooro 

Peter was watching aJ..L this action with a look of real 

pleasure on his taceo And no wonder -- he now had a group 

ot ore warriors under his complete control, and he could 

do with them whatever he wantedo. As soon as the fight was 

over, he ordered them to stand at attentiono The ores then 

stood stock stilJ., their eyes stilJ. g.Lassy-looking, like 

they'd been hypnotizedo 

"Well, well,n said Peter, grinning from ear to earo 
-

"That Charm Person spelJ. certainly works wonders with 

humanoid enemieso From now on, these brutes wiJ.J. do our 

heavy fighting for uso Battles are far more interesting 

to me if I'm not bothered with the necessity of protecting 

my own 1ifeo Yes indeed, these creatures will. certainly 

come in handy." 
.. 

l.Ll 

"But how J.ong will the spell last?" Tim asked. "Remember,, 
'. 

my Hold Portal. spell is only good for thirty mirru.tes. And 

I don't want to be around when those ores wake up and find 

out how they've been usedo 11 

"True," Peter admitted," your speJ.J. lasts only for 

thirty minutes. But the efrects of Charies's Cure Wounds 

spel.J. preswnably lasts rorevero Perhaps the Charm Person 

wil:.L work indefiniteJ.yo" 
.. ; ... 

.. - . . 
. .. . .:· .. · . .. ·•. : ' . .,, ·: .. · ....... -~ .. ·:. ': :· .... ~ . . .. ·. 
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"In other words," I said1
11 we don't have any idea 
. . 

how long the spell will hold. It might last for another 

thirty days -- or another thirty seconds." 

"Alas, you're correct there," Peter said witn a 

sigho " I regret that I failed to ask Ishar in more 

detail about the properties of thiS·Spelle" 

"The question· right now," Tim said, 11 is, can we 
- -

-·----

trust the speJ.l enough to take the ores with us to do our 

fighting? What i1· the spell wears off whi1e we're asleep 

o~ wol.U'lded? They couJ.d do us in pretty fast if we•re not 

careful." 

"I'm for doing them in right nor; before they snap out 
-

01' it," said Allen as he drew hi~ sword. 11We 1re going to 
-

have enough trouble down here without carrying more along 

with uso" 
. 

"I•ve goli to go along with Al.Len," Tim said. "They're 

just too dangerous to have aJ.ong." 
. 

"But just think of the fighting they coula. do for us," 

I said. I liked Peter's p.Lan, even though it invoived a 

certain risk. 

"Besides," Peter added," if the charm wears orr, I 

could just charm them again." 
. 

"?Tot if you• re asleep or out of the action," Tim saia.. 

And so we argued and discussed the question for soma 

time. Tim and Allen kept insisting on the danger involved. 

Peter and I kept stressing the use they could be to us in 

., · . . . .. · ·.· .:. .. ·. . . . .: ... . ·.· ·. ···· .. ' • . ·.-.: ..•. =~ ..... ·.•••· ...... • ; .• ··'·~·: ·~ ; • 
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a tight spoto Finally I came up·with a soiution. 

"Louk," I said, "what we seem to be most worried about 

is their coming out or the spell and attacking us when we're 

not watching -- right? Weil, then, to begin with, we'll 

take away their swords. And, ir you still don 1 t think 

that's enough, we could tie their hands." 

nTha t' s great,." said Tim, "but then what good will they 
-be to us in a fight?" 

. -
I was ready for that one. "'When we'rl3 ready to fightJ 

we cut them loose and give them back their swords. And 

when we're sleeping, we can take turns watching guard over 

them. What do you think?" 

Allen was persuaded. Tim still wasn't too sure he 
. . 

liked the idea, but he went along with the majority. So 

we tied the ores' hands behind them, then sat down to discuss 

plans 01· what we should do next. 

. . · .. . . ·:· ::·.· 
.. -·. . . · .... -·· 
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DISAPPEARANCE 

We tried to question the ores, but they just grunted 

in their own kind of growl-language, and we couldn't under

stand a thing. They seemed to respond to Peter's comm.ands 

by obeying his thoughts. But communicating with them by 

way or language was out. Peter could teli them what to do; 

blt we couJ.dn 1 t get any information out or themo 

We decided to check out the right fork of the passage

way before we proceeded down the main path again. We knew 

we might be asking for more trouble. But by now we were 

getting into the spirit or the whole adventure, and we were 

willing to explore the dungeon more thoroughly. And with 

three ores to fight for us (we hoped1), we could take more 

risks. 

I tried my Cure Wounds spell on Allen now, but it 

didn't work -- not very well, that is. His wound faded 

out part way1 and my own arm took on a kind or ghost wound 

which quickly went away. At least Allen felt a little bet

ter. We bandaged up his arm, and I promised him I'd try 

again later. 

We crossed the central passageway, heading do~m the 

right fork. It went north for only about ten yards, then 

turned right. Then after about another thirty yards to 

the east, we came to a dead end -- or so it seemed at first. 

. . . . ~ . . -· .· : .. ·. ,. ·.. ·:· .... :, ... .. .... 
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ait the left wall seemed to shinnner in a strange way when 

we riashed our light on it. It was like the wall was 

slightly out or focus, even though it seemed solid when 

you first looked at it. 

"Let me take a look at it," said Allen. Al.though he 

had a wounded arm, he still wanted to get into the act 

right away. So he pushed by me and put his arm up to the 

wall. 

And his arm went right through it 1 

"An illusory wall!" Peter said with delight. "Perhaps 

it's there to guard some valuable treasure." 

"Or to hide some hungry monster," said Tim. 
-

We all stuck: our heads through the unreal wall. On 

the other side was a small. room -- entirely bare, except 

that the floor shimmered with the same unreal quality that 

the wall had. 

"Let's send an ore in to explore around first," said 

always carei'u.l Tim. 

"Save your ore. I'll. check it out," said. ever-reckless 

Allen. 

"Hey, waitl" I yelled. Too late. Allen took a step 

into the room -- and dropped out of sight through the ~loor. 

"Hey, what ••• "were the last words we heard from Allen. 

Then nothing -- no yells, nq crash from his hitting the f~oor: 

just silence. 

. . \. · ... : .·. ·. ·.: . ... .. .· . :· .. . . ...... · . . . . . ~ ... ~- .· . . ·:· ... ·· .. : 
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"Remarkable," said Peter. "It would appear that the 
. . 

1'loor is an illusion, tooo" 

We dropped down to our knees and stuck our heads through 

the lUlreal wall and the unreal fioor. Beneath the r~oor 

there was a pit, only about rive feet deep (luckily tor Allen, 

I thought). In the tar corner lay a skeleton, still clothed, 

a rusty sword in its bony hand, looking as u· he were on.Ly 

resting against the wall of the pit. 

In the corner, right below where Allen had fallen, the 

stones glowed with a sort purple light. Allen was nowhere 

to be seen. But it was my guess that those glowing stones 

had something to do with his disappearance. 

''You don 1 t think that skeleton might be Allen -- or 

what's left or him, do you?" Tim asked. 

"Quite unlikely," said Peter·. "Look at Mister Bones 1 s 
.• 

clothes -- quite different from A.Llen 1s. Notice the boots, 

for ex2mp1e." 

"The boots I" Tim shouted. I saw a pair like that in 
-

Ishar's shop. Oh man, ir those are the same boots ••• 

and there are the gloves. That must be the same outfit I 

saw." Tim was really excitedo 

"What are they supposed to do?" I asked. 

"Are we going to engage in a discussion about a pair or 

boots and gloves, or are we going to attempt to locate Allen?" 

Peter asked. 

• t ••••• ,·. .. . ... :··· . 
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"You •re right 1 " I saia. "Got any good ideas for fincting 

him?" 
, . 
"What we clearJ.y need, 11 said Peter in a coo.L voice,, "is 
. . 

the appJ.ication of deductive logic. Now, let's review the 

facts. We saw Alleµ walk into the illusory room. We heard 

his voice as he fe~l through the illusory riooro We ~ooked 

into the pit beneath the floor, but saw only a skeleton and 

some purple1 glowing stones. The skeleton, as we saw by the 

clothes it is wearing,,. is evident.Ly not A.l.len. Furthermore, 

the glowing stones are located precisely where he would have 

landed. Therefore I conclude that the glowing stones most . 

probably account for A.llen•s disappearanceo" 

"Bravol BrilJ.iantl" I shouted, clapping my hands. "And 
-

now,, what should we do?" 

"Do?" Peter replied. "Why, I have no ia.ea. I was 
. . . 

merely analyzing the facts." 

"Why don't we drop an ore onto the glowing stones and 

see what happens, 11 Tim suggested. 

"Ahl The very action I was about to reconnnend," Peter 

said. 

But we agreed that it wouJ.d be crue.L just to push the 

creature in and watch it break its head, or else drop through 

a trap door -- and besiaes, we needed that ore as a fighter. 

So ~im and I each held onto one or its arms, and we ~owered 

one of the g.Lassy-eyed ores down through the i.Llusory floor, 

into the pit, and onto the purple,, elowing stones • 
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And as soon as its feet touched the stones, the ore 

disappeared, just as ir he'd_been wearing an invisibility 

ring. 

Tim and I, who had been holding onto the ore, fell 

backwards with a gasp of surprise. Where did it go? 

And, even more important, did All.en go to the same place? 

."Now for an important question," said. Peter. "Should 

we all attempt to touch the glowing stones? Or should . 
only one of us go through and try to find All.en?" 

"Whatever we do,'' I said, "I think we'd better stick 

together. If on.Ly one or us managed to find AJ.len, then 

we'd all still have the problem of trying to get back to• 

gether again. If we all go, at least our fighting strength 

ld.11 be up to its best level. 11 

"That·' s one way o!' .Looking at it," said Tim. "Another 
-

way is that we could aJ.l wind up lost together." 

"We don 1 t real.Ly lmow where we are right now, for th.at 

matter," I replied. "Wouldn't it be better i1· all !'our o!' 
. . 

us were trying to get out 01· the dungeon together?" 

·"You're right_. But before we hop onto those glowing 

stones, I want to check out those boots and gloves the 

skeleton's wearing." 

"There is one ~f!'iculty to your proposal, n said 

Peter. How are you going to get over to the far end of 

the pit without .Landing directly on those glowing stones 

which, presumably, will transport you elsewhere?" 

. . ·· . 
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"I '11 just have to take a running leap," said Tim. So 

he backed off and ran straight at the il.Lusionary wall. 

It 1ooked pretty strange to see him rurming f\l.11 force at 

a wall, even thougn we knew the wall wasn't really there. 

But he went flying through it, then dropped down through. 

the floor that also wasn't really there. 

Peter and I stuck our heads down ana iooked into the 

pit. Tim had .Landed on his feet, and was pu.Lling the 

boots orr the skeleton. 

"Oh man, I think these are the ones," Tim yelled. He 

was really excited. "Come on down." 

"Thanks anyway," said PeterJ "but I believe that I'd 

best stay up here to keep an eye on my ores." 

"I •m coming right down," I shouted to Tim. "Stand 

back down there." And I took my runnihg .leap through the 

not-there wall, feJ.l through the not-there floor~ and 

:Landed· on my i"eet. 

"Well done.,""'Charles," said. Peter, with his head sticking 

through the floor above me. 

Tim was trying to put the boots on, but without success. 

"Darn itl My feet are too big for the boots. Hey., come 

here, Char.Las, and .Let's see if they 1.ll fit you." 

"What are those boots supposed to do?" I asked as I 

pulled 01·r my hiking boots. 

"See if t;hey fit first, then I 1J.l show you," Tim said. • 

·. . ·.·: . : .... " 

... . . 
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"You know1 I saw a matched pair 01· boots ana gloves just 

.Like these in Ishar 1 s shop -- for J. 1 000 gold pieces J" 

The boots fit me; and t~ gloves were rine, too. 

They looked and felt great. The insides were lined with 

some kind of silver fur that seemed to grip my hands and 

feet. The outside was a soft 1 grey leather that had gold 

thread stitched into it. When I looked more cJ.oseJ.y1 I 

saw that the stitching seemed to be patterned intA> the 

same kind or rune-writing we'd seen on the rings and the 

wana.. 

I was eager to find out why these boots and gloves 

should cost J. 1 000 go.Ld pieces in Ishar 1 s shop. I lmow 

that it should have seemed strange to be wearing a pair 

of boots and gloves that had just come or1· oi· a skeleton. 

But by now, I was getting more used to the weird things 

that could a.ud did happe.u in a dungeon 1.ike this. A.fter 

coming across everyting from ores to giant spiders, wear

ing a skeleton's outfit seemed al.most natu~al1 

"Now," said Tim1 "turn around and put both hands on 

the waJ.l." 

So I did. 

"Now put one foot on the walJ.. '' 

So I dJ.d. 

· "And now put your other .foot on t;he wall." 

I didn't. "Wait a minute," I said, "are you crazy? 

I'll fall. f .Lat· on my back." 

. .. •i .· . .. ·· ... :· . ·. ~ . . . . ·: . ~ . 
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"Not ii: those boots and gloves are what I think they 

are. Just try it." 

And in tact, I noticed that my glov&d hands seemed to 

be fastened to the wall like they were cementied there. I 

moved the root that was aiready pianted on the wall. It 

resisted, then moved. All right! I tnought -- this just 

might work! 

So I pulled my hands oft, tihen puti them back up higher 

on the wall; I braced one foot on the wall, an~ then the 

other. And I stayed there, hanging like a hwnan spider. 

Then I moved one foo't, and it came swinging away. Then, 

.unrortunateiy, I moved both hands at once, and came crash

ing down to the fiooro 

"Keep practicing, Charies," Peter said exci ted.ly from 
-

the floor above. "You'll get it." 
. - . 

"In Is.nar•s shop," Tim said, "th3t boot and glove com-
- - ' 

bination was calied the Master Climber's Set. You can 

climb anywhere witih them -- even on the ceiling." 
-

But right then I was only picking myselI' up orr the 

floor. Ciearly1 I needed practice. It was strange, but 

when I walked around I discovered tihat the boots didn't 

cling to the fioor at all. They heid traction on~y when 

I was climbing. That was a great feature or those boots 

-- otherwise, I wouldn't have been abie to wear them except 

·:ror climbingo 
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I went bacK to the wa.Ll. This time I tried a system 

or alternately lirting my right arm up, then the J..eft .Leg 

as I put rny right hand down; J..eft arm up, .Left .Leg down; 

.right .Leg up, .Left hand down -- and so on. It was sJ..ow 

and complicated at firs~; and twice I almost dropped back 

to the .f.Loor. But pretty soon I was scrambJ..ing up and 

·down the wa.Ll like Spiderman. 

"This is great, Tim," I said, crouched upside down on 

the wall. rny legs sticking up througn the illusionary floor 

above me. "But I feel bad that you can't use them.· Want 

to try putting on these boots again?" 
' ' ~ 

"That's all right, Charles," he said. 11 I 1 ve got this 
- ' 

wand. I don't know what it's good for yet; but I have the 

feel.ing I 1.Ll find out be.fore we 1re out 01· the dungeon. 

And since I've got the wand, you ought to have the Master 

Climber's Set• We sholl.Ld spJ.i t up all treasures equally 

among all. 01· us, right?" .. 
"Aheml" said Pacer from above. "I hate to disturb you 

~ 

gentlemen in your po.Lite conversation; but we ~ missing 

A.Llen ana one ore, you know. Don't you think we should 

attempt to locate them?" 

"He's right," I said, c.Lirnbing down from the wal.l. I 
-

feit kind of gui.Lty for p~aying around whi~e Al.Len might 

need our help -- wherever he was. 

"O.K.," said Tim, "Who's going to step on those glowing 

stones first?" 

· .. ·• ... · .. 
•. 
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"I think ~eter ought to go first with his ores," I 

said. "If there 1 s any troub.Le at -cha other end, Peter 

can use his new .fighters to he.lp out. And we 1.L.l come 

a.long right behind them." 
-

11Asswning, of course, that we aJ.l wind up at the same 

place," Peter saido "What it• those stones are the entrance

way to a random-di·rection tel.ekenesis transporter?'t 

11A what?" Tim:·.and I asked together. 
- '· 
Peter looked at us impatiently. "You lmow -- a device 

that sends you somewhere in an instant, J.ike the transporter 

beam in Star Trek." --
"But Spock and Kirk a.lways go to the same place when they 
. . 

use their transporter,, n I said. "So what 1 s al.l this jazz 

about 'random-direction 1 ? '' 
. 

"True," Peter admitted. "But this one may operate on 
. . 

different princip.les." 

"Well, then we'll a.Ll .land on the stones at the same 

time., 11 I said. "Then maybe we 1J.l have a better chance of 
. 

coming out together." 

"How about the ores?" Tim asked. 

"We'll have to lower them onto the stones first," I 

said. "Then we goo" 

So Peter lowered the second ore down onto the glowing 

stones and poof'l he disappeared in a fraction 01· a second. 

Then the last ore went tnrough • 

: . : 
. .. . -... ..· .. ·· 
... · . 
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"Now come on down here, and we 'l.l al.L jump together," 

I called to Peter& He took a running jump over the stones, 

and came falling down to where we were standing at the 

bottom or the pit. He landed with a crash, but he wasn't 

hurt. 

''You ought to spend more time on gymnastics in P .E. 1 " 

I said as Peter siowly got up from his crash-landing.: 

"It's true, my jwnping teclmique is not very prof es-

siona..L," he rep.Lied. "I 1 .L.L have to read a book or two 
. 

on the art of jumping accuratelyo" And he was seriousl 

Then we all .Lined up in rront of the glowing stones. 

"Jump on the count of three, 11 I said. "One, two ••• 

threel" 

And we were gone. 

.. . :· · .. : · .. · . :: ·. : 
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BEW ROUTE, OLD ENm-lIF.S 

The first thing we saw when we re~ppeared was Al.len 

struggling ~ith a tied-up orco The two charmed ores that 
I 

came through the teieportation stones (that's what Peter 

ca~ied them) with us were still under his control. But 

since the othe.J:• one had been away f'rom Peter f'or so long. 

it must have gotten out of' his controlo The spell was 

broken, and the ore was snarling with rage, trying to 

butt Alien with its heado 

I gave the struggiing ore a good rap on the head with 

o1d Palaro Junior, and the monster collapsed like a de

flated baJ.J.oono 

Alien go~ up and dusted hims el.!' ofi.:o "It 1 s about time 

you guys showed up," he saido " What were you doing back 
. -

there -- having an anchovy milkshake?" 

"We were merely trying to ftSCertain the best course of 

action," Peter explained in a calm voiceo "You wou.Ldn't 

want us to ·do anything rash, would you?'' 

"Oh, indubitably nogative," Allen replied in a pe:o1·ect 

imitation ot Peter's styleo 

"Say, 11 said Tim," do you guys realize just where we 

are?" 

I looked aroundo "This does look familiar," I replied. 
. . 

Then I noticed the stairway leading UPo •!'here was the ooze 

...... .. : \ .. ·. . ~; ... . · ... 
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and the jagged cracks and the dead.J.y-looking mushrooms. 

"We're right back where we started1" 

We were ail amazed. The teJ.eportation stones had some

how sent us back to the beginning oi' "&he passageway through 

the dungeon. 

110h nol" All.en groaned. "Do you mean we've got to go 
. . 

·back over the same path again -- past the koboids and spiders 

and across that rickety troll bridge?" 

"Look at it this way," I said. "At least we know where 
- -

we are. We could have wound up somewhere down in the tenth 

levei, and not· had the foggiest idea where we were or where 

we ought to goo" 

"Fellow adventurers,," Peter said, "may I remind you that 

ir we wish we could take the path to the l.eft tnis time. 

Perhaps i-c migh-c J.ead to somewhere new and exciting." 

Pe.tar's idea sounded good to us. It would mean taking 

a new path -- on~ that dian 1 t iead by the kobolds 1 room 

(although. we felt pretty sure we could handle them easily 

with the help of our new ore-fighters); and there might be 

new adventures and treasures down the left fork. So we 

took it. 

But as it turned out, our side trip was uneventful. 

In.fact, after a couple of bends in the path, we found 

ourselves back in the main passageway again, about ten 

yards down from the Kobold room • 

. ·.· .. ·. ·. •··· .. . . 
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11.Just a minute, you guys,," Tim said. "Let me make a 
-

map 01· where we 1 ve been in the dungeon so .far. I think 

we ought to know where we 1re going,, and where we've come 

from." So here's the map Tim drew: 

illusory floor,, pit beneath,, 
glowing teleportation 

stones 
____ I· ,.._ __ .......... ~illusory wall 

unlmown ~ 

giant rat & ore~ 
giant spiders 

c 
Gkobold room 

4'-dead end 

airs into dungeon 

· Arter Tim had finished the map,, we doub~e-timed on down 

the hallwayJ hoping to make up ror lost time. But when we 

got to the troll bride;e,, we had a nasty surpri::ie waiting ror 

..... ... . . ·.·· : .. 
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us. One of the ores who'd escaped Peter's spell was standing 

on the other side of the bridge laughing at us. It grunted 

something in its own language, then hacked at the ropes that 

held the bridge fastened to the f1oor on the other side. 

The bridge groaned and sagged to one side as its support

ing rope dropped away. Still laughing cruelly, the ore 

proceeded to slash.away at the other rope. 

"If he cu ts that rope, we 're trapped over here, 11 I yelled. 

11Try to charm it, Peterl" So Peter tried his Charm Person 

spell on it again; but either the distance was too great, or 

the spell just wouldn't work on that ore, or else Peter had 

just used up his magic for a while. 

In another minute, the rope was cut, and the whole bridge 

came away with a clatter, and fell. down through the blackness 

of the pit. It was still fastened to the stones on our side,. 

of course. But that wouldn't do us much good. The bridge 

crashed into the stones below us, and the. loosened boards 

fell away into the depths or the pit. 

The ore was still standing at the edge 01· the pit on the 

other side, laughing at us and gloating over the bad fix he'd 

put us in. But just then, a huge, thin hand reached over the 

edge and grabbed the ore's leg. The laugh at once changed to 

a shriek of terror as the troll pulled the stuegling ore over 

the side. Then it was gone. We tried to shine our light over 

to see where the troli had taken the ore. I thought I saw a 

·.· .. .. ··· . . • ...... 
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kind of cave dug into the side o1' the pit wall, about ten 

feet down trom the edge. But I couldn't be sure, because or 

the way that pit seemed to swallow liBht. The troll and the 

ore were both gone ~- that I lmew, and it was· just fine with 

me. 

But now, or course, there was a new problem: how were 

we going to get across that pit with the bridge down? 

"I have some rope in my backpack," Tim said. ''Maybe 

we c~uld lasso the stakes that held the bridge up over there." 

We agreed on Tim's idea; so he took out his rope, and 

tied it into a lasso. Allen pitched it over the pit -- but 

it tell shorto He ·tried again and again. But he wasn't any 

kind or cowboy, so he missed every time. 

"Even it he does get it," I said, "how can we be sure 
. 

it's fastened tight on the other side?'' 

"Got any other ideas tor getting t~s rope over there?" 

Alien asked me. He was getting frustrated at not being able 

to rope the stake. 

"I sure do," I rep.Lied. ''I 1 J.l just walk over there and 
. . 

tie the rope on." 

"Oh reaLLy, Spiderman? Let 1 s see you try it," Allen 

challenged me. Tim and Peter just stood there smiling, 

since we hadn't told AlJ.en about the boots and gloves yet. 

I hitched the rope into my beit, waiked over to the wall 

and put my hands on it. The grip feJ.t firm; but the thought 

or crawJ.ing alonG the waJ.l over that deap pit was pretty 
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frightening. But I had to try it if we wanted to get that 

rope fastened and get us all over to ·the other side. 

Besides, I wanted to see the look on All.en's face when 

I started crawling the wall. 

So I made sure my hands were £irxn, planted my feet on 

the wall, then started my trek across. I was being super 

care.f'ul; but I couldn't resist a look back.over my shoulder 

at Allen. "Come on!" I shouted back at him. "Why don't 
-

you try it?" 

Allen was thunderstruck. "I don't believe it. I just 
' 

don't believe it.," he kept saying over and over. His eyes 
?. 

looked like they would pop out or his head in amazement. 

I continued edging my way across. But just as I almost 

reached the other side., I got a little too eager. My feet 

came away from the wall, and on.Ly the grip with my hands was 

holding me up. But that wasn't enough to keep me in the same 

place; and I started sliding down into the pit. 

Luckily, my fingers caught an outcropping rock about 

twenty feet down. I dug in, and fina~ly got my feet planted 

on the wall again. But down that far, the stones were slip

pery with some kind or wet moss, so my grip wasn't too good. 

Carefully., oh so carei'u..J.ly, I inched my way back up tne wall. 

About ha1r way up, I could hear crunching sounds that 

seemed to come from inside the wali itseir. First I strained 

my eyes -- then I realized what I was hearingo The sound was 
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coming from the trol~'s cave, and it was eating something 

-- probabLy the ore. I shivered, then continued my climb. 

I bad no great love for that; ore, since it had cut down the 

bridge, and caused the danger and hassLe I was going through 

just then. But I fe1t sorry tor it anywayo Arter all, I'd 

almost been a troll's dinner once myseJ.f. 

After what seemed like hours, I finaily dragged myself 

J.Jl 

up over the ledge. Then I tied the rope to one of the stakes 

that; used to hold up the bridge, yanking on them hard to make 

sure they could bear the weight of people crossing.over the pit.· 

"O.K., you gu.ys," I ye.1.led across, "now comes the hard 

part. You're going to have to swing hand-over-hand. on the 

rope to this side. And make it as rast as you can, because 

there's no telling when·. that troll might come out for another 

course for his dinner' If 

They conferred for a minute, then Peter shouted, "We've 

decided to let the ores test the strength.or the rope and 

stake first. Here they comel" 
-

Peter issued his command, and the first ore came swinging 

across. It reached my side without any trouble, and scrambled 

up over the ledge. Then it stood stocK stilL, staring orr into 

space, just as Peter had told it to, waiting for the next 

orders. 

The second ore also came over without any trouble. Then 

Peter came dangling across. He was causing the rope to sway 
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more than the ores had, so I pulled on the line to keep it 

steadier. I was so involved ~n watching Peter come across 

that I didn't even see the hand that came creeping up over 

the ledge. SuddenJ.y, I feit a familiar iron grip around my 

ankles. 

I let out a yei1, let go of the rope, grabbed my mace and 

swung hard at the grasping hand. There was a sharp crack as 

steel struck knuckJ.es, and the hand let go. Peter reached my 

side safely; but.the troll was moving farther down the ledge 

away from me. Then he began climbing up. 

Since Tim was coming across on the· rope, we had to act 

fast. "Attack the trolJ. ! " Peter commanded his two ores. 
- -

But then we realized: Allen had their swords! I groaned, 

realizing that we'd been over-caref'u.l with the ores. But 

there was nothing for them to do now but fight wi~h their 

bare hands. 

Both ores ·immediately struck at the troll, and there 

were savage grunts and howis as nails and teeth tore at 

flesh. But the troll was just too strong for them. In a 

minute, it lifted one 01· the struggling ores high in the 

air, and was about to fiing it into the other ore, when 

Peter yelled to the ore still free, "Push theml Ram them 

both over the edge 1" The ore then cha~ged into the trol.i. 

at full speed. With a groan, the troll and its strug&1-ing 

ore-victim toppled over. the edge of the pit. And for the 

' . ··. ·. . ·· ... . · .. 
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second time, I heard its hideous howl as it fell throush the 

darkness. 

Finally Tim made it over, ana we were a.Ll standing to

gether, looking over the edse or the pit. We a.Ll congratu

lated Peter on his quick thinking by having the ore get rid 

or tne troll in the way it di.d. 

"Thank you for the comp.Liment," Peter said. "But it's a 

great pity that we're down to one char.med ore." He sighed 

with obvious regret. 

"You• re right, or course, 11 I said. "But think of where 

we'd be right now ii· those ores hadn't been a.Long with us." 

"In his dining room down there," AJ.len said, pointing 

down to the troll cave. 

"Those troll must be impossibJ.e to destroy," said Tim • 
.. 

"I bet he'll just crawl back up here again after his plunge." 

"Let's hope we never have to cross this pit again,." said 

Allen. "I sure didn·' t like swinging by a rope over that pit 

esp ecia.Lly with a hungry troll on the other side 1" 

"Let 1 s get out 01· here now," I said. "We've got to keep 
. . 

moving ir we want to get out or this dungeon." 

So down the passageway we went again, ever on the 

iookout for danger, treasure -- and a way outl 
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THB BANDITS AND THEIR CAPTIVE 

We trave.Lled for over a hundred yards going east down 

the passageway. It s~emed aw1'ul.Ly quiet a~i of a sudden. 

The on.Ly sounds were our breathing and an occasiona.L drip 

ot water splashing in a pudd~e on the fioor. We ate a 

iittle food on our way, since we didn't want to waste any 

time by stopping to eat. It was eerie, too, walldng down 

a dark passageway with only flashlight beams for lignt, and 

a charmed, pig-nosed ore lumbering along by Peter's side. 

We came to a bend in the passageway, then turned north. 

After another twen~y yards, a .fork OJ."f the main passageway 

branched to the right. Now, usua.Liy at pLaces .Like that, 

we would get into a discussion or argument about which way 

we should go • 

Not this time, though.o We heard muff~ed shouts, followed 

by a high-pitched scream coming from the pathway Leading 

right. · We shined our .lights down that way. But tne fork 

seemed to dead-end after about twenty yardso The shouts 

and the screa.~, thougn, seemed to have come from behind th~ 

waL.L. 

"Let's checlt it out 1 " said Ali.en, and he took off in the 

direction or the sounds before we cou.Ld stop him. 

"Al.Len's going to land us in a heap of trouble one or 

these days i:f he keeps on acting before he thinks," Tim 

said as we a.Ll fol.Lowed Allen down the rieht fork. 
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And, as we wouJ.d soon !'ind out, Tim was right. 

By the time we reached him, Allen had a.Lready made a 

discovery. "This is anotner one of those unrea.1. wa.LJ.s. 

Look," he said, p.Lunging his arm through the solid-looking 

stone. 

"A true observation," Peter said, "However, this time 
- -

I woula suggest that you test the .floor on the other siae 

before you leap through." 

Just then, another high-pitched scream, foilowed by 

bursts or shouting ·and loud laugnter, came from the other 

side o.£ the il.Lusory wa.L.L. Tim stuck his head through the 

.non-stones, and shined his f .Lash.Light around in the space 

beyond. 

"There's a doorway about another ten yards dowu," he 

said. 11And aJ.l that :·noise seems to be coming from the 

other siae or the door. 11 

We all agreed to go down and investig·a te. "Blt let 1 s 
.. 

be very, very quiet about i't," I said. We readied our 

weapons, and went through the wall s.Low!y, testing the fJ.oor 

every step of the way. it was so.Lid enough -- a.Lthough 

Allen s.Lipped on one 01· tne big blue mushrooms that sprouted 

from the floor. Lucld.ly, we caught him before he went 

crashing to the stones. 

Pretty soon we were standing by a huge stone door that 

looked exactly like the locked one back down at the be3irming 

:. 
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of the dungeon passageway. This door, thoush, was siightiy 

open. I care.fully peered around the corner and into the 

room. 

The room was about twenty yards on a side. In tne 

center was a small rire that burned and crackled smokily, 

and sen~ weird, wavering shadows scurrying around the dark 

waJ.J.s. On the far siae oi· the fire there were four big, 

burly men standing around someone -- or sometning (I couldn't 

tell which) -- tied to the back wall. Whatever or whoever 

it was, the band.its were questioning in angry voices. After 

a minute or so their voices got louder and more impatient. 

Finally one or them lashed out wi~h his fists, and there was 

another high-pitched scream. The men laughed at the scream, 

then started in on their questioning again. 

Tim1 Peter, and then A.Llen crept around to the crack in 

the doorway and looked in. The spell-boWld ore stood im

mobile in the background, stilL awaiting Peter's next command. 

"It wou.1.d appear that someone in there is in great dis

tress," Peter whispered. "Do you think we should attempt a 

rescue?" 

"I don't lmow," Tim said, "those guys look pretty big. 

And there are four of th~m -- armed, too, from what I can 

see." 

"Ah ••• ah ••• ah. • • " -- Allen was starting to sneezel 

We ali clamped our hands over his mouth and pinched his nose • 
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"If you sneeze now,tt I whispered fierce.Ly in Allen's 

ear, "we're going to take you back and feed you to the 
- . 

troll!" But fortunately, the sneeze stayed bott.Led up. 

Tim whispered, "If we ·could lure those thugs out here, 

we might be able to untie whoever•s being heid captive in 

there. I could do a hold porta.L spell. • • " 

"Right - then we'd aJ.l be trapped insid.e, n I said • 
. 

"What we need is a plan to keep them in there while we 

sneak in and rescue the victim." 

· "And how do you propose to distract them long enough 

to bring the vic~im out here without those thugs noticing 

the abduction?" Pe-cer asked. 

"Maybe ••• ,,. I began. But just then there was another 

scream. Allen looked in-co the room. 

"Hey, they're torturing a woman1" A.L.Len yelled out loud. 

"They're beating up on a girl they've got tied to the wall! 

They can 1 t get away \•Ii th that 1" And he drew his sword ana 

rushed in. 

With all his yelling 1 Allen had attracted the attention 

of the big bruisers inside. They looked startled for a 

moment; but they recovered fast, drew their weapons, and 

came at Allen. 

110h man," I said, "Allen's realJ.y done it this time." 

I tried to stop him, but i-c was too la-ce. He'd a.Lready 

.Leaped into the room, determined to be the Nob.Le Rescuer 

· ... :.·.: .... -: ...... • ·:"····.·. .. .... 
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o~ the Fair Lady in Distress. And we had to fo.Llow him in 

and fight, or he'd be cut down in a minute. 

ai.t as it happened, the fight never took place. A rap 

on the skull from behind, ana Allen went down and out. As 

soon as I callle into the room, I realized what had happened: 

there were .five of them in the room -- ant one of them had 

been standing guard by the door. We never heard or saw him. 

And so when Allen went running in1 the guard just whacked 

him from behind .. 

I saw that there was no way I could hoLd o1"£ a.L.L five 

of them with my mace, so I dropped Pa.Laro junior and heJ.d 

up my hands in surrender. Tim, too, dropped his dagger 

but Peter had gotten away. Or else he'd disappeared. 

The three of us were disarmed, pushed back to the wall, 

and tied up there alongside 01· the girl we 1 d tried to rescue. 

After we'd been bound up, I got a better look at the giri. 

She seemed to be somewhere between sixteen and eighteen 

years old, tall and thin, with dark, straight hair that lmng 

down over her shoulders. She shoula have .Looked pretty 

pathetic, with her eyes aJ.J. red and her cheeks pufry from 

crying. But I immediately saw something cruel in her eyes. 

I cou.Ld understand her hating the men who'd been torturing 

her, but she looked Like she hated the wor.Ld. And ir the 

tab~es had been turned, I could be.Lieve that she might dish 

out much worse treatment thai.1 she'd been receiving herseif. 
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It was just a feeling I had about her. And I think I was at 

least part right. 

She looked down on us as we gasped for breath. We were 

bound to stakes in the walL by strong ropes that.pUJ.led-our 

arms up over our headso It was reaily uncomi'ortab~e, and 

hard to breathe. 

"Fools I" she said,, spitting out the. words. "You certainly 
- -

made a mess of your great heroic rescue, didn't you?" 

Allen couJ..dri' t believe what he was hearing. 11Wai t a 

minute,," he yelled. "We were trying ••• " 
.. 

"You failed," she interrupted. "That's all that matters 
.. 

now. You tried, and you failed." 

"She's right, n I said to Allen. "We were fool.s to come 

nunning in iike that. We should have planned it out carefully 

-- or else just ieft her here, and gone back to Ishar for 

heip." I'd .forgotten that it wouldn't have been an easy 

matter to get back over the troll pit with the bridge gone. 

Meanwhiie the bandits were taiking among themse.lves. 

They were going through our backpacks, keeping everything 

they wanted and f.linging the rest around the room. It 

wasn't .long be.fore one of them came across Tim's wand. 

"Hey,, .look at this," the bandit saio., ho.lding up the 

wand for his fe.1J.ows to see. "Looks iike magic stuf1'. 

Let's see if we can get Miss Witch over there to show us 

how ili works." 

....... ·.·.· ·: ·"-. ·: . ... . ·. :· .. 
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"Don't bother,," said one of his buddies. "We haven 1 t 

been able to get the location of the Buried Idol out of 

her. She won't te:.L.L us nothing about nothing." 

"Oh yes she will,," said the one witih the wand as he 
.. -

waJ.ked over to us. "Which one of you characters owned this 

wand?" he asked us. 

"I did,," Tim c_onfessed at once. "But I don• t have any 

idea how it works. If I did,, you can bet I'd have tried i~ 

out on you. 11 

The bandit .Laughed a kind of snar.Ling laugh. "You know, 

kid, I think you're telling the truth. You don't look ~ike 

any kind or magician. But now Qµeenie here" -- he pointed 

to the girl -- "Now, she lmows alJ. about spells and that 

kind of thing, don't you?" 
'. 

He held the wand in front of her eyes, turning it 

around s~owly in his fingers. She turned her head aside 

-- but I could see her looking out .of the corner ·0£ her 

eye at the rane-letters on the wand. 

''Maybe the ga1rie 1 s changed now that we have your .Little 
-

helpers tied up -- right,, wi tchie?" said the bandit. Then 

he snaried, "It you don't te.a.J. us where that b.Lasted idol 

is, and show me how to work this wand, I'm going to cook 

your little friends here over the fire· -- real slow." 

The witch girl didn 1 t even blink. 11 Go risht ahead," 

she said with a little laugh. "Just save me a little for 

dessert, won't you?" 

· ...... ··.· .. .:.·· .·. . · .... · ... 
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The bandit drew back his fist and slugged her with a 

hard right. "You won't be so cutesy when we're through 

with you, my tasty little witch-princess. Come on now: 

cooperate,:and we'll let you in i'or a cut or the loot. 

All you have to do r~rst is tel..L me how to operate this 

wand. Come on -- what do you say?" 
I • 

The girl looke~ at the wand again. She was trying to 

act casual and cool about it; but I could see her interest 

pretty clear.Ly. 

"Let me see it more clearly," she said. The bandit 

held it up for her to see. She looked carefully at the 

runes. Then she smiled a sour smile, and spit in the 

bandit's i'ace. "It's a child's toy, you idiot. There's 
-

no magic in th.at rod. '' 
-

The bandit started to hit her again, l:u t his !'el.Lows 

called him orr. They wanted her conscious for more ques

tioning later. So the bandit with the wand left her with 

a curse, and went back to his comrades at the fire.for 

more ta~k, drink-swi.Liing, and meat-eating. 

"Is that wand really worth.J..ess?" Tim asked her, "Or 

w:ere you just trying to throw them off the track?" .. 
The girl looked at Tim for a moment. "How did you 

manage to get ahold of a Doom Fire Wand? You certain.Ly 

don't iook like a magician. And I can't be..Lieve you're 

warriors." 
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Tim ignored the insult. "A Doom Fire Wand? What does 

it do?" . 
"You'll rind out soon enough it they learn how to use 

it," she said. "But you stilJ. haven't answered m.y question: 

how did you get the wand?" 

"We :found it," I saido 

"Ha -- a. likely story J" she replied. 

"But it's true. We ••• " 
. -
"Don't bother explaining, Char.Les," Tim said. "She 

-
wouldn rt believe you anyway." We were both pretty· angry 

with her. After all, we did try to help her escape -

.or, at least, Allen did, and we followed Allen. It was 

true that we'd botched the job, barging in like that and 

getting caught from behind. fut we did try. 

The girls Mu.st have been reading our thoughts, because 

her looks softened just a bit, and she said, "I appreciate 

the spirit of your attempto But you'll have to admit you 

didn't carry it 01·r very we.1.l. And now, we're al.J. here -

doomed, I suppose, to be tortured to death by those vile 

barbarians." Then her .Lips set firm.. "B.tt they• lJ. never 

get a word 01· information out of meo" 

"What is this buried idol they were ta.Lking about?" 

Allen asked. 

"That's my business," she snapped back. She was back 

to her old hard-as-nails se~f. 
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"Sorry I asked," Allen replied sarcastica.Lly. Since he 

was the one who'd tried to rescue her, he was understandably 

pretty bitter about her cold, unCriendJ.y attitude toward us. 

By now, I was getting mad about her sneering words. 

"Listen," I said to .her, 11it won't do you any good to 

treat us like enemies. We've never heard or your precious 

Buried Idol; and right now, we couldn't care less what or 

where it is, or even ir it exists or not. But we do want 

to get out or this room and out or this dungeon a.Live. Ir 

you've got any ideas to help us al.l escape, let's hear them. 

If not, we'll. just have to wait. • • " I al.most said, 

·"Wait for Peter." But I didn't want to let her lmow about 
·-

Pet er and his invisibility ring just yet. So I saia., "We'll 

just have to wait until they decide what they want to do 

with us -- or to us." 

She was silent for a minute. Then she spoke. "That 

wand -- you really don't have any id.ea what its powers are?" 

"No idea at al.L," Tim rep.Liedo "Like I said, il" I knew 
.. 

how to use it, I would have used it on the bandits right 

away." 

She looked at Tim thoughtfully. "Yes, I be.Lieve you're 

te.Lling the trutho If we could get that wand back, I could 

drive those bandits out 01· here l.i ke a pack or whipped dogs." 

"That's precisely what I was waiting to hear," said 

Peter's voice, apparently coming quietky out or nowhere. 
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"Now, ir you 'lJ. kindly inform my friend Tim as to how he 

might best employ his wand, I'll see ir I can extract it 

from the ban di t 's be.Lt • " 
. 

The witch's eyes widened, and she looked around 

franticaJ..Ly. "Who are you? Where are you?" . . 
"Shhh -- not so loud," I tol.d her in a whisper. "That's 

. Peter, and he owns a ring of invisibili~y. And right now, 

he's our only hope for getting us a.Ll out 01· here alive. So 

keep your voice.down. If they catch him, it's a.Ll over for 

al! 01" us • " 

"A ring of invisibility?" she said, her eyes opening 

wide. She was obviously impressed. "And you had a Doom 

Fire Wand? Maybe I misjudged you. No one wins prizes like 

that in the dungeon without some skill in figtiting or con

juring." 
-

"I'm glad you've decided we're not just thieves," said 

Allen. 

"May I suggest,.•t said Peter to the witch, "that you 
-

in!'orm Tim as to how he can use the -- what did you cat.! it? 

ah yes, the Doom Fire Wand. There's no use in my stealing 

it ir he doesn't know how -to use it; and it is his wand, you 

know." 

"Bring me the wand. and I'l.L use it on those bandits 

myself," she replied. "I can't trust you bune;lers to do 

it right." 
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"Ah, but you must trust us.," Peter repJ..ied in his most 
-

reasonabJ.e voice. "I've been J.istening quite cJ.oseJ..y to 

your conversation here; and I have no reason to beiieve 

that you would help us escape once you yourseJ..f were free. 

Nor am I convinced that you would return the want to Tim, 

its rightful owner, ir I gave it to you. No, I would much 

rather that you instruct Tim in its operating procedures." 

The girl stiffened and frowned. "You do not trust me?" 

"Frankly, I do noto But if you can help us aJ.l escape 

by telling Tim about the wand, I might be inclined to trust 

you more. Right now, though., there can be no question o!' 

trust. You want to be free, and so do my friends. I can 

help everyone but on!y if· you wil! heJ.p us • " 

"And if I refuse?" 

11The~ I will attempt to free only my friends. Why 

should we risk ourselves for someone who so cJ..earJ..y spurns 

our of:fers of he!p? If .. you refuse, I can onJ.y try to filch 

weapons, untie my friends., and hope that we can fight our 

way out or here by swords and spells. We may die in the 

attempt, it is true. But in any case, you woula remain 

behind, tied to the wall -- and still at the mercy of the 

bandits. And they seem little inclined to show mercy. 

But the choice is yours." 

Peter was driving a hard bargain. But he had to., or 

the witch would obviously set herselr free and leave us to 

.... 
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the bandits' vengeance. Right then, though, wi~h Peter free 

and invisible, we held the upper hand in the bargaining. 

"It seems that I have .Litt.Le choice," she said with 

bitternesso She c.Lear.Ly wasn't used to taking orders or 

orrers on any terms but ·her own. 

"If you wish to be free, yes," saia Petero "I sincere.Ly 
. . -

wish you would trust us ana a.Llow us to befriend you. But 

since you persist in treating us iike bandits, we must be 

rather business.Like with you. So -- you help us, we help 

you. That is my proposition." 

The witich seemed impressed by Peter's caL"'ll, ratio.ua.i. 

words. I have to admit that Peter was sounding like a 

powerfu.L magician just tnen, speaking out or thin air a.ud 

p_rotected by his ring of invisibility, in a voice tnat 

connnanded respect. 

The witch turned to Tim. "The smal.l.er end or the wand 
-

is the firing ena. Point it at your enemy, and concentrate 

on a menta.J. picture or a boit or b.Lue .Lightning coming out 

of the wand's tip. ~hen. recite this rune: 'Gre.Lan Furor 

Shad.ray!' Do ili with as nru.ch intensity as you possib.J.y 

can, since the wanu discharges on.Ly ai'ter enough psychic 

force has been built up. And ir it works -- we.Ll, just 

watch and wait and see what happensl" 

"Are you sure that wil.L work?" Tim asked suspicious.J.y. 

"How do we know that you're no~ just puttinB us on so 

Peter .wil1 cut you loose·?" 
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"It will work," she saia simply, "if you do iti rir::;ht." 

"Well, madam, for your sake and for ours, I hope 

you're tieJ.J.ing the trutn; because ir you're not, there's 

not much hope 01· any of us escaping a.Li veo" 

"What are you going to do next?" the wi tich asked Peter. 

But there was no reply. Peter was gone. 
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TBE BATT~ 

For what seemed like hours, nothing happened. The ligh~ 

from the smoky little fire in the center or the room fiicker

ed dimJ.y; so there was no chance for us to see whether Peber 

was succeeding in filching tne wand or not. But at least for 

the moment the bandits were occupied in eating, drinking, and 

arguing among themse.Lves. From the snatches o.i· conversation 

I cou~d hear, two or the bandits wan~ed to s.lit our throats 

and move ono They were convinced that we were useiess, and 

that the gir! couldn't be made to talk. 

Another two bandits agreed witn them as to our useiess

ness, but wanted to try some more torture to see ir they 

cou.l<.i pry the location or the Buried Idol out 01· the girl. 

I cotildn't tell whether they really thought they mignt learn 

something, or whether they just enjoyed torturing people. I · 

had the feeling, though, that after they ti~ed or working on 

the girl, they would amuse themselves with us next. 

The fifth bandit didn't seem to care one way or another. 

He just nodded his head in agreement, no matter who was 

speaking. He seemed to be drowsing off from the effects or 

the wine. 

But sudden.Ly, the fifth bandit jerked a.Lert, c~apped 

his hand to his knire sheath, and yeJ.J.ed,, "Heyl Somebody 

stoJ.e my knifet" He jumped up quickl.y, lookinc; around the 

room for the thief. 

. :. :·· . . .. : . 
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The others laughed at him. "Sit down, Grax, " one 01· 

them said.. "Your head is so fudd.J.ed with wine, you pro

bably threw it away with alJ. that jWlk we got from the kids. 11 

"I didn't, 11 Grax answered vehemently. 11 I lmow I didn 1 t." 
. ' 

Then he scratched his head. "At J.east, I don't think I did." 
-

He seemed to grow confused for about five heartbeats. Then 

he snapped his fi~gers and said, "Just a minutel Now I re

membero I feJ.t my knife sliding out of the scabbard. There's 

someone in here,, I tell you. Maybe a ghost." He looked 

around again, feari\lll this time. 

"And just what would a ghost do with your knife -- pick 

bis teeth? Sit down and re.lax, Grax. Have some more wine." 

And they aJ.l laughed at Grax again as he stumbled around the 

tire, cursing as he looked for his knife and sw11~ing wine 

from a leather wineskin. 

In the meantime, Peter came back to where we were tied. 

"It would appear that I •m not a very slick pickpocket," he 

said. -"But I did manage to obtain the wan<l and a knife to 

cut you ioose. I'll release you first, Tim, since we 1L.l be 

needing the services or your wand. right awayo" 

Everything seemed to be eoing a.Lone smoothJ.y except 

for Grax feeling his lmi1"e s.Lip away. But tht::n, my heart 

sld.pped a beat. "Peter!" I whispered.· "You' re becoming 

visibJ.e again. Keep your ring ono" 

I could see Peter now, stanaing there ~ike a grey 

ghost, cuttinG Tim's rope. :-re .Looked at himself. "It 
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seems that the ring is losing its effectiveness·, " he said 

simply. "I'd better work quickly." But with every passing 

second, he was growing more and more visibl.e. We could 

ori.Ly hope that th~ bandits wouldn't iook toward us until he 

was through freeing us. 

"Hurry up," A.Ll.en whispered. "If they s'='e you, they'l.L 
~ 

be on us in two seconcts." 

Peter had just finished cutting Tim !oose and was working 

on Allen's bondsJ when the bandit named Grax spotted him. 

"There he ist" ye.i.led Grax, pointing at Peter. "There's 

the one who mu.st have grabbed my knife. Let's get him, 

boys!" 

And with that the bandits sprang to their feet and 

reached tor their weapons. EUt Peter was prepared for that 

moment. 

"Attack1 Attack these men. now, my servant 1" he shouted. 

And th.rough the door rushed Peter's spell-bound ore, brand

ishing his sword iike a berserker. 

The bandits were compl.ete.Ly surprised. The ore cut 

down the mau nearest by with a siashing swoop or its sword. 

But then Grax let fly a spinning bal.L studded with sharp 

spikes that fl.ashed wickedly as it whistled through the 

air and struck the ore in the side or the head. 

The ore te.Ll. to the f.Loor at once. But instead of 

~ing over to pick up his weapon, Grax shouted out the 
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words ·"Shavo· Eedro G:adro l" ani the baJ.l of spikes dislodged 

itself' and i'.Lew back into his ou-cstretched hand. The.u the 

bandits turned their attention back on us. 

''Use the wandt" cried the witcn. "It's our only hope. 

Use the wand nowl" 

Tim grasped the wand firmly and pointed it at Grax. 

The bandits hesitated for a fatal second. They must have 

known that they could easily defeat us. Tim, Peter, and 

Allen were weapon.Less (except for Peter's dagger), and I 

was still tied to the wa.Ll. But they clearly feared the 

wand. Grax, though, came out or his fear-fit first. He 

drew his arm back to send his spiked ba~~ f!ying at Tim's 

head, just as Tim shouted out the words "Grelan Furor 

Shad.ray!" 

The spike never left Grax' s hand. From the tip 01· that 

small and innocent-looking wand ca~e a craclding bolt of 
7. 

biue .Lightning. It shot forward with a noise J.ike a thun-

dare.Lap, and zigzagged right into Grax 1 s chest. For about 

ha.Lr a second there was a sound like a thousanu mad bees 

buzzing. Black smoke poured from th~ bandit's body as he 

dropped to -che fioor. 

Now there were on.Ly three bandits .Left -- ana they 

wanted no~ning more to do with Tim's Doom Fire Wand. With

out waiting to see whether their comrades were only dead or 

wounded, the remaining three fied out the door with ye.L!s and 

curses. 

.. :~ · .. . ·.: . . . . . · . ' . : •. :!· . : . . .. ': .. 
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"Go ai'ter them," screamed the witch. "Kill theml 

KilJ. them a.J.11 The pigs deserve to diet'' 

"I don't want to destroy anything or anyone more than 

I have to," said Tim, sJ.ipping the wand inside his belt. 

"We're free now, anu t.nat•s what coun'tso" 

"You i'ooll" she snapped. "What il" they return with 
. -

reinf'orcements or more poweri'u.l weapons. Don't you know 

they'll be thirsting i'or revenge'l" 
-

"We'll deal wi"Ch that prob.Lem when we came to i"C," 

said A.Llen. 

"You 111 come to it soon enough," she replied. "Now 

come over here and release me this instant." 

"Please wait your turn," said Peter, who proceeded to 

cut my bonds first. Then he turned to her. "I hope we'J.l 

have no cause to regre't treeing you," he said, then cut 

througn the heavy thongs that bol.Uld her to the walJ.. Now 

we were aJ.J. free. 

Tim and A1len went around the room gathering up our 

belongings, which the bandits had either stuffed in their 

own pouches and bags, or eise fJ.ung around the room. Un-

tortunateiy, they'd escaped with our remaining carvod 

coins -- only Peter stilJ. had his. But our weapons and 

armor were still there. And, best of all, Allen now had 

a new weapon to use -- Grax 1 ~ spiked ball. 

While Peter and I were talking with the witch about 

where we should BO nex~, we heard a cJ.anging crash from 
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the other side 01· the room. We aJ.l whirled around, just 

in time to hear Allen yell "Shavo Eedro Gadrol" and to 

see the spiked ball come whiriing back to his hand, its 

spikes fitting themseives exactLy between his ringers. 

"This," Allen said with a wide e;rin, "is going to 

come in very handy. I hope we meet up wi~h those bandits 

again." 

"That weapon," the witch remarked, "is no ·toy. In 
.. 

case you're interested, it is called the Sailing Stone of 

Spikes, and was once owned by Darman the Berserker. The 

bandit named Grax mu.st have stolen i~ from him -- Darman 

is too great a warrior to have lost it to that sLeazy 

robber in an honest fight. 

11You are quite fortunate to own the Sailing Ston~, 

young adventurer. But beware: if it is thrown, and 

called back without drinking the blood of a victim, it 

may turn on its owner and sink its blades into his flesh. 

Therefore, beware of target practice on dungeon waL~s, 

sir, lest you fall victim to your own weapon." 

Allen looked at his new weapon with considerabiy more 

respect. Then he smiled, ana tucked it into a part of his 

backpack where it could be reached quickly. "Don't worry, 

miss," he said. "The Sailing Stone 01· Spikes and I are 

going to get along together. just fine." 
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So whi.J.e Alien and Tim continued gathering up our 

equipment -- plus whatever e.J.se the bandits had iert 

behind -- Peter, the witch-girl and I discussed what 

we might do next. 
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THE CAT AND THE mG 

We learned that the witch's name was Tasha. When we 

asked her where she came rrom, she told us an astonishing 

story. She hadn't been born at aJ.l.: she had been conjured 

into existnece by a high-level wizard :fo!· the purposes o:r 

tending his l.abor~tory1 ana for working minor spells that 

he had no time for. But when we asked her where she lived, 

and how and why she got away from her wizard-creator 1 she 

was vague. 

"Let's just say that my home is close by, yet far away. 

And let's just say that my master, Nostradamus, let me go 

:for his own purposes." 

"Ar~ you still in his service, or are you free?" 

Peter asked. 

"Both -- and neither," she rep.Lied. 

We c.Learly weren't going to get any more information 

out 01· her on that subject, so I switched the conversation 

to what we should do next. "Do you have any idea how we 

can get out of this dunt;eon, Tasha?" I asked. "I mean, 

it's been great, being ab~e to ;o adventuring do~m here. 

But we do want to get out again -- and soon." 

"Into the upper wor.Ld?n she asked with surprise. "But 

no magic works up there, or, at l.east, not the kind of magic 

that we work down here. Persona.Lly, I've never been outside, 

.-
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and I have no reason to want tu go there. The dungeon is 

my life; and it's big enough.for me to spend a lifetime 

exploringo" 

"But are there any ways out 01· the dungeon except 

through the door under Ishar's shop?" I asked. 
-

She thought for a moment, th.en said, "Yes, I have 

heard that there is an inter-dimensional door in the fourth 

ieve~ of one part of the dungeon. But the path to reach it 

is extremely dangerous. You would be wiser to go back out 

by the door through which you enteredo" 

"Unfortunately, that is out or the question, 11 said 

Peter. We toLd her the story of how we became trapped in

side King Sequoia in the first place. We :must have looked 

pretty gltun as we told the story, because she burst out 

iaughing.at us even before we'd finishedo 

"Such sad facesl And such an easy problem to soJ.ve. 

Have you never heard of a Wizard Knock?" 

We hadn't. From her s~eeve she p~ucked a sma~~ piece 

of brown parchment and handed it to Peter. "This is your 

key to the outside world," she said. "I'm giving it to 
' 

you to repay the debt I owe you for saving my !ife -- even 

though I was pretty harsh with you." 

Then her smile faded. "But don't trust me," she con

tinued in a serious voice, "for your own sakes. I may 

have temporary fits of gra~itude like this; but my wizard's 

trainine; makes me cold and even cruel most of the time." 
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Then the smile returned.o "Ellt f'or now 1 we can be 

feiiow adventurers at least for a while. I wiii tra-

vel with you until we must part ways. I have a quest ••• " 

she began, but then fe~l silent. 

"Does it have to do wi tn the Buried Idol?" Peter asked • 
. . 

"Perhaps we coul.d be 01· some assistance." 

"We will speak of' it no roore," she replied. Her face 
. 

had the old hard look once again. 

"Let's get back to the subject of how we can get out 

of here," I saido I toJ.d her about the destroyed bridge 

and the troll that lurked in the pit. "So, ii" it's at all 

possible, we'd like to avoid going back that way. Is there 

any other way we can got back to the door we came in by? 

And how will that piece of paper help us get the door open?" 

"As for your f'irs t question, " she replied, "the answer 
-

is yes, there is another way to return to the entrance with-

out crossing the troli pit. You may remember that when you 

came into the dungeon, there was a locked door on your right. 

Did you see it, or try to open it?" We told her we had • 
. . 

"Excellent -- you know just where it is. I wilJ. show you 

a passageway that ieads to that door f'rom the other side. 

"And as to your second question: this scroll, when 

properly read and recitod, will open any door -- unless it 

has been charmed shut by a wizard greater than sixth levei 

in experience." Then ho1-- .face darkened. "I f'ore;o t one 
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important detail, however~ This spell may be used only 

by one who possesses a Hold Portal spell." 

"Then we're in luck," I told her. "Tim the one 

who owns the wand -- has a Hold Portal spell. He's 

already used it once, in i'act." 

"Excellent -- that is indeed fortunate. ·r will in-
~ 

struct him in the.use of the Wizard Knocko Only mark my 

words well: this spell can be used on~y once. As soon as. 

it works its magic, it will curl up and vanish into smoke. 

So use it only when you need it desperately. If the door 

to the Outside World is definitely iocked1 then by all 

means save this spell to use on that dooro Otherwise ••• " 

here she smiled her old, cruel smile -- "otherwise you may 

find yourselves adventuring in the dungeon for many a year." 

So after a brief meal -- courtesy of the bandits, who 

had lei't behind some excellent meat, a~ready roasted over 

the fire -- we left that grim room for goodo AJ.len and I 

were both in the lead, sword and mace drawn and ready for 

action, since we figured the bandits could be lurking any-

where, waiting for revenge. 

We passed through the illusory wall and out into the 

main passageway. We struck off on a bending course that 

took us north, east, north, and east again. So far, so 

good -- no trouble yet. Then after traveling south for 

about twenty or thirty yards, the passaeeway branched off: 
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one road continued south, and the other .Led orf to the 

east. 

"Which path should we follow to the doorway you men-
-

tioned?" Peter asked Tasha o 

"The passageway east is your road back to t~..e entrance

way door. But there are some interesting marks on the 

1'.Loor leading sou tho Look." 

The stone floor of the southern passage was pittted 

with ciusters of hoies, with three tiny pits per ciuster. 

And across the stones were iong, continuous scratc~ marks 

-- as if something had been dragged across them -- some

thing, maybe, that had three-ta.Loned ciaws. Big ciaws. 

Our f.L ashligh ts showed that th-3 passageway continued SOl.l.th 

for another thirty or so yards, then turned west. 

"What Eray you, adventurers, tf said Tasha in a challeng-
-

ing tone 01· voice o "Do you want to run directly to sa1'ety, 

or are you wi.lling to e.xpiore this mystery first?" The way 

she put it 1 we were all cowards if we didn't decide to 

explore tne pits and scratches to the end of their trail. 

But as it was, we were ali ready for some more adven

turing anyway. It's amazing how the excitement and action 

down there in the dungeon gets into your blood. Only a 

couple ot hours eariier, we were back there in the bandits' 

room, tied up and waiting for torture, and maybe death. 

Now we were ready to go and search out more danger -- and 

.. 
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not for any money or honor, eithero Just the excitement 

and the feeling or meeting danger and overcoming it was 

enough. So far we'd been .Lucky. - and skillful, too. 

And since we might not ever have another chance tor: ad

venturing iike this again, we decided to fol~ow those 

tracks, even in spite of Tasha's daring us to do it. 

"Let's go south," I said to the other three. "'What 

do the rest or you say?'' 
I 

"South it isl''' they all shouted in one voice. So 

oi·r w.e went. 

Ai'ter going south, then west, the passageway headed 

north. Tim shined his light into the g.Loom up ahead. 

His beam struck a .Large pile or rockso We all gathered 

together and readied our weapons and spells, since those 

rocks colLl.d easiJ.y hide an ambush partyo 

"You lmow," I said,, "those rocks don't .Look J.ike just 
. 

a random heap. It's 1ike they were placed there in some 

kind of order. rr 
~ 

"If those rocks are what I think they are," said 

Tasha, "you're rignto And we are in extreme danger. We 

should .Leave at onceo" And she turned around to go. 

"Wait a moment," Peter said, putting his hand on her 

shoulder. "Do you want to run directly to safety, or are 

you willing to explore this .mystery first'l" 

Peter's quoting her exact words back at her must have 

shamed Tasha,, because sne turned back to us and saia, "You 
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mock me. Ve1!'1' well -- bu.t mark my words: those stones, by 

ever7 indication, are •• • n 
' 

lht just then, Tasha's explanation was cut ott by a low, 
• r 

dismaJ.-sounding 1owling that came from the direction or the 

stones. Then it stopped. Silence. We al.J. looked at each 

other. 

·~ don't you put on yo'Ul' invisibility ring and go 

check.out the sounds?" Allen suggested to Peter. 

9 I would be glad to try tne course 0£ action you sug

gest," Peter replied. •:ait untortunate~y, the ring's 

power seems to be used up -- on17 temporarily, I hope. But 

since 7ou now possess the Sailing Stone of Spikes, perhaps 

you should lead t be way. n -

"Uh, weli, I really haven't practiced enough with it 
. 

yet. But bow about if Charles waiks ahead on the ceiling? 

That way •• •" 

8 That way I'd be a sitting duck, or rather a hanging 

duck, for whoever or whatever made that noise,~ I interrupt

ed. "Tim, you've got that fantastic Doom Fire Wand. How 

about leading the way toward the stones?" 

"Well, all right," Tim agI'eed re.:Luctantly. ~But wcy 

don't we ail go in together? Tha~ way .there won!t be otl.l.y. 

one .lone target ~ri·case we*re·attacked." 
~ . 

Tasha, who had started to say something earlier about 

what she thought the tracks meant, said nothing more. She 
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seemed to be thinking -- or rather, scheming -- about 

something eJ.se, from the look in her •Te• So we all 

bunched up together, and siowly started toward the p11e 

ot stones. 

As we advanced, we came into a rectangular room, 

maybe thirty yards by twenty yards. The pile ot rocks 

was backed up to the wall on our left, and extended out 

into the middle of the room. There was a strong smell 

of something in there, but I cou1dn't place what it was. 

Tim could, though. "LizardsJ This place smells 

like it's f'u.11 of lizards or snakes -- or something." 
-

Just then, his flashlight beam caught the gleam or 
a single eye peering at us trom between two stones in 

the pile. Then it suddenly disappeared. Still no 

sounds at aJ.1 in the room. 

"Did you see that?tt I asked. 
I,... • 

"See what?" A11en replied, looking around the room. 
-

It turned out that I was the only one who'd seen that 

gleaming eye in the rocks. 

nAre you certain that you a~en't just imagining that 

you saw an eye?" Peter asked. Clearly, nobodY' wanted to 

believe me; tut they were all afraid that I actually- had 

seen something. 

"There's one way- to find out," I said, and started 

towards the rocks, my macs ready for instant action. 

. ... .. . ; . .. 
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Then there was another yowl, and something sprang out 

or the rocks at me, landing with its claws in ITrJ' ch.est. 

It fel. t like my heart had jumped into my mouth, I was so 

startled. Whatever it was had leaped on me so fast that 

I didn't have any time ·to swing at it. I dropped the 
- . 

mace, seized the creature with both hands, and pul.led it 

off m7 chest, while m7 super-helpful friends just stood 

there with their mouths hanging open. 

Atter some grappling with whatever it was, I finally 

got a good grip on it and held it out in front of me. 

It was a cat. 

A bJ.ue catl 

When my friends realized that all those creepy noises 

had been coming from a little cat, they burst out laughing. 

Tasha, though, was loold..ng very caretull7 at the cat's tur. 

~This,~ she said finally, "is no ordinary cat.~ 

: .. 

- A • 

"That,n Peter aaia, "is quite obvious from the color .. 

ot 1 ts fur:". 
-

"Pahl" she spat in disgust. "You outsiders see only 

the ;urtace of things. -Look at those eyes. There is 
.. . 

gi-eat intelligence in those e,-es -- human intelligence.n 

Allen looked, but wasn't convinced. "If it's so sma~t, 

then why- did it aJ.most get itsell' killed by Jumping on 

Charles?" 
' ' 

"Because it must have recognized that we were all 
.. 

jumpy, and might ~ve hur1ed some weapons at it 1£ it 
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had tried to escape," Tasha replied, with an obvious dig 

at Allen's impulsive behavior. "And wouldn't an ordinary 

cat.have tried to run away? Thi;·one leapt into Cbarles•s 

arms as a demonstration of intel.ligence -- and of friendly 

intentions." 
-8 I can think or better ways to show friendliness than 

b7 digging cl.aws into my chest,," I said to Tasha. But the 

longer I gazed into the cat's eyes, the more I was inclined 

to agree with her. That cat looked like it was thinking, 

and trying to communicate something through its eyes -

maybe some kind of mental telepathy. I wasn't picking up 

any signals. Those eyes, though ••• 

But there was stil1 the question: was the cat good or 

evil, assuming tha'G it did have some ·kind of .luunan or super

J::uunan intell.igence? And now that we had it·, what should we 

do with it? 

The second question was answered as Tasha reached out 

to take the cat from where it was resting in the crook of 

m1 arm. 

nLet me have the cat," she said. "Perhaps I can learn 

something about n • • • 
.. 

Bu.t the cat slashed her grasping hands with a wicked 

swipe or its cl.aws. It didn't even ch&nge position in my 

arms. But it let Tasha lalow.de!'initely that it didn't 

want to go with her. 

. ~- . . . . .. : .. - ·- . . . . : ·•.; 
. ,·_ .. :···· . .. ........ : ··: 
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•' 
- •• .J4 • 

"You miserable 1ittle beaatl" Tasha screamed, and 

- -started to strike th3 cat with her own long, cat-like 

fingernails. ait I pulled the cat away, and Al1en came 
. . 

between Tasha's c1aw-nalla and me • 

•Take a hint," he said to Tasba. "The cat wants to 

stay with Charles -- or, at least, it doesn't want to go 

with you.~ 
-.Tasha drew back, and gave Allen a superior sneer-

sm11e. "Suit yourselves. But.mark my words: if the cat 

proves t~ ·be an evil sorcerer or a forzn-changing monster, 

you'll have only yoursleves to blame for the consequences. 8 

Tim interrupted our argument with a shout. "He7 you 
.. 

gurs, come over here1 You won't believe tbisl" He was 
.. . 

standing on the heap of rocks where the cat bad been 

hidden. We all climbed up to where 'l'im was, looked down 

inside the pile, and saw --

A gigantic eggl 

And when I say "gigantic," I mean this egg was at J.east 
- .. ~ -

four teat long and three feet high. It was a light orange-

red in color, with black lines or veins ali over. 

nA red dragon egg -- Just as I'd bopedln Tasha exclaim-
. ~ 

ed as soon as she saw it. "Aha, here indeed is a great 

opportunity." A1l. the coldness was gone from her voice now. 
.. . 

Her eyes seemed brighter, and she was reall.y excited • 

. . 
~-.: ... · ..... . . . . ·.•· . .. • ........ .... _.: .•·· .... ·- .. . . . ·,;.· . .. ··: . . •! •· ·: .: :.;·: :-' • . . . 
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~A dragon eggl" said A:LLen with a groan. ~Oh great 
-

that's just what we need: a bab7 dragon to take back as a 

souvenir or the dungeon." 
... 

"You tooll" Tasha hissed. "Don't you realize what a 
... •• - .. 1 

valuab1e find this is?n .. 
"What I see," saia Tim, "is how dangerous a !'ind it 

- . ... 
could .. be. What if the dragon's mother comes back and 

finds us here with her egg?" 
' ,_ 

"She w111 not return, n said Tasha with conviction. 

"Don't you see how close the egg.is.to hatching?" 
r '• 

"I tai1 to understand w~ the condition o~ the egg 

should mean that the mother will not return, 11 said Peter • 
.. 

"But what I wou1d like to lmow is why you consider this 

egg so valuable? And even if 1~ is priceless, you clearly 
, 

cannot move the egg out of here by yourself; and it is far 

too unwieldy for all. or us to carry. And where wou1d you 

take it? And finaLLy, of what use wouid a red dragon be 
' . 

to you?" 
'·· Tasha looked at Peter in surprise. "Do you not know," 

.. 
she said to him, "thiit tbe new-born red dragon will follow 

-
and obey the first creature it sees when it emerges from 

the egg? And can 1ou not imagine what an invincible ser

vant such a beast could be in the dungeon? Those vile 

bandits, for example, would not have dared to attack me, 

baa I possessed even a 7oung red dragon.~ 

..... ·. ~· : . ~ . . .... · ..... : . .:: .... :· . ., ..... 
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11I just can't see how a i'u.ll-grown dragon cou.Ld pos-
... 

aibly tit into these passageways,n I said, "unless this 
-type is a dwarf breed. The ceilings are too low, and 

the ha1lways are too narrow for it to be ab.Le U> maneuver.n 

11&1t that is how a dragon learns and grows in the dun

geon, n Tasha rep1ied. "It eats and grows until its living 

apace bedomea too ·confining. Then it leaves, and traveis 

down~ard to lower levels, where the spaces are taller and 

wider than they are here in the first ievel." 
..• 

"Are 7ou telling us that there are iull-grown dragons 

down-lower in this dungeon?" Allen cried out. "Just how 
... 

many 1evels are there in this place?" 
·-0Let me put it this ~ay," Tasha said to him. "How 

.. - -
deep one travels depends on one's strength, courage, and 

experience. I myself' have gone no deeper than the fifth 

level, a1though I have heard adventurers.-- mighty warriors 

and powerful. wizards, like my own creator -- tell or many 

more." 

nw~ would anyone want to go where lihe monsters are 

even mure dangerous than they- are here?" Tim asked. 

nwe•ve bad enough trouble just trying to stay aJ.ive on the 

first ievel. I can't imagine just goiz:ig out and looking 

tor even bigger trouble." 
-"Ah, bu.t you have all tasted adventure yourseives, 

have you not?" Tasha asked with a smiie. "And is it not 

..... .. .. .. . .·. . ··;· • t •• 
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a sweet taste, a goou savor, when you defea~ an enemy and 

win magic and treasure?'~ :She paused to J.et us consider,, 

then continued. "Just think: the lower ievels do indeed 

contain monsters many times more dangerous than those you 

have encountered here. But the treasure is also greater 

down there, and the magic to be won1 more powerful. -- and, 

or course, the excitement is therefore also greater." 

Then she looked at each or us carefully. "Tell me, 
. . 

novice adventurers: once you leave the dungeon -- !!, 

7ou leave the dungeon, I should say -- will you not wish 

to return some day, to tight for gold and spells and charms?" 

The four ot us 1ooked at each other. None or us said 
.. 

a word, because we knew she was right. 

:.·: .. 
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,._ PARTING OF THE WilS 

"How long do :rou think it will take for the egg to 

hatch?" Tim asked Tasha. 
, .. 

She shrugged her shoulders. "I have never seen a red 

dragon egg befo~e. But 11' I can judgo by the eggs 01' the 
. . 

black dragon and the white dragon, this one should batch 

within a week -- perhaps even in a day- or two." 
-

"Are you just going to wait around here for the egg 

to hatch?" I asked. 
'·• . 

"I mean to do just that," Tasha answered. "I have 
~ - . 

. enough food to last me for a while. An opportunity like 

this is rare, ver:r rare, even in the dungeon, where almost 

anything can and does happen in one's lifetime. In return 

for my patient waiting for a few days,. I will. have a ser

vant who will grow ever more powerful as the years go by. 

SU.rely you can understand my reasoning?" 
·-"When you say 'powerful servant,'" said Peter, "Just 

:-, .. 
how do you mean to employ the dragon?" 

, ~ 
"Once they are a £ew years old, they begin to mature 

into tremendously fierce fighters," said Tasha. "But you 
' 

have to lmow how to control them. Thesr develop huge claws 

and long, sharp teeth, like aii dragons; and they can tly. 

What's more, the red dragon-has the ability to breathe acid 

twice a day when it's fighting. And since red dragons are 

. · .. · . .. . . ' . 

. ..... 
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intel1igent beasts. they can be put to guarding a treasure 

or a laboratory." The more she dreamed and talked about 

the :ruture, the more her eyes lit up. Obviously, nothing 

was going to stop her trom try-ing to keep that dragon. 

ait as for the rest or us -- we weren't going to stick 

around tor several days or a week just to wait tor the big 

event -- which was only going to protit Tasha, anyway. For 

one thing, we had been gone tor days, and we had t,o get 

back to the outside, and down to the highway in time to 

meet my dad. In tact, we were supposed to meet him in 

just about twenty-four hours -- and we weren't even out of 

the dungeon yetl 

And for another thing, I wasn't entirely convinced 

that the mother dragon wouldn't return and decide to get 

rid ot the intruders in her nursery hanging around her 

egg. .True, I'd never seen a dragon; and for sure I'd 

like to bave seen one. But I knew our limits. The tour 

ot us had whipped or outsmarted some tough enemies so tar 

in the dungeon. But we couldn't take on a dragon and come 

out or the tight alive. 

So I turned to our companion and said, nLook, Tasha, 

we can understand your reasons ror wanting to stay- here. 

But the four of us have to get back to the outside world 

-- and soon. It you want to come with us, tine. It not, 

we're going to have to leave you here now." 
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•I understand," she said without emotion. "It is well 

that we part ways now.n 
-

"But be.fore we part ways," Tim said, "could you tell 
- - .. 

us how we can get back to that door you were telling us 

about?n 
' .. 

So Tasha explained the route. The wa1 seemed easy 

enough, except that at one crucial place, we were not to 

take tbe stairs going down, since these led t,o lower levels 

of the dungeon. And, or course, the last thing we wanted 

to do right then would be to go deeper into that dungeon. 

Then Tasha gave Tim the Wizard Knock spell, and told 

him how to use it. She warned us again that the spell 

could be used on17 once, and so to save it tor our last 

exit. 

"Will 1ou take the cat with you?" Tasha asked, her 
·~ 

eyes looking possessively at the blue animal still curled 

up in the crook or my arm. 

"We'll let the cat make that decision,n I said, and 
. -

put it down on the floor. 

nGoodbye, Tasha," said Peter. "Perhaps we will meet 
. .. 

again sometime under less dangerous circumstances." 

She smiled cooly, and replied, "For a wizard-witch 

in the dungeon, there are never 'less dangerous circum-

atances. 1 And mark m~ words: you saved my life; but I 

have repaid you with instructions and a spell. Therefore 

. .. .. ~ . 
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I consider the debt repaid. The next time we ll'leet, we may 

be friends o~ we may be enemies. Nothing is certain in 

the dungeon. But for now, fare you well. -- and may your 

adventuring be successtul~" 

So she shook hands with us aJ.1 the way around, then 

settled down on a stone to keep watch over her red dragon 

egg. 

The tour or us regrouped, with Tim and me in the lead. 

Then, with a final wave or the hands, we left Tasha and 

her prize, and went back out into the main passageway. 

The blue cat followed along behind me. 
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To tell the truth, we were a1l glad to leave Tasha 

behind. Her moods were U>o unpredictable -- and we could 

never trust her. 

"I'd hate to meet up with her again after she's got 

that red dragon tor a servant. That bit about her debt 

to us being cancelled didn't sound like she wants our 

friendship very baclly ~" said Allen. 

"Tru.e," Peter agreed. "I expect she 1 d make a first-
- -

rate dragon lady, though. She has something o:r the per-

sonality of a dragon herself." 

"Come oni;" I said, "you guys are being untair. She 
... 

taught Tim how to use the wand; she told us how to get 

out or the dungeon without having to go back by way o:r 

the troll pit; and she gave us the Wizard Knock spell. 

There's got to be a streak of kindness in her, in spite 

ot those cold words." 

As we were talking, we'd been heading east down the 

main passageway -- ultimately, we hoped, toward the door 

leading out of the dungeon, the same door we'd tried to 

open from one side and couldn't. But after we'd been 

traveling fw about a hundred yards or so, we had to quit 

arguing about Tasha and make a decision. Straight ahead 

of us was a door; but the main passageway itself took a 

jog south, then appeared to keep going east again. 
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We stopped to talk it over. "While you guys are de

ciding which way to go, let me bring our map up to date," 

said Tim, who got out his pencil and map-drawing, and sat 

down to work. 

"Tasha didn't say anything about a door, did she?" I 
-

asked Peter and Allen. 

"She sure didri' t, " Allen replied. "So Dll1Ch tor your 
- - -

. gratitude to Tasha tor showing us how to get out or here. n 

"I do remember her saying to keep going south, though," 

said Peter. 

"How do we lmow that this door doesn't open onto a 

south passageway?" Allen asked. 

"HeyJ before J'OU make any mov.es, do you H}J.ys want to 
-. 

take a look at where we've been so tar?" Tim asked. He 
I· . . .. . 

showed us the map as he'd fil1ed it in, and it looked like 

this: 

Bandit 
Cave 

Giant Rat 

Kobold Roo 

. : . ... 

Tasha & Red Dragon Egg 
T~leport StonEts 

c--, 
Illusory· I 

Wa1.L I 

Bridge I 
t 

. I 

~ i 

' .J ' 

- - - - - ... ' I 
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"The dotted lines stand for where I think the passage-
. 

way will go -- hope1Ull.y, back to the door we want," said 

Tim. 

"Hahl" Peter exclaimed arter studying the map tor a 
-

while. "You're right. We have to go due south, and 
4 

somewhat east." He smiled at Tim. "Your map is in fact 

accurate." 

"Of c~urse it's accurate," saia Tim with mock indig-
-

nation." You don't think I ever make mistakes, do you?" 
.. 

~so which way are we going to go -- along the main 

passageway or through this door?" AJ.l.en asked. "Myself, 
' -

I'd sure like to see what's on the other side ot this 

door. n 

"Probably just what's been on the other side 01· every 
.. 

door we've opened down here -- troublel" said Tim. 

8 I'm sympathetic with your urge to go exploring, AJ.J.en,n 
. 

Peter said. "But if we have any intention or getting back 

to the highway on time, we'd best take the quickest way 

out - which, we hope, is by the route Tasna suggested." 

We all agreed that Peter was right, so we took the 

passageway. 

Right into troublel 

Attar we wenl# south, then ea.st, w~~• came out into a 

long, long passageway stretching ort south.· And the 

passageway wasn't empty: about sixty yards away, Tim's 
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fl.asbl1ght picked up the gleam 0£ swords, shields, and 

helmets. Then the whoJ.e pack 01: snar.Ling 1 pig-snouted 

faces turned to us. And witn a shout, they began strid

ing towards us at a rast pace. 

It was a wnoie army of orcsl 

There was no telling· how many or them there were -

and we certainly weren•~ going to stana tnere ana count 

them. B.tt it was obvious that there were far more than 

we could ever ·hope to handle. 

"Runl" I shouted. "Everybody back down the way we 
' 

just cameln 
.. 

So we took orr -- al.though we knew that ir the7 

followed us all the way ba~k to the troli pit, they'd 

have us for sure. 

nin herel" Allen yelled as we passed the door he'd 

been wanting to enter before. Maybe there was a chance . . 
they wouldn t follow us in there --·or lllaybe the door 

~ -
could be locked or blocked with a "Hold Portal" spell 

- -
from the o~her side. So we heaved on the door. It 

came open, and in we went. 

Bu.t Peter was gone? 

Or so it seemed. Then he popped baoK into sight 

again, and said, "I've just t.bougnt or a ma~ve~lous 

scheme, now tha~ I'm sure my ring or ~nvisibility is 

w~rking again. The rest or you stay in here, and keep 

the door slUl.t. Use a Hold Portal on it ir you have to, 
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Tim; but remember: 1ou 1 d like to get back out this door 

again -- which you can't, ir the door is charmed shut. 

Meanwhile, I'll draw off the ores, lead than a merry chase 

down the haJ.lway, then turn invisible, slip back past 

them, and come back here to get you.. QJ.ick n0\f 1 shut the 

door, and. wish me luck. n 

We didn't have time to argu.e with him, so we pu1led 

the door shu.1i, wilih Peter on the outside. We could on.Ly-

hope that his plan would work 

that would be all for Peter. 

. . 
because ir it didn't, 

Tim and I listened by the door. Soon the t.tnmdering 

footf'a.Lls or the ore army came by. From the sound, it 

seemed as thougn they were ru?llling at a medium jog -- not 

fast, but at a pace that could be kept up for as long as 

they wanted. It was a good speed to wear down a frightened 

enemy. Peter could easily outrun the1n in short spurts. 

But he didn't dare go ,all the way to the troll pit. His 

only hope would be that the ring of invisibility wouldn't 

give out on him at the cruciai moment. 

I was thinking about how he might get out i:r be could.n' t 

turn invisible 1 when ali or a sudden it struck me how we 

aJ.i could have gotten out without fac~ng those ores. "The 

teleport roo111l" I groaned. "We complete.Ly forgot about 

that. We could have gone back there and teleported to 

the entrancel" 
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"You're right 1 n said Tim.· "Wlv didn't we think of 
-

that?" 

I though.t for a bit, then said~ "I have a feeling 

that Tasha must have worked some sort or spell on us. 

Maybe she lmew · about the Dragon Room al.l. a.Long, bl t just 

wanted us along for protection, in case there were any 

more bandits, or m~ybe even a mother dragon that needed 

to be !'ought. " 

nI bet you're right," said Tim. "It's just too much 
- . 

a coincidence tor al~ four or us to bave £orgotten all 

about the teleport room. Maybe we could still go back 

there, though. " 

"Not with those ores between us and the room," I 
-

replied. ''What do you think, Allen?" 

Tim and. I turned around. But Wen wasn't there. 
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.· ~ . . . . .. 

TBB GREAT CHASE 

"illen? Al.lent Where are you, you kl.utz?n Tim and 
-

I called out. 

"Down herel" came the far-away repiy. ncome on down 
. 

here and check this out. Thia p1ace is even bigger than 

the rooms up ther~.n 
. 

Tim and I looked at each other, then shrugged our 

shoulders. There was nothing else to do but to go get 

him and drag him back up with us. So we went running 

north, and came to a set or stairs leading down. 

0 oh nol" Tim groaned. "Allen's gone down into the 
. ... . 

second level." 
. 

nwell.," I said with a sigh, n1et's go get him. We 
. ' .. -

can't leave him down there." 
- . 

•Don't tempt me," Tim replied as we descended the 

worn, gray stones in~o the second level. 

At thS bottom of the stairs was a huge room, with 

two wide passageways branching out from i1i. Straight 

ahead, at the end of the room, was a kind of a niche, 

with a curtain drawn across the tar end of it. Allen 

was standing there looking at the curtain, and was just 

getting ready to open it. 

"Don 1 t do it , Al.Len, " I s aia.. "We don' t have time 
-

to go adventuring down here. Don't you remember --

· . . . ; ... ·· 
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Peter1s up there trying to draw those ores ort our trail. 

And w• t-ve got to be up there by the door and ready to run 

when he com•s back." 

"Just hang on for a minute, n Allen replied. "It 

won't hurt just to ••• " 
. 

But as he was reaching for the curtain, there was a 

tremendous bel..i..owing noise from the northern passageway 

that 1ed out or the room. A11en scrambled out 01' the 

niche in a big hurry, and we all headed tor the stairs 

at ful.l speed. 

But not before the ogre saw us. 

Tm monster was as tall as a troll -- maybe ·twe.Lve 

feet high -- but much more massive. Its thick head was 

set atop a squat neck, and its face and arms were covered 

with long, thick hair. But the face -- ughl I've never 

seen such an ugly face. Its teeth were long and pointed, 

but all sn~ggled and bent at different angles, with some 

ot them sticking out or i~s mouth like jutting rocks. 

The eyes were huge, and looked like they were bul.ging 

out of their sockets. 

The ogre lunged at us with surprising speed. We 

turned and !'J.ed up the stairs, but it came stumbling 

after us, beiiowi~g with what sounded to us like the 

rage or monster-hunger. There was no use trying to di

vert this thing wi~h goid or any other treasures, like 
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we did. with the troll. It wanted a meal., and that was 

all. 

We got to the top of the stairs and sped toward th& 

door. "Maybe those things aren't ai~owed on the first 

level," Alien gasped as we pushed the door open. 

"Guess again," I said, pointing back at the slobber-
-

ing, growling thing as it headed toward us. Obviously, 

there were no rules, written or otherwise, that would 

keep that ogre from trying to teed itself as fast as it 

could. 

When we were all through to the other side, we 

a1ammed the door shut. We· ·could hear shouting coming • 

.trom farther down the hall in the direction that Peter 

had 1ed the ore pack. Did they get him? 
. 

"So glad you could make it back for the party," 
. 

Peter saia. He was standing beside us, looking half-

ghostiy, just as he did while he was untying us in the 

bandit room. "Untortunateiy, the ring isn't yet back 

to full power or invisibility. Just as I'd turned in

visible and let all the ores run by me, I started to 

double back -- but I started becoming visible again. 

One ot the last ot them turned around and saw me --

curse the luckl -- and • • • But look: here they comet" 

Just then, though, came a hea'V7 thud against the door 

tba t Tim and. Allen were pushing against • 

·:· .· ... · •.•. 6 
.... 
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11The ores aren~t t!le onl.y problem we've got around 
. 

here," Allen ye.Lled, as the door shuddered again, and 

began to inch open. 

Then Tim pointed his fingers at the door, and chanted, 

aay the Ka ot Thoth, I command this portal to hold fastl" 

The ogre had al.ready forced t~ door open about a 

.toot. But the speJ..L locked 11# into pl.ac_e, and the ogre 

couJ.dn't squeeze itsel.r through. Instead, it reached 

one hairy arm out through the crack it had aJ.ready made 

in the doorway, desperatei7 trying to grab one or us and 

pul1 him back through. But Al.J.en gave the ogre's arm a 

good a.Lice with his sword, anc1 the ogre pulled its arm 

back, howling with rage and pain. Then i~ started crash

ing and hammering at the door in a berserk fury. The 

spel.1 hel.d -- but every time the ogre struck the door 

with its tremendous strength, the door seemed to open 

ano~her fraction or an inch. 

And meanwhile, the ore army was bearing down on us 

fast. 

"Run.I Now 1" I yel.ied, and we took ort down the 

passageway south -- hopei'u..Lly, toward the door that 

would lead out or the dungeon and upstairs into free

dom, once Tim could use his Wi~ard Knock. 

At first, we outdistanced tne ores prett1 wel~. 

We could run taster than they could straight away. 

. . :: . : ..... 
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But we were weighted down by our backpackS, weapons, and 

other gear. And tney seemed to be ab.Le to keep up their 

steady jogging p~ce ror as ~ong as they wanted. 

Thirt7, rorty, fifty, sixty, seventy yards. The 

passageway seemed to go on forever. We were gasping 

tor breath, and sweat poured down our foreheads. 

"How much farther unt11 we get to that door?" I 
- ... 

asked Tim. 

"We sould be coming to a bend to the right pretty 
-

soon, i:t my map is accurate," he shouted back. And 
-

sure enough, there it was, about t0rty_yards ahead. 

We put on an extra burst or speed, straining our tired 

legs to an even greater effort. 

We rounded the bend at 1Ull. speed -- and I s1ipped 

and £el1 I The floor was sJ.ic k with pools ol" stagnant 

water, and I just wasn't caretu.l enough. or course, we 

weren't exactly in a position to be cautious about where 

we stepped. But down I went, twisting my ankle under me 

as I tell. 

"Charles is down!" Tim yelled. The others came to 
-

a quick stop • 

"I've got him," Allen answered as he hauled me up 
-

off the floor. I tried to run again, b.tt my ankle just 

folded under me. 
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n1 think I've sprained my ankle 1 " ·I groaned. "Just 

leave me here 1 and I'll try to hold off the ores as long 

as I can." 
-nNo wayln Allen replied, and fiung my arm around hia 

- ' 

neck. We staggered together that way down the passageway 

west~ the ores gaining on us fast now. About ano~her 

torty yards ahead of us was the door -- the same door we 

had tried to open from the other side when we 1'1rst came 

into the dungeon. 

n1 certainly hope we won't be compelled to use the 
-Wizard Knock on this door," said Peter, panting in quick 

-
gasps. The tast run had been expecialiy hard on him, who 

was much more at home with a book than on a running track. 

"We should try to save that spell tor the final door, you 
-
kmw." 

. 
"It we can't open this door. we're never going to 

have a chance to use that spell or any other again, n 

said Tim. 

Just as we Callle up oo the door, the ore-platoon 

rounded the corner behind. us. They raised an even louder 

shout when they saw us, apparently trapped at a locked 

door. We could see their swords and shields flashing 

with the retl.ected beams sent out by our lights. 

"The door 1 s bolted shut·, n Tim shouted • 
. 

"Then let's heave it open -- and fast," Allen said. 

Then he turned to me. "Can you stand by yourselr for a 

.· . ·: .· ..: . . . ·.. . ... :, 
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minute, Char1es?" 

"Sure,n I replied, drawing out my- mace. "Go ahead, 

ana I'll see 11' I can hold them 01·:r." 
. 

"No holding them o£f by youraelt, 11 ill.en said as he 
-

heaved on the bol.t. "You' re coming through with the 

rest ot us. n 

-
!he bo1t slid open with the harsh grating noise of 
-

rusty iron scraping against stone. We al.l heaved on the 

door, and pushed through to the other side. 

The ores were almost upon us. We tried to push the 

door shut, but severai or them slamnied into it with 1\111 

force. Slowly but surely, the door opening widened, and 

we felt ourselves pushed backward. 

"Tim,~ Feter shouted desperateiy, "try a Hold Portal!" 
- . - -
Tim tried chanting the words that had worked twice 

ua so tar. But he couldn't let go ot the door to concen

trate on the chant, because all of us were needed to keep 

the ores from bursting t~ough. 

No good -- the spell didn 
1 
t work. "I must have spent 

my power on the last door, to keep the ogre back," Tim 

gasped. 

"Then maybe we'd better run for ii:;, n I yell.ed ovei

the shouting of the ores. But we did.n 1 t dare to push, 

or the ores woul.d be on us at once. 
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Pina:U.y, with one gigantic heave, the door flew open, 

hurling us backward. The ores came chargd.ng at us, swords 

and maces already swinging away. Fortunately for us, 

though, Peter was still thinking. He looked straight at 

the first tour ores that came through the door, and went 

into his complicated Charm Person dance. 

The ores were puzzled by Peter's strange movements, 

and they hesitated tor just an instant in their attack. 

And then it was too late tor them to escape the power or 
the spell. 

"Attack, m7 slaves I" Peter shouted, pointing at the 
.. 

rest ot the ore army as it surged through the door. 

"Destroy our enemies1 11 

-
With a roar, the charmed ores began swinging their 

swords at their fellows. The surprise was so great tba t 

Peter's ores hacked and hammered down several of their 

comrades before they were finaily overwhelmed. 

And meanwhile, we ran -- and I limped -- down the 

passageway to the stairs that led out or the dungeon 

and bacK to the place where we first cal'le into the tree 

-- a place we hadn't seen for what seemed like a long, 

long time1 

• • .... •.r • . ·.·. 
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TBB GRAND BATT.LB 

My injured toot he1d us back from going 1'uli sp~ed. 

Int the charmed ores were giving us some extra time by 

holding 01·r the main attacking force. Soon we were back 

up in the big circular room where the door led from the 

inside or King Sequoia to the North Forest. 
- ~ 

. "Let's go, Tim,":All.en said. "Cast that Wizard Knock 
... . . -

spell as .fast as you can, and let's get out of here. 11 

-8 Here goes," said Tim. He leveled the pal.ms or his 
- . 

bands at the door, and recited the words, "Pleedreem 
. 

Ovriete Tendel -- By the powers or Janus, let this door 

open at oncel" Then he rapped three times on the door, 
.. 

first with his right hand, then his left. The spell scrolJ. 

in hi..s right band crumple4 up like it was on tire, ana the 

ashes drifted to the floor. 

Then a spear struck the door onl~ inches above his 

clenched fist. The ores were up the stairs and into the 

room. There didn't seem to be so many or them now -

maybe because Peter's charmed ores had done away with 

severaJ. ol" their comrades before going under themsel.ves. 

But there still were some fifteen or twenty or the mon

sters, ail swarming up the stairway arid into the room, 

each or them brandishing a sword or a mace or a spear. 

And the door badn 1 t opened. 

... ·. . ~ • I 
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•come on, TimJ" Allen yelled trantica1ly. "Keep 
. -

working with that spell." 
. 

"I did!" Tim shouted back. "I'm finished. It just 
.. . 

didn't woi-k." 
~ 

"Good old Tasha and her big-he1p spe1l," said Alien. 
. . 

bitterly as he drew his sword. "Now we're going to have 

to fight our way out." 

uir in fact we ever do get out," said Peter as he 

drew his dagger. 

But then, no more conversation. The ores were upon 

us~ and the fight had begun. 

To start, A11en got in a good -- or lucky -- swing 

with his sword, and put one ore down right away. Those 

monsters were ugly and tough-looking, bit ~hey couldn't 

move as fast as we could. They were clumsy, and had to 

rely on sheer, brute force in their fighting. But from 

the looks of things right then, they had more than enough 

of that to win the day. 

After the first ore went down, three others began a 

slow, swinging and hammering at Allen's sword and shie1d, 

driving him back closer and closer to the circular wa1l. 

Re was parrying their blows weii enough; but he obviously 

couldn't keep it up as long as they could. 

Two ores attacked me at once. The first swing I 

parried with my mace; then I swung around, got by his 

... : . .. · .. · . ·" .. 
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guard, and banged him hard on the helmet. The ore 

reeled backwards, then feli motionl.ess to the f'loor. 

I immediately leaped onto the wall as high as I 

could, just as the second ore's sword swished through 

the air right where I'd been standing. My magical. 

boots and sJ:oves held me to the wa~i for the few seconds 

I needed. Then !·leaped aJ.i the way over the ore's 
. . 
head, bringing my mace square.Ly down on his helmet. 

When I bit the ground, two ores were down, and I was 

crouched and ready for the next attack. My hurt 

ankle was screaming out in protest; but I was in a 

tight for survivai, and couldn't pay any attention to 

minor injuries at a time like this. 

MeanwbiJ.e, Tim and Peter were rusned by a crowd or 

severa.1. ores, who must have seen oruy their daggers, 

and thought them aJ.mos t d.efense.less. Bui; Tim had his 

hand ready in one band, ana poin~ed it right into tne 

middle of the charging crowd or monsters. The b.1.ue 

flame crackled from its tip, and a searing boit of ligb.t•· 

n1ng..··r1ared out in1io line midst o~ the ores. Two or tnem 

went down at once, their c.1.othes smoking. The rest or 

them backed o£f wit.b. howis of pain and frustration. 

I was glad to see the 1'1gh.t going so well; but I 

shouldn't have been watching Tim and his wand wi"Chout 

keeping a lookout for troubi~. Something came crashing 
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into me from behind., and I went down to the floor, my 

mace arm pinned beneath me and an enraged ore gripping 

me tigntJ.y from behind. I managed to twist over on my 

back. But I ~oat my mace in the process; and tne ore 

was raising its iong, wicked-looking knire to plunge 

into my cnest. 

The onlj" thing I could do was to lash ouli and J.and. 
. . 

a aesperation punch on its jaw. I think that bJ.ow hurt 
• I 

my tist more than it hurt the orc:~s jaw. But luckily 

ror me, I'd hit him with the blue stone ring I'd gotten 

from tne kobolds. As soon as the ring made contact, a 

pale, bluish sphere began to eJ1;pand out from the stone, 

and wrap itseif around m~. The ore, to its amazement, 

was pushed orr my chest by the force 01· the expanding 

sphere. Ana. as he struck at me with his knife, the blow 

just glanced harm.lessiy orf the force-field surface ot 

the sphere. 

Another ore came up, raised ilis mace with both hand.a, 

and smashed at the sphere with his mace. No luck (for 

himJ. I was completely enclosed a.ud protected bJ' the · 

magical force brougnt fortn by the ring. 

So the ores couldn't get to me. But I couictnit get 

to them either. I picked up my mace, whicn was lying in

side the force-fiela, an~ tried to hammer my way out. 

The blows just gianced off the inside ot the sphere. I 

was trapped inside. 

.· .. · .. 
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In one way, I was just as g.Lad to be out or danger. 

But in another way I was frustrated that I couldn't get 

back out there to help my friends. I was just a spec

tator now -- like a spectator in a silent movie, too, 

because the sphere cut orr a1i sound from the outside, 

and gave everytihing an unreaJ.. 1 bl.uish }+ue. The tight 

raged, swords and shields clanged together, ores and 

people were shouting -- bu 1i it waa:.·all a noiseless pan

tomine to me now. 

The first tning I saw was an ore's blade bi~e into 

A1len 1 s right hand. He dropped his bl.a de and. jwnped. 

back, grabbing his injured hand with the other hand. 

But just as two ores moved in for the kili, something 

swelled cut from under clenc_hed and injured hand. It 

was the ring -- the ring he'd gotten from the kobola.s at 

the same time I'd gotten mine -- and four huge snakes 

dropped 1'rom his hand to the floor, their fangs bared and 

their iong, supple bodies coiled to spring. 

The ores jumped back, eyes rrozen with amazement ana 

fear. Allen was just as amazed as they were, and for an 

instant they were all Allen, ·ores," ana snakes -- all 

.t'rozen like a 3-D hologram. 

Peter had been watching the whoie scene, too, ana 

.figured ouli immediately- what must have happened. "Order 

the snakes to attack, Allen, 0 he shouted. (I couldn't 



hear him, oi· course; I got this part or tne story- !'rom 

them J.a ter J • 

So Al1en pointed at the ores and yelled, "Attack 

those thingsl" The tour serpents shot forward l.ike 
- -

stee1-sprung missies. Two or them wrapped themseives 

around two or the ores' necks, and the other two snakes 

sank their fangs into their iegs. The ores backed away, 

howling and struggling to loosen the iron grip or those 

coiis around their necks. 

The battle seemed to be going pretty weii in our 

favor. But then, one or the ores -- a big, ugl7 1'el1ow 

with jagged scars that zigzagged across his face 

shouted something, and they all retreated to the tar end 

ot the room. There they massed toge~hor -- there were 

still abOut ritteen ot them left -- and the big ore saitt 

something to them in J..OW tones. 

Allen came over to where Tim ana Peter were standing, 

and the three 01· them got their weapons ready for what

ever was going to happen. I was still 1ocked inside my 

blue sphere of protection, unable to help them out at a11. 

I could see Allen take out his Sa11ing Stone or Spikes, 
.. 

and balance it in his hana. for th.rowing. Tim readied his 

wand. Peter held his dagger poised for action. 

The air was tense. The ores were getting ready tor 

their big charge. Would they survive a rush by fifteen 
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ores? And how wou1d I ever get out or this sphere I was 

tl'apped inside? 
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'?BB RET01Ul OF AN OLD FRIEND 

The ores charged. The leader that same big ore who 

bad called them al.L togethe.r tor the charge -- onl.y ran 

•bout three steps before Allen's Sailing Stone or Spikes 

.. u•\)pped him in his tracks. 

"Sbavo Eedro Gadrol" Allen cried out, and the mira-
. -

~\Uous weapon flew back to his grasp. 'But by then it 

~~s too late to use it again. The ores had closed in 

!9tUige tor hand to band. comba 1i. 

Another sheath ot blue fire shot forth from Tim's 

~..iand. More ores 1'eJ.l ·-- but not eno~gh. Soon they were 

UJ. charging into the sma.LL, huddJ.ed group o:t my friends, 

:eating Allen's sword and Peber's dagger to the ground. 

~illl's wand. was wrenched from bis grip. Peter had used 

ip his Charm Person spe.Ll. It looked like it aJ.J. over 

:•or them. 

Then (they told me later), there cmne a booming shout 

:~om above them. "Twelve against three?" roared the voice. 
. . . 

·rou ores never have a sense o:t fair play. Guard you woll, 

.~ugh, ores. The combat will now become more equal." 

The surprised ores looked upward in amazement. The7 

~~~8 expecting a qµick viotory; and aJ.reaay the tour or 
· ':t had proved tougher than the7 expected. Then tlley 

· ·.·"l~ght they had my three friends ready tor the sl.aughter, 
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whon someone came to their aid, shouting down to them from 

the stairs that led upward. 

It was Isharl 

His longQow hlimmed~as the ·arrows:'.he .Let fly whistled.1 

sharply ,through.·· .. the .air •.. Ona, tw10, three, four ores .feJ...L 

to the fJ..oor, struck down by the dwarf's deadly aim. They 

backed otf in contusion, trying to escape trom the lethal 

rain of arrows. But as soon as they- began their retr~at, 

Tim picked up ~s wand from a faiien ore and re.leased an

other f J.ash 01' lightning-flame. 

The remaining ores -- and there weren't manyl -- ran 

tor· the stairs, howl.ing with ~ear. We -- with the he.1.p 

of Ishar., o:f course -- ha.d just defealied an en1iire army 

or ores. I stili could hardly believe it. A few minutes 

earlier, it looked as ir we would all be dead. Now we 

were ali free to go -- asswning I couJ.d get out or my 

sphere, and assuming we wou.:Ld be abl.e to open that door to 

the outside. 

"Well, well., ·wel.J.1" said Ishar, in a voice twice as 
.. . 

big as his size. "The adventurers return -- and wi~h 
-

some rine weapons, too. But you certainly brought a pack 

or trouble a~ong with you. Old Ishar was glad to help 

ou~ 1 though. n 

Then he turned t;o me ana my blue sphere. He came 

over and peered insiae, like I was a fish in a .fishbowl. 
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I couldn't hear him or taik to him, buli I tried to get 

across to him ~he fact that I was trapped inside and 

coul.dn't get out. He soon got the iaea, and made twist

ing signs around his ring £inger. 

"Aha," I thought. So I twisted my ring to the left 

n~thing. But when I twisted the ring to the rignt, 

the blue sneii began to grow fainter. After three com

plete turns, the-sheLL disappeared entireiyJ and I was 

tree again. 

11We.Lcome baclt to the worl.d., n Ishar said as the shell 
- . 

faded awa,.. 1Then he saw the blue cat. "And who or wbat 

·1s this strangely-colored creature?" he asked. With. a 
. 

swoop of his arms he scooped up the b.Lue cat, who had 

been cowering in the corner during the whoie balit~e. 

Ishar examined U'l.e cat's fur and face criticall7. 

"It certain.Ly doesn't J.ook like a norma.1 cat wilih dyed 

1\lrJ" he commented • 
. 
•..re found it in a room by a red dragon egg," Tiin 
~ 

told him, 11and it l'ollowed us up here." 
. 

"I'lJ. be an imperial ba.Lrog if this cat isn't a 
. 

bewitched human being," Ishar swore. And ali tbat, the 

cat looked up into Isnar's eyes -- and nodcted ius head! 

It was amazing to see a cat te~i us thac it wasn't a 

cat at aJ.l, buli a person with some kind 01· e.uchantmenli 

laid on it. No wonder Tasha wanted this cat so much • 
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ttwell, 11 saia. Ishar, seliliing the cat down and clapping 
~ ' 

me on the shoulders, "I imagine you adventurers have .bad 

some pretty exciting times since I saw you last. Let's 

all go upstairs to the weapons shop and talk about it. 

And maybe I can talk you into selling or trading some ot 

those tine weapons you 1ve won." Then he looked around 

t~e ro_om. "Say, weren't there tour ot you when you 

started out? Where's that other magic-user -- the one 
. ' 

who uses the ~ancy language?" 

We were all so relieved just to have survived the ore 

a~_tack, a~d so surprised to see Ishar again, that we didn't 

even notice that_Peter was_missing • 

.. "~,.he probably just. slipped on his invisibility 

i-~ng __ when the going got t~ugh there at the last,, u said 

illen. fut he sounded worried -- and so were we all. . . 

Then we saw him. There, in the midst of a pile of 

fa1len ores, l~y Peter. 

· . "He's lllrtl" Tim yelled. "Quick, Charles, do a 

Cure Wounds spell on·him." 

I ran over to where Peter was lying, and relt his 

pu1se. "No Cure Wounds spell is going to help Peter," 

I said slowly. "He's dead. 11 

.. . . •,/ ... · .. .. ··.' :· ·.·.· 
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TBB GOLDEB WATERS OF RESURRECTION 

The joy over our victory turned to sadness in a flash. 

Suddenly we lmew: we'd conquered monsters, won treasure 

and magic, had gone through some great experiences -- but 

now none ot it was worth it, since Peber was dead. 

Without a word·, Ishar climbed the stairs back up to 

his weapons shop, and disappeared out ot sight. 

nWhat do we do now?~ Allen asked helplessly. 

"I don't know," Tim replied. 
I 

"We couldn t even open 

the door. But now, even it we can get that door open, 

we'll have to carry Peter's body back to the highway." 

"I guess you're right," I said. Then we were all 

silent. What wo~d w~ say to his parents? And who 

· would believe our story when we told the truth -- that 

Peter died ot sword wounds in a battle with an army ot 

ores? 

In a few minutes, Isha~ came back down the stairs 

with a crafty smile on his face. He looked at each of 

us,. then said, "My boys, I shouldn't give you any 

breaks at all after that stew you traded me. Ughl" He 

made a face. "That was the worst stu.1'1' that I ever 

tortured my tongue with! But you're young, and new at 

thia game of adventuring. So let me make you an offer 

for a dea1." He reached into bis pouch and pulled out 
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a small bottle. "Here it is -- maybe the most precious 

thing in the entire universe -- a vial of Golden Waters 

or Resurrection! Surely you remember this bottle from 

7our last visit to my shop." 

We C?e~tai~y did remember itl A light of hope flashed 

across our faces. Here was a magic potion that could 

bring the dead back to life. 

just give it to us outrigh't. 

exchange? 

But Ishar surely wouldn't 
I 

What would he want in 

As if he'd read.my thoughtsJ Ishar said, "Now,- 1ou 

realize ot course that t~s ~otion is extremely rare and 

.qu~te valuable. I m7self have seen only ha~f a dozen 

such bottles of this fluid in my whole life. Bu.t I'm a 

businessman -- even though I'm still not a bad warrior, . . 

~· you've just seen and as a businessman, I'm always 

rea~ to make a trade. What have you got to offer me for 

this potion?" 

He certainly must have lmown how bad.11 we wanted those 

Golden Waters of Resurrection. So I didn't feel like I 

was giving up anything when I almost shouted, "Everything. · 

We'll give you the whole pile of treasure and magic." 

"Let me see what you've got, n Ishar replie.d. "Stack 

it al.l here where I can see it."· 

As we were piling up our treasures tor Ishar 1s evalua

tion, Tim asked him, ''Are you sure those Golden Waters will 

.. 
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reall7 work? It's not that we don't trust you, or that 

we're afraid you might gyp us out of our gold and things. 

We just don't want to get our hopes up about reviving 

Pater and then be disappointed." 

Ishar looked at us soberly. "I won't lie to J"OU. 

With this potion, there is a 25 percent chance that the 

potion won't work. Sometimes the potion was brewed too 

weak, and sometimes the person ~s been dead too long for 

its magic to take effect. But here's my promis~: if it 

doesn't work, I won't take a cent from J"OU. Fair enough?" 

"Fair enough," we ~l agreed. 

All of our .winnings from the dungeon made a pretty 

impressive pile. Tb.e ruby and the emerald, the gold, 

~h~ one remaining carved coin, my sphere of protection 

ring, Peter's ring of invisibili~y, Tim's ring (it was 

a loser anyway), my magic boots and gloves, Tilll's wand, 

and Allen 1 s snake. ring and his. Sailing Stone ot. Sp~kes,. 

~-we hated .to. have to part ·with 81.1 that -treasure~. Bu~ 

all. the loot· in the world wouldn 
1 
t have meant a thing to 

us just then ii' Peter's life was gone torover. 

"Here 1 t all is," I· said to Ishar. "Is it enough to 

buy the Golden Waters of Resurrection?" 

Isbar was a shrewd trader. He knew how badly we 

needed that vial. He looked at our treasures and frown

ed, as if we were trying to pass off second-rate stu1't in 
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exchange for his genuine potion. But finally he said, 

"Well, I'm getting the bad end of this deal, and that's 

the truth. Bu.t I suppose. n • • 

nwait just a minute," said Allen. I cou1d see the 

looki. in his e7e, and I knew what was coming: even in the 

midst of this tragedy, A1len oouldn 1 t pass up a try at 

~~rgaining with Ishar. "We're giving you some pretty 

val~able things here. Let's make a compromise: we 111 

g~ve you most ot these thi~s if you'll agrea to let us 

use t~em tre~ ot ~harge when ~d if we ever come back to 

the dungeon again. How about it?" 

I couldn 1 t believe it. Not only was Allen trying to 

drive a bar~ain while _o~ friend's lite was at stake; he 

w~s actu~ly talking about returning to the dungeon later 

tor even more risksl 

Ishar looked shocked. "But 1£ you want it ao that 

you can use these weapons whenever you want to, they're 

rea~ly still y~rs. I can 1 t sell them -- I'd only be 

keeping them tor you. No, that's no kind of a deal. n 

So they argued back and forth. Finally, though, 

tbq reached an agreement. We agreed to give up the gold, 

and jewels, the coin, and all. the magical things except 

tor Peter's invisibility ring and my magic boots and 

gloves. Ishar would keep everything in hia shop until 

we came to use them again. Then we could use them for 
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one campaign, after which we either had to pay him for them 

or else give them to him outright to sell. And we had to 

return within one year, or Ishar could sel1 everything 

ring and boots included. 

Considering how badly we wanted that via1 or Goldon 

Waters of Resurrection, I thought Allon did a prett7 good 
·~ 

job ot; trading. And so did Ishar. "A hard bargain-

dri ver you are, son," Ishar said to Allen, "but it 1s a 

deal. And here is the vial." 

Since I was the healer of the group, Ishar handed the 

small bottle or precious fluid to me. As I looked at it, 

I saw its colors twist and turn in wild, fantastic shapes 

.. tha~ always seemed on the verge or making some definite 

picture, but never quite making it. It was hypnotizing 
I 

but I couldn_t allow myself to stand there entranced by 

its mysterious patterns this time, like I bad before. I 

had a serious healing Job··.~o attempt. 

So I tilted back Peter's head and let the liquid £low, 

drop by drop, into hia parted but lifeless lips. ~ emptied 

the bottle, but there was still no breath, no stirring of 

the pulse. Everybod~, even Ishar, was bent over ua, their 

tacos drawn tight with anxiet~. 

A minute went b,-. Two minutes. Five minutes. Isbar 

started to look pretty glum -- and that was detinitel~ a 

bad sign. 
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·."It should have taken effect by now if it were going 

to work at all," said Ishar with a heavy voice. "I'm 

arraid. " • • 

ai.t just then, Poter movedl Bia eyelids i'luttered, 

and the color came back to his cheeks. The breathing 

started again. And he opened bis eyes. 

We all whooped and shouted for Joy •. Ishar oven did 

a little dance ot celebration. 

Peter looked up at mo with a puzzled expression. 

"What is the occasion tor all this commotion?" he asked. .. . . 

"I was sound asleep, and then all of a sudden I hear the 

lot of you sh<>.uting as if it were New Year's Eve. What 

on earth are you making all the racket tor?" 

We all laughed. But Poter ju.st looked ar0W1d 

sleepily and yawned. 

"For some curious reason, I find myself vor1 hungry," 

he said. ~I don't suppose any of you would have some 

chocolate chips, would you?" 
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BA.CK DOWN THE P ATB 

After Peter had returned to 11fe., we al.l went Up to 

Ishar' s shop for a celobration. We told him the complete 

stor~ ot our adventures, while he listened att~ntively, 

commenting every so of ten on our bravery or our foolish

ness. Re waa silent1 though, when we told him about 

Tasha. Maybe there was -- or used to be -- something 

between them. We never found out. 

Finally, though, I had to say something about our 

bad luck with the door. "Ishar., it 1 s been great talking 

with 7ou. And we'~ always be grateful to you for start

ing us off on these adventures. But we're supposed to 

m~~t my dad. today at.• place a long ways from here. That 

door is stil.l. locked, though. Can you help us try to 

open it?" 

"Like I told you when you first came here," said 

Iabar, "I can't open the door any more than you can, un

less I've got some special kind of spell -- and ~ven then, 

I can't use it, sine& I'm a fighter -- or used to be, 

anyway. But I can't understand wh7 the Wizard Knock spell 

didn't work -- unless, fo course, it's a fake. And I 
I 

wouldn.t put it past a wizard's witch to give you a spell 

that didn't work, just as a cruel ld.nd of joke. I've 

even known witches, like that Tasha you spoke or, to give 

young magic-uaers·spells that backfired on the users. 
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nait come on; let's go downstairs and see if we can 

discover the problem." 

So we a11 packed up and climbed down to the circular 

room whore we'd fought the ores. And there was tho great 

door, _the source of all our· troubl~s, still closed. ~sbar 

walked up, put his bands against it, and shoved. 

The d~or swung.openl 

·And_ so did our _mouths. ~How did you do that?" Tim 

asked in amazement. 
I 

"I thought you said 7ou didn t have 
a. • • • 

any magical pc.wers. n 

n~d I d~n' t," said I~har with ~ laugh. "You unlocked 

. i~_~ou~self _with t~t spell. All you needed to do was to 

push the door open. The· spell unlocks the door for 7ou, 

but you can't expect it to produco a doorman who comes out 

and opens the door witli a bow. You've got to do that 

yours elf. " 

We all, especially ~im, telt pretty foolish abou.t that 

dumb mistake. It was obvious that we all still had a good 

bit to learn about the dl.ngeon. 

After the several days we'd spent in .the dim, flash

light-lit world of the widerground, the su_?J.ight was 

blinding. But we soon got our daylight eyes back, and 

ventured outside. Ishar, though, stayed behind. 

ncome back again, lads," he said with a wave ot bis 

powerful hand. "I like to see young adventurers, 1'ull 
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or bright ideas and the pep ot youth, go down there and 

brave the dangers ot the dungeon. And ot course," he 

added with a wink, "it's good tor business, too!" Then 

he grasped the door and.pu1led it shut with a clang, 

leaving us outside at the foot of King Sequoia. 

We all stood there for a moment. looking at the huge 

tree and thinking about what went on inside it. 

"I can hardly believe all the things that happened 

to us in there," i said. 

•1 can't wait until we get back and tell al1 our 

friends abcut this," said Allen. "Will they ever be 

green with env1 when they hear about our adventures!" 
\. . 

"What makes you think they'll believe us?n Tim 

asked him. 

11And w1l7 wouldn't they?" Allen asked. 

"~ould you believe someone if he came up and told you 

that he'd gone inside an enormous tree, met a dwarf who 

sold him weapons and spells, fought with kobolds, giant 

spiders, trolls, bandits and ores, met _a wit.ch, died, 

came badk to life, then escaped from the tree with a spell 

the witch had given him~" 

Allan's face looked glum. 

beli.eva ble, does it?" 

"It doe8Il 1 t sound Ver"S' 
' 

"I hate to intrude on your musings and speculations," 

said Petar, "but according to m~ calculations, we have 
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~p~roximat~l1 six hours until Charles's father arrives to 

pick us up. ..Ma7 .I sugges~ that we depart at once?" 

"Six boursl" I gasped. "Ohman, we'll never make it. 

It took us twice that long to get up here." 

~e'd bes~ get going in any case, . Show us the way 

again, oh peerless leader," said Peter with a bow. 

nAnd let's double-time itl" shouted Allen. 

So _we all took off running back the way we'd come, 

wi~h me ~nd ot loping along.,. since my ankle was still 
I 

sore. I wasn t too sure of our path after the first 

half hour of tr~velling. But then I saw one of A1len 1 s 

marks on a tree. 

Allen saw it too. "Now aren't you guys glad I had 

the genius to mark those trees when we came out here?" 

~e're j~t luck the rain didn 1 ~ wash those genius 

marks away," said Tim. 

The rain had left the marks, but it mad• our path 

pretty boggy. Before long, we were all spattered with 

Dllld. The day was beautiful, though. Strong sunbeams 

were making the mia t rise off the ground, and all the 

br~nches and need.1e~ sparkled brightly. A~ter.what 

seemed like hours of running, we came to a river. 

•1 don't remember this," I said. "We might have 

taken a wrong turn somewhere back there." 

. Ent _we f1_opped down on the carpet of wot redwood 

needles anyway. We were too tired to go any :t'u.rther 
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without some rest. We'd missed at least one whole night 

. of sleep. And the exertions of the past several days 

were finally starting to catch up withua. 

"I remember this place," Ti?n said tinall7. "It was 

dr7 before the rain. Tbs. t' s wbJ you don 1 t remember there 

being a river hero, Charles." 

"Bow about some chow?" Allen asked as he opened his 

backpack. Now that we were resting, it occured to us 

that we were ~uper hungry, so each or us dug out his 

favorit:e i'ood. 

"Anyone want some anchovies?" I asked as I opened a 

tin of the tastiest food thore is • 

. ~~l" was Tim's reply-. "Here -- better have some 

nice carrots and spinach leaves to go with that awful 

stuff you're eating." 

"Uh, n~ tlu!-nks, '~ I said, looking at the wilted spinach 

leaves and dried-out carrots. How could he eat that stur:t' 

and like it? 

"Have some pizza, you gu.ys," Allen said with hia mouth 

1\111. He held out a few pieces or o~d, stale pizza to 

all ot us. 

nNo, thank you, n said Peter. "But would you liko a 

bite of this delectable chocolate chip sandwich -- my 

best invention, if I do say so m1sel£." 

We looked at the soggy broad crammed with dried-out 

chocolate chips. nNo, 1ou go right ahead and oat the 
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whole thing -- 11' you dare," I said. So each or us ate 

his own lunch, wondering why all tho rest had such weird 

taste in food. 

Wo rested tor awhile aftor we'd eaten, then took ot~ 

again through the woods at a steady jog, hoping to make 

the highway by ti ve o' clock. 

We came· to another one of Allen's X-marks. I was 

relieved to see it; bit Tim said, "It's 4:30 righ.t_now. 

We'd better hustle, or we'l1 never make it in time." 

So we ran full-tilt. And at exactly five o 1cJ.ock, 

we reached the highway. And just as we threw ourselves 

~own.~n the grass next to the road, utterly wiped out by 

fatigue, I saw m~ dad's car coming down ~he road towards 

us. He pulled the car up to where we were lying, and 

rolled down the window. 

"W~ll, there you are -- still relaxing, too, I see. 

Did you have a quiet and peaceful time out there in the 

North Forest?" 

The .tour ot us looked at each other and burst out 

1aughtng. Quiet and peace1Ul.1 

"Right," I said as we all piled into our car. "It 

was so restful that we want to come back here again soon. 

Will you bring us back ~ere some time?" 

"Suro," said my dad. 

And before he slammed the door, the blue cat jumped 

in and settled doWn on my lap. 

##11:/l!i# .JI /Ill## ###ii# 

.. ., ... 
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BPILOGUB 

Well, that's my stor,-. I was going to prove it was 

~11 true by inviting you to come over to my hou~e and 

see the blue cat. But since I started writing this book, 

we've been back to King Sequoia and the dungeon in the 

tree. And the cat turned out to be • • • 

I'll tell you about that cat, and some even more 

amazing adven~es,. i_n ~he next story. But if you're 

ever in the North Forest, and if you come to a huge. tree 

with a door in its sido, and if you can get that door 

~pen -- 7ou ma7 write 7our own bookl 

. •. 
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